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SUMMARY 
The main aim of the work described in this dissertation has been to 
develop a description of the interface between the chip and the rake face 
of a cutting tool. This interface is of great importance in many manufac-
turing operations. 
The experiments are conducted in a vacuum planing machine, which 
provides precise control of the atmospheric conditions during cutting. The 
chip/tool interface is studied directly, using a transparent (sapphire) cutting 
tool to machine various ductile metals, such as lead and aluminium, in air 
and in vacuum. On the basis of these observations a new classification is 
made of the zones of contact at the interface in continuous cutting. This 
description is extended to steel tools and harder workpieces such as copper. 
The influence of oxygen on the rake face interaction is investigated. 
Previous workers have noted apparently anomalous behaviour; it is suggested 
that recent discoveries about the adhesion between metals and oxides help to 
explain these anomalies. The transparent tool is used to study the access of 
cutting lubricants to the chip/tool interface and the role of lubricants is 
examined in the light of the new description of the interface. 
Continuous cutting with built-up edge formation, experienced with 
materials such as Duralumin and steel, and discontinuous cutting, experienced 
with materials such as magnesium and free-machining brass, are studied by means 
of these new techniques. Some suggestions are made concerning the material 
properties responsible for these types of cutting behaviour. The conditions 
of contact at the rake face of the tool are also studied . 
A study is made of the influence of crystallografhic orientation of 
the workpiece on the cutting process. Pure single crystals of aluminium, 
copper and magnesium are machined in various orientations. Some speculations 
are also made about the source of the instability in continuous cutting and 
on the mechanism of chip curl. 
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REFERENCES 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Metal cutting developed as a useful art long before there were 
analytical approaches to metal defonnation. It remains a field of study 
in which very little real behaviour can be predicted by the application 
of theory alone. The defonnation behaviour of metals, although complex, 
is in many cases amenable to analysis once the boundary conditions have 
been established. The development of good cutting theories is hindered 
by the difficulties in obtaining a realistic yet workable description 
of ·the way in which the tool and workpiece interact. 
One of the major problems, preventing metal machining from being 
thoroughly investigated and understood, is the fact that the most 
important contact region in the process - the interface between the chip 
and the tool - is obscured from view during the cut. The work described 
in this dissertation includes the first comprehensive investigation into 
chip/tool contact conditions by means of direct observation of the inter-
face. This is achieved by the use of a transparent cutting tool. Many 
of the most interesting results of this work are dyna~ic effects, seen 
when cutting is viewed from 11inside11 the tool. For this reason, a 16 mm 
cine film is included. in the dissertation. 
This worker has derived a considerable. benefit from inheriting a 
working research machine-tool. Previous work with the vacuum planing 
machine (Williams, 1975) has been directed towards obtaining a better 
understanding of the role of lubricants in machining . With the ability 
to study directly the influence of lubricants on the rake face contact 
and the development of a better descript_ion of the interface , this 
earlier work is extended. In addition to these speculations about the 
chip/tool interface, the process of fonning the chip is studied, with 
reference to the shape of the chip, the metallurgical factors determining 
the mode of chip formation and the influence on cutting behaviour of the 
initial slip geometry of the workpiece. 
ARRANGEMENT OF THE DISSERTATION 
Some of the main theoretical approaches to metal cutting problems 
are surveyed in Chapter 2. An exhaustive review of the literature would 
be excessively long, so detailed discussion is concentrated in two main 
areas: 
(a) the mechanics of the chip-forming process and fonn of the chip and 
(b) the chip/tool interface in continuous cutting and influence of 
lubricants . 
The apparatus is described in Chapter 3, together with the basic 
exp~rimental techniques and procedures for analysing the data. Chapters 
4 - 8 contain detailed descriptions of the experiments. Since the 
investigation often follows a progression from one conclusion to the 
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next experiment, . frequent discussion of resuits in the course of these 
Chapters is unavoidable. Wherever possible, however , several experimental 
situations ~r e discussed together. 
Chapter 4 is concerned with the interface between the chip and the 
rake face of the tool in continuous chip formation. Direct observations 
of the interface are first described . The transparent cutting tool is 
used to machine certain ductile metal s in air and vacmnn. The results of 
various modifications to the experimental technique are presented and 
discussed. The picture of the interface is extended to describe 
situations where stee l tools and harder workpiece s are employed . 
Built-up-edge formation in continuous cutting, and discontinuous 
chip formation are considered in Chapter 5. With some workpiece materia l s , 
the transparent tool is used to reveal the contact conditions at the rake 
face. The behaviour of other materials which exhibit these modes of 
chip formation is discussed. 
Chapter 6 includes the results of an investigation of the processes 
of slip in metal cutting. The influence of the crystal orientation of 
the workpiece is examined. Instabilities in continuous chip formation 
and the curl of the chip are also considered. 
Lubrication in cutting is the subject of Chapter 7. The effect of 
gases and vapours, the access of liquid lubricant and the influence of 
lubricants on the chip/tool interface are investigated. 
It emerges in the course of the investigation of continuous cutting 
that the region of chip/tool contact immediately adjacent to the cutting 
edge of the tool is not well understood. This region is discussed in 
Chapter 8. 
The major conclusions of the work are summarised in Chapter 9. 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE STUDY OF ORTHOGONAL CUTTING 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of meta] cutting has its origins about a hundred years 
ago and early studies (Thime, 1870; Tresca, 1878; Malleck, 1881) provide 
a description of the processes of chip formation. Mallock studied chips 
from a large mrrnber of materials and states 11there is little difference 
in any of these", although his careful drawings suggest substantial 
variations. Thime observed that chips are formed by shear concentrc1.ted 
in a narrow band extending from the top of the tool to the free surface 
at the junction of the chip and workpiece. 
Taylor (1907) adopted an empirical approach, making a monumental 
study of cutting tool materials and practice. The introduction of high 
speed steel tools in the 1900 1 s and of cemented carbide tools in the 
1920 1 s enabled considerable advances in cutting technology to be made 
and promoted further theoretical studies of the machining process . 
Attempts were made to model the mechanism of chip formation (Ernst and 
Merchant, 1941) and continue to this day. 
There bas been a divergenc e between workers studying cutting from 
the fundamental point of view and those engaged in the development of 
practical cutting techniques . The complex nature of the p:rocess, with 
extreme conditions of stress, strain, strain rate and temperature, makes 
analytical approaches to the problem very difficult • . Furthermore, many 
important aspects of the cutting process are connected with f€atures 
which c annot casi ly be observed or measured and much doubt r e.rn.ains over 
the validity of the descriptions employed in analysis. 
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2.1 ORTHOGONAL CUTTING GEOMETRY 
2.1.1 Metal C;itting Geometry 
Metal cutting processes in general involve the passage of a wedge-
shaped tool of hard material through the metal workpie£e close to the 
surface. This results in the removal of woi:kpiece material 2s a ~· 
The fonn of the tool, the nature of the workpiece and the characteristics 
of the chip vary with differences in the cutting geometry. Hand and 
machine tool processes are listed in Table 2.1 in order of increasing 
geometrical complexity. The list is not exhaustive, but contains the 
major cutting configurations. 
· For the purpose of fundamental study, the arrangement kno,;.;'!1 as 
110rthogonal cutting" is almost always employed, where the cutting edge, 
the direction of motion of the tool and the normal to the surface of 
generation are orthogonal. This leads to a considerable simplification 
of the mechanical principles involved, since the process may be tackled 
as a two-dimensional problem. Although very few practical metal cutting 
techniques have this configuration, the infonnation derived from studies 
of orthogonal cutting may subsequently be applied to more complex 
geometries which are not so amenable to analysis. 
Planing is an example of true orthogonal cutting, in which the 
workpiece is in the forni of a strip. Tube cutting on a lathe approaches 
orthogonal geometry when the radius-to-thickness ratio is large, while 
disc cutting approximates to true orthogonal cutting when the depth of 
cut is small compared with the radius. In all these cases , the tool is 
wider than the section being machined. Away from the edges of the 
workpiece , the material flow approxi1:1ates to plane strain and, as long 
as the depth of cut is small compared with tlle width of the workpiece, 
5 
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TABLE 2.1 Hand and Machine Tool Processes 
Cut ting 
Pr ocess 
HAND 
Ch i sel 
Saw 
File 
MACH INE 
Planing 
Shaping 
Broaching 
Tapping 
Reaming 
Drilling 
Turning 
Milling 
Grinding 
Shape of 
Cutting Edge 
Straight 
Straight 
Usually 
Straight 
Straight 
Curved 
Curved 
Curved 
Curved 
Curved 
Straight 
Curved 
Not def i ned 
Angle of 
Motion at Edge 
Normal 
Normal 
Oblique 
Nonnal 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 
Oblique 
Oblique 
Oblique 
Oblique 
Not defined 
Number of 
.Cutting Edges 
One 
Many 
Many 
One 
One 
Many 
Many 
Several 
Two 
One 
Several 
Very many 
Motion of 
Tool 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Circular 
(circumference) 
Circular 
(circumference) 
Circular 
(radial) 
Linear 
Circular 
(circumference 
or radial) 
Circular 
Motion of 
Workpiece 
Circular 
Linear 
Linear or 
c ircular 
·-
TABLE 2.1 Hand and Machine Too l Pr ocesses 
Cutting 
Pr ocess 
HAND 
Ch i s e l 
Saw 
Fil e 
MACH INE 
------
Pl aning 
Shaping 
Bro aching 
Tapping 
Reaming 
Drilling 
Turning 
Mill i ng 
Gr i nd i ng 
Shape of 
Cutting Edge 
Straight 
Straight 
Usually 
Straight 
Straight 
Curved 
Curved 
Curved 
Curved 
Curved 
Straight 
Curved 
Not defined 
Angle of 
Motion at Edge 
Nonnal · 
Nonnal 
Oblique 
Normal 
Nonnal 
Normal 
Normal 
Oblique 
Oblique 
Oblique 
Oblique 
Not defined 
Number of 
Cutting Edges 
One 
Many 
Many 
One 
One 
Many 
Many 
Several 
Two 
One 
Several 
Very many 
Motion of 
Tool 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Circular 
(circumference) 
Circular 
(circumference) 
Circular 
(radial) 
Linear 
Circular 
(circumference 
or radial) 
Circular 
Motion of 
Workpiece 
Circular 
Linear 
Linear or 
circular 
the movement of material may be analysed in two dimensions. 
2.1.2 Nomenclature 
The essential features of this arrangement are shown in Figure 
2.1. The cutting edge f.s formed at the apex of two faces, the clearance 
face, which is adjacent to the cut surface, and the rake face, which is 
adjacent to the chip. The angle between the clearance face and the cut 
surface is the 11clearance angle11• The angle between the rake face and 
the normal to the cut surface is the 11rake angle", o< When the tip 
of the tool is the foremost point, this angle is defined as positive. 
In general, there will be a radius at the tip of the tool which is known 
as the 11nose radius", but in most o.f the work that follows, we shail be 
concerned with ideally sharp tools. 
A ribbon of material whose initial thickness, d, is the depth 
of cut is removed as a chip. When this chip is a continuous ribbon, 
of !'chip thickness" t, the process may be idealised as continuous shear 
on a 11shear plane" making an angle ~ with the cut surface. Simple 
geometry yields the relationship: 
d 
t 
= 
sin~ 
cos(f - o<) 
2, 1.3 The Im..E.£rtance of th~ar Plane~ngle 
Metal cutting differs from most other metal working processes in 
that the flow of material is not constrained by the tooling. The amount 
of plastic work, ~,hich determines the cutting forces, may be expressed in 
terms of the shear plane angle~' and in order to meet with any success, 
models of the cutting process must aim to predict this angle. Control 
of the shear plane angle is also of great importance in practical 
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2.1 
workpiece 
Figure 2.1 Orthogona l cutting - nom enclature 
2.2 
. Figure 2. 2 Forces 2cting on the tool in orthogonal cutting 
chip 
thickness 
shear pla ne 
angle 
chip 
tool 
rake 
angle 
machining; in particular, a large frictional drag between the tool and 
the chip results in a low shear plane angle (Merchant, 1945). 
2.2 MODELS OF CONTINUOUS CUTTING 
2. 2.1 Simple Friction Models 
During continuous chip formation in the equilibrium state, a 
constant force R acts upon the cutting tool as shown in Figure 2.2. 
This may be resolved into components N and T normal and parallel to the 
cutting direction and it is these forces that are commonly measured 
in cutting experiments. R has components W and F normal and parallel 
to the rake face. 
Several assumptions are made to develop a workable model: 
(i) Shear occurs on a plane OX extending from the tool tip Oto 
the free surface. 
(ii) Forces are transmitted from the tool to the workpiece only at 
the rake face; the resultant forces on the shear plane are 
W and F normal and parallel to OX. 
s s 
(iii) The normal force Wand the friction force Fon the rake face 
are related by the equation 
F = W tan A 
where ~ is a constant fric t ion ang~e. 
The s hear force F acting on the shear plane i s then given by 
s 
and the stress by 
F' 
s 
K 
R 
cos 
R s in / 
dw cos (~ -{- d. - cl... ) 
I 
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where d and ware the depth and width of cut respectively. 
This stress is equated to the flow stress of the material in 
plane strain. Howeyer, the equation is still far from instructive. 
It contains a friction angle, A , whose value is as yet unknown. A 
more serious defect is ~he dependence on the shear plane angle, 1· 
It is assumed (Ernst and Merchant, 1941) that this angle takes the 
value which will minimise the energy consumed in the cutting process. 
This yields the solution 
' = 
1 ~ + 
4 2 
(D(.-A). 
In order to use this solution and assess its value, it is 
necessary to assign a value to~. Friction angles are notorious for 
their variability, but when applying the principle that whatever value 
of A best fits the data, the agreement of this model over a range of 
cutting conditions is not good. (Merchant, 1945; Kobayashi et al . , 1960). 
Several equations of the general form 
have been derived (Sata, 1963) with the originators often introducing 
additional angles, for example the angle betvrnen the shear plane and 
the direction of maximum shear stress (Shaw et al., 1953). All equations 
of this type are subject to the criticism that the friction angle, A 
is not known a priori and mu s t be deduced for each cut.ting situation 
from experimenta l -d a ta . Other types of analysis hav e been made which 
i ncorporate dif ferent material proper ti es or syst em parame t er s which 
are more amenable to independent veri f ication. 
2. 2. 2 SecondE"-..Y _Shear 
It i s f ound in prac tice that pl astic fl ow occurs in a z one 
8 
extending from the vicinity of the tool tip to the free surface, kno~m 
as the "primary shear zone11 , (Figure 2.3). In addition, observations 
suggest that there is always additional shearing of the chip on the 
underside i.e. adjacent to the rake face (Nakayama, 1962; Usui and 
Takada, 1967). This is described as the 11secondary shear zone1'. The 
concept of frictional sliding along the rake face is replaced in newer 
models by the suggestion that the under-surface of the chip is affixed 
to the tool and relative movement occurs by internal shearing. 
These models abandon the friction angle and , instead, describe 
the chip/tool contact in terms of a sticking length, under constant 
flow stress, (Rowe and Spick, 1967; Rowe and Wolstencroft 1 1970). 
Certain assumptions in the Merchant model are retained, notably the 
approximation to a single shear plane and the use of a minimum energy 
criterion to predict f. There is now, of course, the problem of 
assigning a value to the sticking length, which has replaced the 
friction angle . The work done in the primary and secondary shear zones 
is calculated and minimised algebraically with respect to/, (Rowe and 
Spick, 1967). The agreement with experimental data is not particularly 
good but useful qualitative interpretation of cutting behaviour can be 
made (Rowe and Wolstencroft, 1970; Williams et al., 1970). 
2.2.3 Shear Zone Analysis 
A full theoretical treatment of the s,ituation of Figure 2.3 has 
become possible through the use of slip line field theory (Hill, 1950; 
Childs and Rowe, 1973). The complexity of the slip li.ne field (Lee and 
Shaffer, 1951; Kudo., 196.5) and the number of parameters incorporated 
' i.nt o the treatment (Palmer and Oxley, 1959; Hastings, Oxley and 
Stephenson, 1974) have grown = so that t~e theory in its most developed 
form is claimed to represent a close approximation to 11real 11 machining 
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Figur e 2. 3 Shear zones in or thogona l cutting 
Figure 2.4 Stress distribution on the rake face of an orthogonal 
cutting tool (after Zorev). 
't: shear stress 
6 -· normal stress 
2.3 
2.4 
chip 
tool 
pnmary shear 
workpiece 
tool 
(Oxley and Hastings, 1977). 
The shear plane OX in Figure 2.2 is a slip line, i.e. a direction 
of maximum shear strain rate (in this case infinite) and maximum shear 
stress. This is the simplest. possible primary slip line field. Lee 
and Shaffer (1951) propos~ a straight-sided triangular secondary 
shear zone and predict 
j = 7'" 4 + (oZ - ") 
It will be noted that the concept of friction angle is retained. This 
model assumes a constant flow stress; Christopherson, Oxley and Palmer 
(1958) modify the analysis to take account of variations with strain 
(i.e. strain hardening). 
Stephenson and Oxley (1970) used printed grids on the side of a 
workpiece in orthogonal configuration to measure the plastic flow in 
cutting. They conclude that the strain rate distribution is nearly 
symmetrical about OX, with large variations in the strain rate occurring 
through the primary shear zone. Childs (1971) and Usui and Takada (1967) 
have applied the grid method to strains on the rake face and conclude 
-
that shear strains of the order of 10 are common in this region. These. 
techniques, unfortunately, suffer from the defect that plane strain 
conditions ciay not be maintained at the sides of the workpiecc, although 
glass plates are usually glued to the side to restrict sideways flow. 
Observations may not, therefore , be representative of the strains within 
the workpiece and -chip. In addition, the size of the grids employed 
is large compared with the width of the proposed secondary shear zone. 
The distortion of irain structure within thA chip has also been used 
(Zorev, 1966) for estimating the strains and the size of the secondary 
shear zone. Specially-cast directional eutectic structures have also 
1.0 
been employed as "internal grids11 (Cooke and Rice, 1973). 
Temperature distributions lead to significant variations in the 
flow stress and the temperatures in the plastic zones are incorporated 
into recent models . Hastings, Oxley and Stephenson (1974) use empirical 
methods based upon experimental data of Boothroyd (1963). 
Modelling the stresses on the rake face poses the greatest 
problems in this form of analysis (see Section 2. 3) . Oxley and 
Hastings (1977) in developing their model to predict strain rate in the 
primary shear zone use a 11rectangular11 rake face stress distribution, 
assuming that the normal and shearing stresses over the contact length 
are constant and related by a single friction angle. A significant 
advance is made, however, since a value for A. is not required for 
prediction of the stresses and strain rates . Childs (1971, 1972) has 
concentrated on obtaining accurate measur ements of s train in the primary 
and secondary ·shear zones and developed a non-hardening _theory to 
predict chip thickness, curvature and rake face contact length. 
Recently-published work (D ewhurst , 1978) considers the pre-
flow deformation at the free surface and the factors influencing 
curl of the chip . The author sugg ests that the machining process is 
n ot uniqueli .defined by a given set of steady-state conditions and 
that t he mode of d ef ormation depends in part on the build-up of 
deformation in the initial phase of cutt i ng . · It is also acknowl edged 
that fluctuations in the cutting process may disturb the steady-state. 
The success of slip line field theory in analysis of the cutting 
process is a matter of some dispute. · In a recent pa.per considering the 
friction at the chip/tool interface, the authors (Oxley and Hastings, 
1976) describe their results as 11encouraging". Problems are encounter ed 
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in assigning values to the flow stress for the extreme conditions 
experienced in machining and the assessment of a particular treatment 
! 
over a range of experimental situations is difficult. 
2.3 CONDITIONS AT THE CHIP-TOOL INTERFACE IN 
CONTINUOUS CUTTING 
2.3.1 Nature of Contact 
The difficulties in obtaining a description of the chip/tool 
interface during cutting are related to the fact that it is hidden from 
view. Nakayama ( 195 7 t 1958) used a glass tool to machine lead at low 
cutting speeds and observes that the real and apparent areas of contact 
seem to be equal in the region adjacent to the cutting edge. Trent 
(1967) conducted metallographic examination of 11quick--stop" sections 
when cutting steel with carbide and high speed steel tools and concludes 
that conditions of seizure are noT.mal near the cutting edge in rnost 
met~l cutting operations. Zorev (1958) and Wallace and Boothroyd (1964) 
observed that grinding marks on the tool are replicated on the underside 
of the chip and suggest that this indicates that the chip is seized to 
the tool.· · Bailey (1975), in a recent review, conclud1.::s that this 
picture of a sticking zone at the chip/tool interface near the tool tip 
is now almost universally accepted. There are, however, some reserva-
tions about the concept of seizure, since the chip is not usually 
adherent in this region when the cutting is stopped (Childs a nd Rowe, 
19 73) . 
2.3.2 Stresses 
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Studies have been made using photoelastic tools (Usui ond Takeyama, 
1960; Chandrasekeran and Kapoor, 1965) to cut lead workpicc2s in order to 
examine the nonnal and shear stress distributions at the chip/tool 
interface. The fringe pattern in the photoelastic tool during cutting 
differs greatly from that obtained simply by pushing the tool against 
a ready-made chip. It is found that during cutting, the normal stress 
increases exponentially from the point at which the chip loses contact 
with the tool towards the cutting edge. The 11frictional 1 ' stress, 
however, remains substantially constant over approximately half of the 
contact length from the tip , while over the remainder the stress 
decreases , roughly in proportion to the normal stress. 
Studies using photoplastic workpieces (reviewed by Ramalinga..m, 
1971) indicate that a continuous stress field exists in the primary and 
secondary shear zones, suggesting connections between the defonnat.ion 
processes . The fringes near the chip/tool interface are parallel t o the 
rake face, except near the tip where a bowed-out appearance. is noted . 
Caution, however, needs to be exercised in applying these results from 
a non-metal to the situation of metal cutting. 
Further investigations into the possibility of two regions of 
stress at the interface have employed other techniques, such as a 
special dynamometer (Kamskov, 1959 ) or tools with controlled contact 
lengths (Wallace and Boothroyd, 1964). Wallace and Boothroyd propose 
the distinct i on of a stick ing region, under const ant frictional stress 
and a sliding region, where the coeffici ent of friction is constant. 
They consider that this transition is a shar~ one , in contrast to the 
view of Finnie and Shaw (1956) who propose a gradual transition. 
The model of the stress distribution that is most widely accepted 
is due to Zorev (1963) and is shovm in Figure 2. 4. Clearly a knowledge 
of the lengths of the sticking and sliding zones is of great importance, 
and an analytical method for determining the contact length is given 
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by Zorev (1966). The sticking region is thought to be one in which 
there is a steep velocity gradient from the rake face (zero velocity) 
to the body of the chip . In the sliding zone, the velocity at the rake 
face equals the chip velocity. The problem of how such a transition 
occurs (Scrutton, 1967) is largely unansweted. 
2.4 CONTLNUOUS CUTTING WITH BUILT-UP EDGE AND 
DISCONTINUOUS CHIP FORMATION 
2.4.1 Continuous Cutting with the Built - up Edge 
In certain cutting situations, the workpiece materia l forn:;s a 
11built- up edge" (BUE) on the rake face of the tool (Ernst, 1938) and 
chip flow occurs over this static material, which effectively alters 
the geometry of the tool, increasir1g the rake angle (Figure 2. 5) ~ The 
BUE frequently breaks and reforms during cutting leading to poor surface 
finish. Classifications of the BUE in steel s have been made (Trent, 
1959, Heginbotham and Gogia, 1961) into four types according to the 
speed of cutting. Investigations have also been made into BUE 
fonnation in materials other than steel (Takeyama and Ono, 1968; 
Williams et al., 1970). 
Early explanations of this phenomenon were based on the 
assw.uption ti1at high friction and adhesion between the chip and the tool 
are sufficient to produce a built-up edge (Heginbotharn and Gogi a, 1961). 
Trent (1963, 1967, 1977) proposes that the BUE is composed of successive 
layers of chip material which seize to the tool face and to each other. 
However, some materials whi.ch adhere strongly to tool mater:Lals do not 
form BUEts (Takeyama and Ono, 1968). It is also observed that the BUE 
sometir:ies adheres preferentially to the chip (Childs and Rowe, 1973) . 
Many additional mechanisms have been postulated as being necessary, 
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together with seizure cond.i tions, for BUE formation to occur, including 
work hardening (Trent, 1963; Takeyama and Ono, 1968), strain ageing 
(Shaw, Smith and Cook, 1961) and solid solubility of the chip-tool 
combination (Iwata, Aihara and Okushima 1 1971). 
An alternative view is expressed by Williams et al. (1970) who 
suggest that only two-phase materials can form a built-up- edge. Work 
hardening of the chip material is held to be insufficient to stabilize 
a BUE while BUE's of hardness similar to the chip are sometimes capable 
of supporting the cutting action. The important parameters are cracking 
and separation between the chip and the material of the BUE, (Wi llimns 
and Rollason, 1970). 
Recent dynamic cutting experiments conducted inside a Scanning 
Electron Microscope (Doyle and Samuels, 1975) have indicated that 
fracture may play an important role in BUE formation and that the edge 
may not "build up 1 ' at all. It forms, instead, by a gross separation 
within the chip following the resistance to sliding on the rake face, 
this separation being initiated by second-phase particles. 
2.4.2 Discontinuou s Chip Formation 
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Large _plastic strains are neces s ary for continuous chip f ormation, 
especially if the shear plane angle is low. When the workpiece material 
cannot support s hear strains large enough to . form a continuous chip , 
fracture can occur ahead of the tool (Figure 2. 6) . 
The primary shear strain in continuous cuttingmay be expr essed 
cos cl-. 
= 
----· --------
sin p cos (j, - o() 
where the other symbols have the usual mf:aning. Field and Merchant 
(1949) consid.ered that discontinuous chips form if ?) exceeds some 
critical value which depends on the material of the workpiece and the 
hydrostatic pressure. It has been suggested (Childs and Rowe, 1973) 
that the hydrostatic pressure may ~e approximately equated to the 
shear flow stress of the chip material, so a material criterion of 
maximum permissible shear strain can be adopted. Atkins (1974) 
indicates that the work of fracture should be incorporated in an 
analysis of the cutting situation and interprets variations in cutting 
behaviour in tenns of frActure toughness. 
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In discontinuous cutting, the tool indents into the workpiecc 5 
pushing the material before it in a manner initially resembling 
continuous chip formation. The shear plane angle is initially large, 
but drops as the segment grows until failure occurs approximately along 
the shear plane. The crack may not propagate all the way to the free 
surface1 since conditions at the tip of the moving crack are always 
changing, and a partially discontinuous mode may operate. The cycle 
repeats itself with the tool indenting once more into the fracture 
surface. 
Ductile materials such as copper and iron can accommodate a large 
shear strain and only form discontinuous chips if the shear plane angle 
is constrained to be very low, which occurs at low speeds with low or 
negative rake angles and unlubricated conditions . The tendency is 
then to drag large lumps out of the machined .surface. Lead additions 
to brass reduce its fracture toughness and induce discontinuous chip 
formation (Williams et al. 1970). However, there is also an effect 
on the rake face sliding due to the formation of a low strength inter-
facial lead film. Grey cast iron fonn$ discontinuous chi.ps but the 
more ductile nodular irons can form continuous chips (Cook, Finnie 
and Shaw, 1954) . Another corrunercially important class of materials 
to exhibit discontinuous chip formation is the Nimonic alloys. 
2.5 THE SHEARI NG PROCESS 
2.5 . i Flow Stress in Metal Cutting 
Sever al attempts have been made to relate the primary shear 
process in metal cutting to shear processes in other types of 
deforma tion . The shear stress in cutting is found to be higher than 
in t ensile experiments (Merchant, 1945). Comparison of the shear 
stress in slow cutting with values of the fully strain-hardened flow 
stress frmn static compression tests (Kobayashi et al . , 1960) and 
hardness measu.rements (Williams and Gane, 1977) show better agreeme11t. 
Dynamic t esting methods (Wolak and Finnie, 1968) yield results nearer 
to actual cut ting stresses at realistic cutting speeds . 
Von Turkovich (1970) suggests a dislocation model- predicting 
appr opr i ate va lues for the shear stress . Studies of chips from micr o-
machining of single crystals of aluminium and copper, in the Scanning 
Electron Microscope (von Turkovich and Black, 1970) sugg est that 
c r ys t al l ogr aphic orientation affects the shear process in cutting. 
Ramali.-ngam and Hazra (1973 ) machined aluminium single c rys tals 
a nd obtained fo r c e measurements for di f fer ent orienta tions. Although 
v ariations in t he shear pl ane angle and the iutting forc es were 
observed, i t was found that the resolved shear str ess on th e shear 
plane did not vary. The authors suggest that ther e is an invar i ant 
mat eria l prop erty, the "dynarnic shea r stres s ". However, Willi ams 
and Gane ( 197 7) in microtoming experiments with copper single crystals , 
found a difference in the material flow stress between "easy11 and 
"difficult" orientations, the resolved shear stress being lower with 
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a specimen having a slip plane aligned with the shear plane. 
2.5.2 Instabilities in the Cutting Process 
Tresca (1878) and Mallock (1881) made the observation that, in 
continuous cutting, there are always fine striations, or 11lamellae11 on 
the free surface of the chip, indicative of some discontinuity in the 
process. This phenomenon has been largely overlooked in modelling 
the cutting process, although Shaw (1950) proposes that the presence 
of weak spots in the workpiece might give rise to the lamellae. With 
the introduction, with the Scanning Electron Microscopes of high 
magnification with large depths of field, closer studies have been 
made (Black, 1971, 1972; Ramalingam and Black, 1973). The shear 
process is thought to occur in an intermittent fashion, with the less 
deformed material separated by very thin plates of concentrated shear. 
Marked variations in the lamellae spacing with differences in 
crystalline orientation have been noted (von Turkovich and Black, 1970) . 
The view that thermal softening in the shear zone leads to catastrophic 
shear in shear fronts has received considerable support (Recht, 1964; 
von Turkovi.ch, 1970). The phenomenon of "adiabatic shear 11 (Winter, 
1975) is only elsewhere observed at very high rates of deformation, 
while lamella~ are formed at all cutting speeds. However, the strain 
rates within shear fronts in the primary shear zone may be very high 
even at low cutting speeds (Ramalingam and Black, 1973). 
An alternative description is offered by Rubenstein (197L~). The 
tool indents into the workpiece with no interfacial slip between the 
chip and the rake face. When the stress necessaY:y to produce shear 
on the most favourable plane is reached, shear occurs and the completed 
elf'.lllent slides up the rake face., All these approaches are considered 
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further in Chapter 6. 
2.5.3 Chip Curl 
Hallock (1881) remarks that 11The curvature of shavings appears 
to be due to the crushing of the base of the laminae while passing over 
the face of the tool, thus making them thicker at that end than at the 
outer surface". Curly chip formation has been studied from the viewpoint 
of the slip line field theory (Kudo, 1965; Childs, 1971) and held to be 
due to the processes of secondary shear. The observation that initial 
chip curl is often tighter than the equilibrium curl has been attributed 
(Hahn, 1953) to thermal effects in the secondary shear zone. 
Tight chip curl is usually associated with conditions of lubricated 
cutting (see Section 2.6) and unlubricated conditions, with greater rake 
face friction, cause straight chips to be produced (Childs, 1972). A 
new approach to the question of 11natural curl 11 is presented in Chapter 6. 
2. 6 CUTTING LUBRICANTS 
Introduction 
Some manufacturing machining operations are performed 11dry11 but 
in most machine-shop situations cutting fluids are applied to the tool 
and workpiece. The main function of these fluids at higher cutting 
-1 speeds ( > 1 m sec ) is to remove heat from the cutting area and so 
reduce the temperature of the tool and prevent it from suffering therma l 
softening and wear. Lubricating properties of the cutting fluid become 
more important at lower cutting speeds. 
Due to the contact geometry of the process, hydrodynamic and 
elastohydrodynamic effects are negligible and plain cutting oils can be 
considered to act by boundary lubrication. Extreme pressure additives 
are frequently employed in metal cutting applications. Because of the I 
highly chemically active nature of the freshly-generated metal surface 
formed from the body of the workpiece, the atmosphere itself is also 
extremely important in a study of the lubrication effects. 
2.6.1 Gaseous Lubrication 
The enclosure of a machine tool in a vacuum ch2.mber has enabled 
workers to study cutting at low gas pressures. Cutting steel in a 
-5 vacuum of 5 x 10 torr was found to increase the cutting forces over 
those experienced in atmospheri c conditions (Rowe and Smart, 1963). 
Oxygen at pressures of 0.1 - 1 torr was found to be extremely effective 
in reducing the forces and it is suggested (Rollason, 1967) that the 
influence of oxygen is to prevent gross adhesion of the chip at the 
rake face. However, apparently anomalous effects have been noted 
when machining aluminium and copper with and without oxygen, when 
oxygen serves to increase the cutting forces (Rowe and Smart, 1964; 
Williams, 1975). 
2. 6. 2 Lubrication by_ Ligu~~~ 
It is :widely believed that cutting oils act by preventing 
adhesion between the chip and the tool (Rollason, 1967; Bailey, 1975; 
Trent, 1977). In the case of materials that 'form a built-up edge, the 
lubricant sometime-s eliminates this occurrence or else greatly reduces 
the BUE size. Plain oils were once widely used in cutting operations 
but oils with E.Pe additives are now frequently employed. Chlorinated 
fluids are uscd to provide lubrication at te11peratures up to about 
J5o0 c; b eyond this temperature sulphonated fluids are used. Experiments 
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carried out by injecting fluids through a hole in the tool directly into 
the chip/tool interface (Shanna et al., 1971) showed that sulphonat ed 
fluids could be injected closer to the tip withcut the hole becoming 
blocked, supposedly reflecting the stability of the sulphide film at 
higher temperatures. It is interesting to find that these workers were 
unable to inject any cutting fluid closer to the cutting edge than about 
one and a half times the depth of cut . Fluids containing elemental 
sulphur have also been adopted, as well as fluids containing both sulphur 
and chlorine additives. Water-based synthetics are widely used in 
grinding operations and many have a combined surface-active and chemical 
role. Many factors apart from lubrication influence the development of 
cutting fluids , such ai ease of handling and disposal. Since the operator 
of a machine tool necessarily comes into close contact with any cutti.ng 
fluid, considerations of lubricant health hazards are of great importance. 
Carbon tetrachoride, cc14 , is frequently used in cutting research 
although its noxious fmnes render it entirely unsuitable for machine-
shop use. It is an extremely effective cutting fluid and is particularly 
efficient when used at the lower speeds often e.-nployed in research work 
(Williams et al., 1970). It is effective as a liquid or in the vapour 
phase but its lubricating abi lity is greater as a liquid (Rollason, 1967; 
Willimns, 1975). 
Childs (1972) obser ves that the elastic portion of the contact 
length is great ly reduced when using CC1 4 , thus increasing the shear 
stress gradient over the remaining portion . Usui and Takada (1967) 
suggest that the formation of a low shear strength film in this region 
would cause the generation of a steep stress gradient . 
A mech2nism of cutting fluid action involving the. alteration of 
the bulk mechanical properties of the workpiece has been put forward by 
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Rebinder and his co-workers (Epifanov et al., 1954; Rebinder et al., 1958) 
who suggest that the fluid diffuses into the metal and increases its 
plasticity. This v i ew is not supported elsewhere; the effects noted by 
the Russian workers · have been attributed to surface effects (Kramer, 1963). 
However , Shaw et al . (1961) and Kohn (1965) propose that CC1 4 may act by 
stabilising microcracks at the tool tip, which, it is suggested, reweld 
in the absence of lubricant . The fluid therefore has an embrittling 
effect . Although experiments designed to demonstrate these effects are 
frequently successful , there is no additional direct evidence although 
the presence of microcracks in continuous cutting situations has been 
demonstrated (Brown and Luong, 1975). 
2. 6. 3 Access of the Lubricant 
The observation that the lubricant cannot gain access to the 
"sticking" region adjacent to the tip of the tool is widely reported 
(Takeyarnc1. and Kasuya, 1961; Trent, 1967; Bailey, 1975). Considerable 
disagreement has arisen over the question of access of the fluid to the 
region between the chip and the tool close to the cutting edge. 
Cassin and Boothroyd (1965), in experiments involving the use of 
cc14 as the lubricant, propose that, in the primary shear zone, diffusion 
occurs through the deforming workpiece mat erial. This mechanism has been 
refuted on the grounds that the diffusion rate is orders of magnitude 
too slow (willia:..ns, 1977) and studies using radioactively-tagged CC1 4 
(Barlow, 1967) failed to produce evidence in support of this effect. 
The small reduction in cutting forces produced by applying lubricant to 
the free surface is attributed to the effect on dislocation emergence 
of the removal of hard oxide film on the workp i ec e or its replacement by 
a softer chloride (Barlow, 1967). If cc14 is applied to the workp:Lece 
I, 
and then allowed to evaporate, the forces measured in the next cut are 
also reduced, but not in subsequent cuts. 
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A model involving th2 flow of liquid, against the flow of the chip, 
along microcapillaries in the chip/tool contact is offered by Merchant 
(1957) and elsewhere (Postikov, 1967). Numerical objections to this 
theory are made by Childs and Rowe (1973) who suggest that this mechanism 
imposes a severe restraint on the speed at which lubricants should be 
effective, lower than that observed in practice. The model has subsequently 
been developed to incorporate diffusion of gases and vapours (Williams and 
Tabor, 1976), where it is suggested that the vapour, rather than the 
liquid, is effective at higher cutting speeds. In spite of this, it is 
noted that the liquid is generally more effective than the vapour 
(Williams, 1977). This is because the controlling factor is the supply 
of liquid lubricant close to the contact region, which subsequently 
diffuses into the contact as a vapour. 
In the only direct study of the behaviour of cutting fluid in the 
rake face contact . which is reported in the literature (Takeyarna and 
Kasuya, 1961), a transparent cutting tool was employed with lead work-
pieces. It is reported that the access of oil to the contact occurs 
inwards from the sides rat.her than directly against the chip flow; the 
photographic evidence is unfortunately rather poor . This view of the 
mode of lubricant entry is also expressed by Mallock (1881). Some 
experiments described in Chapter 7 support this view. 
2.7 OTHER ASPECTS OF CUTTING RESEARCH 
Many approaches to the metal cutting problem involve the compilation 
of large bodies of data from measurements of cutting forces, chip geometry, 
.tool wear and similar parmn2ters in machining tests. It is probably fai.r 
to say that advances in cutting technology are usually made on the basis 
of such tests rather than from an application of the principles derived 
from fundamental research. This reflects the progress still to be made 
in theoretical studies. 
In "real" cutting situations, the tool is not perfectly sharp and 
interactions in the clearance region become important. Wear of the tool 
may be a more important economic factor than the cutting forces. The 
temperatures generated in metal cutting cause material properties to 
vary in a complex manner. Additionally, workpiece properties and 
behaviour are modified by alloying elements such as free-machining 
additives. Surface finish and condition are critical factors : in 
assessing machining performance. Although these factors significantly 
affect real cutting techniques, in the study described in this 
dissertation they assume less importance. The emphasis is placed 
on obtaining a more valid description than hitherto available of the 
basic nature of the cutting process . 
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CHAPTER THREE 
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 
3.1. THE VACUUM PLANING MACHINE 
3 . 1 . 1 Mechanical 
A general view of the planing machine is seen in Figure 3.1 and 
a plan of the chamber is given in Figure 3.2. The rectangular base is 
constructed from welded stainless steel plate, and supported on a 
strong sec!::Lonal steel framework. External welded ribs (e.g. (1)) 
increase the rigidity. The top plate of the chamber (not sho\om) is 
removable and is sealed to the chainber by a large Viton 110"-ring (2) 
in the top flange (3) and clamped through tapped holes (e.g. (4)) in the 
flange. The removable top plate is fitted with a 100 mm observation 
port located above the tool position. 
The workpiece (5) is clamped to the carrier (6) at two points 
(7, 8) and located by means of hardened steel pins inserted through the 
carri e~ (e.g. (9)) . This is attached to two shafts (10, 11) running 
through preloaded PTFE sleeve bearings in the chamber wall (12, 13). 
These shafts are driven by a hydraulic ram (14) and give the workpiece 
carrier a travel of 300 mm. Rotation of the carrier is prevented by 
a phosphor-bronze . faced pin (15) sliding between two stainless steel 
rails (16) at the rear of the chamber. 
The movernent of the shafts is acco1mnodated in the vacuum chamber 
by stainless steel bellows, (17, 18) supported at the centre by PTFE 
sleeves (19 , 20) running on the. shafts. The chamber is equipped with 
four FC38 ultra high vacuum flanges (2:l-21+) sealed by copp er gaskets. 
Pumping is through a 235 rnm diameter hole in the base. of the cha.'Uber ( 25). 
2 r.: _) 
Figure 3 . 1 Gen eral view of the vacuum planing machine. 
3.4 
Figure 3.1+ Planing machine with hot-box fi t ted. 
fi gure 3 . 2 Vacuum pl aning machine - plan of cutting chan1ber. Nu.'Tlbers indicate features described in text. 
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The front plate (26) which carries components (27 -- 34 ) is removable 
and is sealed to the chamber by a Vi ton 11011- rino- . The tool ( 27) is 
. o 
clamped to the load cell (28) which is attached to a bracket (29) . Rams 
bear on the front and bottom faces of the bracket and are operated by 
micrometer adjustments ((30) and (31) below). The depth of cut may be 
set using one micrometer (30) and the tool moved up and down, parallel 
to the cutting edge s using the other (31), which operates through a 
rocker mechanismo The bracket (29 ) is held in place against the rams 
by a spring (32) and clamped in position via the clamping arrangement 
(33) by tightening the nut (34) outside the chai11ber . 
With the exception of the tool, the workpiece, the load cell and 
other components where specified above, fabrication of the cha'1lber is in 
s t ainless steel with Viton 110 11- rings to seal demountable parts. This 
ensures a good vacuum performance and also provides resistance to 
chemical attack by gases and vapours applied during cutting experiments . 
A conventiona l high vacuum pumping system (Figure 3 . 3) is employed 
t o evacua te the chamber . An Edwards model ES 330 single- stage r otary 
pump , P, is connected to the system by the flexibl e connection, F. The 
solenoid v a lve, s, pr ovid es automatic system isolation, together with 
air admi t tance to th e pump , when the pump is switched off. The valv e~ 
R, connec t s the chamb er , C, to the roughi ng l~ne which incpor.atcs a 
bakeable f or eline t r ap , B, and ai r admitt ance valve, A. 
The h i gh vacut1i11 v a l v e , V, type Edwards H9L6B , conn ects t he chamber 
through the l i quid nitrogen vapour-trap , T, to t he d i f f usion pump, D, 
t yp e Edwards E06 charged wi t h Si l icone oi l. Foreline and backing 
pres sur es are monitored by Pir ani gauge head s at G. Chamb er pressur e 
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Figur e 3 . 3 Vacuum planing machine - diagram of vacuum system. 
Figure 3.5 Vacuum p l aning machine - schematic diagram o f hydraulic 
s ystem. 
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at high vacuum is monitored by the hot cathode ionisation gauge, H, 
connected to the u.1-1 . v. flange (Figure 3 . 2 ( 23)). A leak valve, N, 
connected to the adjacent flange (24) allows gases or vapours to be bled 
into the system. Instrumentation for the vacuum gauges consists of an 
Edwards Pirani-11 dual head control unit and Ion-7 ionisation gauge 
unit with IC5M twin-filament heads. 
The third UHV flange at the rear of the chamber~ (22), carries 
a high voltage feedthrough for a 1000 V power supply. This is used 
together with an argon leak to provide glow discharge cleaning. The 
glow discharge electrode is mounted when required close to the cutting 
tool. The provision of a hot box (Figure 3.4) allowB the entire 
chamber to be baked in order to achieve the highest vacua. 
3 .1. 3 Hydr au li ~.!:!.:.1:!. 
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The ram (Figure 3.2, (14)) driving the cutting process is operated 
by means· of the hydraulic system seen in Figure 3.5. The rarr1, R, is 
driven in the cutting or return direction by the cylinder, C. A hydraulic 
power pack, S, of capacity 5 li tres/min delivers oil (Shell Tell us 27) to 
the cylinder at a pres sure of 1000 psi regulated by the valve, P, and 
displayed on the pressure gauge, G. The three-position changeover valve, 
D, determines the. direction of ram travel. The speed of the ram is 
regulated in the cutting direct ion by the valve, F, and in the return 
direction by the valve, E. Eis a simple needle valve, while Fis a 
ternperci.ture-cornpensated valve, type VJTVC3 by Pratt Hydraulics , with 
digital readout for accurate speed control. 
At high cutting speeds, i.e. high rates of ram travel, the flow 
rate required by the cylinder exceeds the capacity of the power pack. 
The defic5-e.nc.y is made ur, by the hydraulic accumulator, A, which i s 
charged from a cylinder of nitrogen. The valve, N, prevents the contents 
of the accumulator from being discharged into the power pack. 
3.1.4 Load Cell 
Measurement of the forces acting on the tool during cutting is 
by a strain gauge dynmnometer, which takes the form seen in Figure 3.6. 
This was designed at the Cambridge University Engineering Department 
and is machined from a single block of Dural HE15W aluminium alloy. 
The force acting on the tool may be specified relative to the 
direction of cutting by a normal load Nanda parallel load!• These 
give rise to compressive strains in the webs D and E and tensile strains 
in the webs A, B and C respectively. In practice, in common with all 
load cells of a similar design, there is some cross-effect on one set 
of webs of a load applied in the perpendicular direction and the dyna-
mometer must be calibrated for this interaction as described in section 
3.4.1. 
Monitoring of the strains in A to Eis achieved by the use of 
miniature strain gauges whose impedances vary with the strain imposed. 
In general, the webs may carry both a pure strain and a bending moment 
and hence carry two gauges on each web, one above and one below. Using 
the bridg e arrangement seen in Figure 3. 7 (for tangential strain) it is 
possible to measure the pure strain only. The. components Rare highly 
stable resistors which are mount ed on a circuit board near to the 1.oad 
cell , to prov ide accurate temperature compensation . Au, Al etc. refer 
to the upper and lower gaug es on each web . The bridge circuit for the 
normal s t rain is similar . 
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Connections to the strain gauge bridges are made via the electrica l 
f eed through on the fr ont plat e fl ange ( Figure J . 2i ( 21 ) ) . Measu re.i-uent of 
'J 
Figure 3 . 6 Load cell dynamometer block} showing the tool in position . 
N and Tare the nonnal and tang ential forces acting upon 
the tool. 
A to E are the webs carrying the strain gauges . 
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changes in the strain gauge impedance is by two Philipps PR9307 carrier 
wave bridges 1 one for each direction, and the output of these bridges is 
fed via a matching circuit to the UV Recorder, SE 6008 (Figure 3.8). 
Thus a deflection is produced on the recorder trace which is directly 
proportiona l to the strains in the load cell members and may, once 
calibrated , be related t~ the cutting forces. 
3 . 1. 5 Use of the Vacuum Planing Machine 
The cutting machine used in this investigation was designed and 
commissioned with good vacuum performance as the prime requirement 
(Wiiliams, 1975). In gener al, cylindrical vessels are preferred to 
rectangular boxes in vacuum work, but the extensive use of welded 
stainless steel in construction and the provision of UHV s eals for 
demountable parts ensur ed that a vacuum in the region of lo- 6 torr 
was readily obtained. With the use of an oven for baking - out and 
-7 extended pumping times , vacua of bett er than 10 torr were achieved 
in this investigation. 
However, certain deficiencies are apparent when the rig is 
considered simply as a machine tool. These in general rei ate to the 
low stiffness between tool and workpiece , arising f rom the mounting of 
the tool on t he s ide of the box. This tends to flex slightly under 
the action of cutting forc es and is also subject to a defl ection upon 
evacuation. The operation of the clamp ing device also causes moven1ent 
of the tool relative to the workpiec.e. It was found possible to over-
come these uncertair,t ies regarding the location of the tool and hence 
obtain control of the depth of cut. However, the general proble.ms of 
stiffness remain and most of the cuttii1g work has been per formed on 
·relatively soft materials. Fortunatelys the· investigation being under-
tc1ken did not demand the use of hard work'.pieces or heavy cuts. 
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Figure 3. 7 Impedance br idge circtiit for measurement of tang ential 
force . 
Figure 3.8 Load cell instrume ntation . 
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3.2 TOOLING 
Introduction 
0 High speed steel tools with a positive rake angle, about 10, are 
frequently employed in practical cutting situations, where good surface 
finish and tool life arr; desired. However, at high rates of stock 
-1 removal, i. e. cutting speeds in excess of about 2 m. sec , the temperatures 
generated at the tool rake face are too high for high speed steel to 
retain sufficient hardness and cemented carbide tools are employed. Since 
brittleness is a characteristic feature of these materials, t~ey require 
negative rake angles in order to be sufficiently robust, commonly of 
the order of -10°. 
Since the maximum speed of the planing machine is l ess than 
-1 1 m.sec , steel tools were employed in this investigation, but some 
examination was made of the effects of negative rake. 
The geometry of the tool in orthogonal cutting is specified by 
three parameters - the rake angle, c/......, the clearance angle and the nos e 
radius. (See Section 2. 1. 2 and Figure 2.1). For much of the experimental 
work in this investigation, a rake angle of 10° was employed. However, 
various pure metals were machined, often in the annealed state, when 
rake angles a~ small as 10° give rise to side-spreading effects. 
0 Accordingly, much _sh arper cutting tools of 40 rake were prepared for 
machirting these materials . 
The clearance angle was 5° in all cases; although at the lower 
end of the practical range this was h e ld to be adequate since flank 
wear was not anticipate.do The techniques of t ool preparation ensured 
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that the cutting edge was always very sharp, with radii less than 1p. 
Under these circumstances, the force arising from the "ploughing" inter-
action at the tip in, say, a cut of 100p depth is small (Albrecht, 1960) 
and may be ignored. 
3.2.2 Steel Tools 
The high speed steel tools with rake angles of 10° and 40° were 
machined from T1 steel and oil hardened and tempered to a hardness of 
850 VPN prior to grinding to the final dimensions . Further lapping 
of the rake face was sornetimes employed. Tools of plain carbon steel 
were also manufactured, with the same rake angles, and hardened and 
lightly tempered to 770 VPN. These were in the form of inserts, which 
could readily be removed from the holder for study in the Scanning 
Electron Microscope. 
3.2.3 TransQarent Tool 
In order to ·render the interactions at the chip/tool interface 
available for direct observation, a transparent cutting tool was designed, 
based upon an original conception by Dr . N. Gane. The basic geometry 
of this tool is seen in Figure 3.9 . The tool has a rake angle of 10° 
0 and a clearance angle of 5. The image of the cutting edge is internally 
reflected a t the- lower , angled face, to emerge parallel to the cutting 
edge through the 11top 11 of the tool. 
Two prototype tools were produced in fused silica, but the 
remainder of those manufactured were of the harder synthetic sapphire, 
with the 11C-axis 11 perpendicular to the rake f ace. These tools were 
made by Agate Product s of London and the faces were polished at a high 
pressure using diamond past e on a soft metal l ap. The cutting edge is 
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Figure 3,, 9 Transparent insert ·· geometrical details. 
Figure 3.10 Method of mounting the transparent iriser t for use as a 
cutting tool. 
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as sharp as can be achieved by this method, while the remainder of the 
edges carry a O. 5 mm charnfer. I 
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The tool is held in a 12.5 mm square section steel holder, similar 
to the high speed steel tools described in Section 3.2. 2. The transparent 
insert is held in place by epoxy adhesive as seen in Figure 3.10. The 
adhesive mix was carefully controlled to ensure that the bond failed 
before the tool tip, helping to preserve the expensive sapphires in the 
event of excessive loading . The cutting edge of the sapphire is in 
line with a steel cutting edge of the same geometry, enabling cleaning 
and preparatory cuts to be made with the steel edge ender the same 
experimental conditions as with the transparent tool. The operation of 
the transparent tool is shown schematically in Figure 3.11. 
Multiple reflections arise whenever an observer looks into an 
acute angle made by polished faces and the image obtained with the 
transparent tool requires some clarification. (Figur e 3.12). AB is an 
ima.ge of the cutting edge itself; . above and below it are .two images of 
the rake face. The upper image (X) is unconfused, being the result of 
a single reflection at the clearance face (and angled (bottom) face). 
The lower image (Y) is a direct view of the rake face with a reflected 
image of the clearance face superimposed upon it; this however falls 
away rapidly and hence the rake face image dominates the field of 
view. Where lighting conditions give a good upper image (X), one may 
concentrate on this for a view of the chip/toql interaction at the rake 
face. 
A typical. view of the tool during cutting is seen in Figure 3.13 . 
At the top of this picture i s the workp i ece; the chip may clearly be 
seen on the right with the transparent tool in the centre. The cutting 
edge is identified by small. features arising from imp er fectio1~s in the 
Figure 3.11 The transparent tool in use, showing the direction of 
viewing. 
Figure 3.12 Schematic diagram of the view from above dur:i.ng cutting 
with the transparent tool. 
(x) is an image of the r a~e face contact. 
(y) is an imag e of the rake and clearance face contacts . 
lo uJmero 
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work piece 
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Figure 3.13 Photograph of the transparent tool in u se; dry cut on 
lead workpiece. 
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cutting edge, this tool having been given considerable use. The two 
images of the chip/rake face contact are seen, with the underside of the 
chip visible but gradually going out of focus where contact between 
chip and tool is not maintained. 
3.2.4 Quick-SEop Device 
Tool holding devices equipped with some mechanism for rapid tool 
disengagement are frequently employed where an understanding of the chip/ 
tool interaction during cutting is sought. The tool is frequently 
supported against a shear pin or diaphragm which fails rapidly when an 
explosive charge pushes the tool out of engagement. The partially-
formed chip is carried away with the workpiece. A simplified version 
of this device, operated mechanically, is available for use with t.he 
vacuum planing machine (Figure 3.14). Striker plates, clamped with the 
workpiece in the carrier, make contact with the tool, causing the shear 
pin to fail. Although the acceleration of the tool is not as high as 
with explosive devices, it is suggested that the distance moved by the 
tool before it has achieved the speed of the workpiece/chip is still 
small compared with the depth of cut (Williams, 1975). 
Direct studi es using transparent tooling give the majority of 
the observations of the chip/tool interface in this study . However, some 
use was also made of the quick-stop facility to provide additional 
information about conditions at the int erface when using steel cutting 
tools and to allow comparison with the experimental results of other 
workers . 
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Figure 3.14 Cutaway drawing of quick-stop devic e fitt ed in place of the load c ell . 
Figure 3 . 15 Method of calibrating the load cell. 
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3.3 PHOTOGRAPHIC EqurPMEN!, 
Live observations with the transparent tool were made using a 
binocular microscope clamped to the top of the planing machine. For 
recording purposes, two pieces of equipment were employed, one for 
still photography and the other for making cine films. Still photographs 
were obtained with a Pentax 35 mm camera equipped with a f/1. 8, 55 nun 
Super Takumar lens attached to extension bellows of length 125 mm, 
giving a magnification in excess of x2 on to the film. 16 mm cine films 
were made with a Bolex H16 professional camer a and Zoomar f/2. 8; 90 nun 
macro- zoom lens at a magnification of 1. In both cases a polarising 
filter was incorporated in the optical system since sapphire is bi-
refringent. Some use was al so made of the Hi-Speed camera. manufactured 
by John Hadland (London)s with the Zoomar 90 mm lens. 
3.4 A.c~ALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
3.4.1 Calibration 
The arrangement shown schematically in Figure 3.15 was enployed 
to calibrate the strain gauge bridges. Forces were applied by adding 
weights to the pans hanging from the wires N and T and the galvanome~er 
deflections produc ed at the UV recorder were measured directly on the 
trace. Separate calibrations were made of the deflec t ions produced by 
pure nonnal and tangenLi.al applied loads, together with calibrations 
for the e f fect of simultaneous loading. Rotation of the load cell by 
180° i n t he horizontal plane permitted negat ive no rma l loads such a s 
those occurring in some cutt:i.:1g situations to be ca l ibrated. Dynamic 
loadL,g characterist ics of t he dynamometer were al.so inv estigated but 
tvere found not to deviate greatly from th e dead loading behaviour. 
11 
11 
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The deflections resulting from these applied loads for various 
bridge sensitivities were plotted on rectangular axes and force contou~s 
drawn, which approximated to straight lines. Calibration diagrams such 
as Figure 3.16 were prepared. These could be used to provide a graphical 
force conversion for experimental data, but it was found that the 
quickest method was to use a pair of equations, describing the relation-
ship between the applied loads and recorder deflections. A simple 
programme to solve these equations was prepared for the Hewlett-
Packard 9825A desk computer. 
Frequent reassessments of the load cell behaviour were anticipated 
but it was found that a simple test with a few values of applied load 
was sufficient to check the calibration. 11Action limits" of tS~{, were 
set beyond which recalibration would be conducted but this was never 
necessary. 
The value controlling the cutting speed (Figure 3.5, F) was 
calibrated by cutting a workpiece of known length and measuring the 
distance on the recorder paper between the beginning and end of the 
force trace; the timing marks made by the recorder are known to be 
very accurate. The calibration was checked from time to time and found 
to be consistent to within about 3%. 
3. 4. 2 Measur ements of Cut ting GeomE:E...Y 
The depth of cut, d, was set by the micrometer adjustment on the 
front plate, and the clamping nut tightened to the same torque every 
time to minimise the variation in the slight tool move:nent that clamping 
produced ~ A further check on the depth of cut was made by recor ding 
the position of the cut surface with a clock gauge before and aft er 
each cut . 
'< 
Figuce 3, 16 Typical load cell calibr ation diagram, for conversion of galvanometer deflection readings 
to cutt i ng tool force s . 
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3.1 
Tangential 
Kgf 
cm 
The chip thickness, t, was measured by means of a clock gauge 
e quipped with a sharp stylus and mounted on an anvil; the chip was 
placed with its (smoother) tool-side to the anvil and several thickness 
measurements made with the stylus applied to the free surface. The 
"contact length", 1 , on the rake face was measured directly when 
required by careful study of chips from quick-stop experiments. 
3.4.3 SurE.:_-nary_9!_]1easured and Derived Quantities 
Measured quantities: Normal trace deflection 
Tangential trace deflection 
Width of cut 
Depth of cut 
Chip thickness 
Contact length 
Rake angle 
Calculated quantities: Nonnal load 
Tangential load 
Cutting ratio 
Shear plane angle 
Force on shear plane 
Stress on shear plane 
"Friction" force on rake face 
Normal force on rake face 
Notional f r iction angle 
"Fri.ction 11 stre ss on rake face 
w 
d 
t 
1 
N 
T 
r 
C 
F 
k 
F 
w 
s 
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Relationships: N = aDN + bDT 
T = cDN + dDT 
r 
C 
= d/t 
tan (/J = re cos o( 
1-rc sin cZ 
F = T cos r/J - N sin (/J s 
k F = s sin (/J 
dW 
F = N cos oz.+ T sin ex... 
w = T cos cx..- N sin oZ 
tan A = F/W 
kf = F/wl 
3.4.Lf ~y-~erical Accuracy 
The main emphasis in the experimental work has been placed on 
careful qualitative observation of the cutting process. Cutting forces 
have been measured, most frequently, more to illustrate trends than to 
yield accurate data. However, some estimates of mechanical properties 
relating to the machining process have been calculated and these should 
be viewed in the light of the errors expected in measuranent. 
Force me.asurements are probably accurate to about ±s% while rake 
angle and wi.dth of cut are known very precisely. Cutting ratio, r, and 
C 
contact length on the rake face, 1 , are subject to the largest errors 
due to the uncertainties in direct measurement of the chip. These could 
be as high a:; :ho% in some cases. This leads to an expected error ink, 
+ the resolved sbear stress, as high as -20%. Most probably the accuracy 
is rat h er bett er than this, but errors of the order of 10% are likely. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE CHIP --TOOL INTERFACE IN CONTINUOUS CUTTING 
4.1 DIRECT OBSERVATIONS OF THE INTERFACE 
Introduction 
In preliminary studies of the interface, the transparent tool was 
used to cut lead at low speeds in air and in vacuum. Visual observations 
were made and the effects recorded photographically. These experiments 
were r epeat ed using aluminium workpieces and some attempts were also 
made to cut copper. 
4 . 1.1 Cut ti~ infar 
When cutting lead and aluminium workpieces in air, there was 
initially a short contact length on the rake face accompanied by a tight 
chip curl. This contact length increased rapidly during t -he first few 
millimetres of cut to about three times the depth of cut. The region 
of apparent. contact between the rake face of the tool and the workpiece 
was fea tur e less during this initial establishment of contact, but within 
the first five millimetres of cutting, particles of material appeared 
to become attached to the rake face within the contact region, towards 
the point a t which the chip separated from the tool. At the sides of 
the cut ( i.e. t he face s of the workpiece) this transfer extended to the 
cutting edge. 
The underside of the chip, viewed through the transparent tool , 
also deve lop ed featur es as this interaction occurred. While the ini tial 
chip surface was featureless and the chip curled sr:i.oothly away from the 
rake face 5 this onset of transfer resulted in grooving of the chip which 
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4.1 
Figu,re 4.1 Sequence of views through the transparent tool, showing the contact conditions that develop 
when machi ning lead in air. 
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Figu,re 4.1 Sequence of views through the transpar ent tool, showing the contact conditions that develop 
when machining l ead in air. 
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Figure 4 .2 Transparent tool; aluminiu.~ machined in air. 
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rapidly spread to cover the entire width. The chip also appeaced 
to straighten. The region of transfer became more extensive but did not 
move any closer to the cutting edge. It appeared to reach an equilibrium 
size after about 2o ·m.~ of cutting. 
During the remainder of the cut, this appearance of two zones of 
contact remained unaltered. The featureless region of apparently intimate 
contact adjacent to the cutting edge was from two to three times the 
depth of cut in length. The zone of transfer, commencing at the end of 
tliis first zone, reached about five times the depth of cut in length 
and appeared to undergo disruption during the cut. At the sides, 
transferred material extended to the cutting edge and also grew outwards 
slightly as side-spreading of the workpiece became evident. 
This sequence is illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and in the 
cine film Sequences 1 and 2. At the end of the cut the tool was allowed 
to 11run out" and then removed from the planing machine for e xami nation. 
The chip was attached to the tool and required a pull-off force estimated 
at about 100 gmf for lead and O. 5 Kgf for aluminium (100 p. cuts) . 
Examination of the sapphire after the cut revealed that the 
transferred material in the second zone had remained largely attached 
to the tool, while the first zone had left the rake face clean (Figure 
4. 3) . 
The end of the chip , examined by optical microscopy (F igure I+. 4) 
and in the Scanni ng Electron Microscope (Figure 4 .5) also showed the 
two regimes of contact. Zone 1 appears to be feature l e ss and this 
suggests intimate contact with the polished sapphire surface. Zone 2, 
however, carries an impression of t he transferred material on the tool 
and also some lump s ilf Zone 2 matter which have adhered preferentially 
to . the chip. The remainder of the chi.p surface, the "finished" chip , 
,· 
r 
Figure 4.3 Rake face of transparent tool, after machining lead in air. 
Figure 4.4 Lead chip produced in air with the transparent tool, showing l 
the end of the chip after detachment from the tool . 
' Figure 4.7 Lead chip produced in air with the transparent tool, showing 
the ti ghtly-curled port ion generated a t the start of the 
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Figure 4. 5 Lead .chip produced in air with the t ransparent tool - scanning 
electron ~icrograph of the end of the chip seen in Figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.6 As above - central portion of chip shbwing s coring and 
redepo s ition . 
4.5 200µ 
is heavily scored as seen in Figure 4.6. The chip is virtually straight. 
However, the first portion of chip, machined with the initially clean 
tool, is tightly curled in contrast and almost smooth (Figure 4.7) with 
grooves appearing to develop progressively over the first few mm. 
4.1.2 Cutting in Vacuum 
When the same materials were machined in vacuum, at a pressure of 
r: 
10-.:, torr$ a marked contrast in behaviour was noted. An initially short 
contact length and tight curl were again observed and the apparent contact 
length grew rapidly to about two to three times the depth of cut . This 
"zone 1" situation continued, however, for the remainder of the cut, with 
no "zone 211 transfer developing. There was no transfer of chip ma terial 
to the tool at the edges, either; there was also less "side-spreading 11 
of the workpiece than that noted in air cutting. 
The curl radius again increased but th e chip did not straight en-
out completely. The underside of the chip was featu r eless and, indeed, 
it was not always possible to detect the point at which the chip lost 
contact with the tool. The angle of illumination was found to be 
critical in this respect. Sequences in vacuum are seen in Figure 4.8 
and cine film Sequences 3 and 4. 
The chip fell away from the tool at the end of the cut; the 
sapphire surface was completely free from transfer (Figure 4.9). The 
chip had a sp ecularly refl ecting surface as s een in Figure 4.10. 
Examinat i on of the chip by Scanning Electron Microscope was 
difficult du e to the problems cf focusing th e ins tru.'llent on a very 
smoot h surfac e . Figure L • • ll shc,ws a chip produc ed with a tool which 
had suff er ed d amage at th e edge, giving a fe a ture to focus on. No 
boundary of contact is evident. 
Figure 4 . 8 Transparent tool; lead machined in vacuum. 
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Figur e 4 . 9 Rake face of transparent tool , after machining a l umi ,1ium 
in vacutun. 
Figure 6 .• 10 Alumi nium chip produced f n vacL1urn 1 showi.ng the exi:rern.ely 
smooth surface generated on the side ad j acent to the tool 
rake face. 
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4.2 ZONE 2 AND THE FORCES IN AIR AND 
VACUUM CUTTING 
The forces acting on the tool were significantly reduced by 
machining these materials in vacuum rath er than in air . Table l+ . 1 
gives the rake face dra3 force, F, for sapphire and steel tools cutting 
lead and aluminium. It is seen that cutting in vacuum greatly reduces 
the rake face drag, consistent with the elimination of zone 2 transfer 
and the easier pas sage of the chi p up the tool. Machining at higher 
speeds reduces the severity of the transfer but the behaviour is 
ess entially the same. The forces observed at higher sp eeds are given 
for steel tools ~ 
Behaviour similar to vacuum ·cutting was noted when machining 
in atmospheres of argon or nitrogen . Zone 2 transfer was found to be 
rel a ted to the pressure of oxygen and the cutting forces with high 
speed steel tools were recorded at various oxygen press~res (Figure 
4 .1 2) . The pr essure at which the transition in behaviour occurred is 
markedly similar for aluminium and lead . Machining at higher speeds 
displace s the trans ition to higher pres sur es. Aluminium was machined 
l+l 
at a low sp eed in an atomosphere of pure oxygen at 150 torr and the chip 
and tool cond-ition comp ared with thos e obtain ed in air , where the partial 
pressure of oxygen is approximately th8 same. Gros s and r ap id zone 2 
transfer is observed with pure oxygen . 
Close examination of the und er side of a chip produced in ai r 
(Figure 4 . 6) revea1.s that the grooves have a rough, torn appearance 
and cont a in lumps of material presumab l y plucked out of th e zone 2 
deposit . A vacuum cut was conducted w_ith a tool previously used in air 
and car~ying a zone 2 deposit. A quite different appearance of the 
I 
I 
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TABLE 4.1 Forces in air and vacuum cuts 
Rake face drag force F, Kgf per nun width, Depth of cut 100 p 
-1 
-1 Speed 20 nnn sec , *500 rmn sec • 
Workpiece 
Lead 
Lead 
Aluminium 
Aluminium 
Aluminium 
Aluminium* 
Tool 
:l.0° sapphire 
10° steel 
10° sapphire 
10° steel 
1+0° steel 
40° steel 
Air 
1. 22 
1. 29 
8.4 
6.1 
4.5 
Vac 
o.s1 
0.82 
5. 7 
6. 4 
3 . ,~ 
-1 
1 
3. 6 I 
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Figure Li-. 11 Lead chip produced in vacuum with t he transp arent tool .. 
scanning e l ectron micrograph of the end of the chip. 
Fi gure t+.13 Lead chip produced in vacuum with th e transparent tool 
carrying a 11 zone 211 deposit from a previous air cut -
scanning e l ec tron micrograph of centra l portion of chip. 
4.11 20µ 
, Figure L+,. 12 Variation of rake face drag forc e} F, with pressure of oxy8en, 
p02 . 
F in Kgf per mm width, 100 p cut. p02 in torr. 
(a) Lead machined with the transparent tool. 
(b) Aluminium machined with the transparent tool. 
(c) Aluminium machined with a 40° steel tool, showing the 
effect of increasing the speed of cutting. 
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underside of the chip resulted in this case (Figure 4.13), These grooves 
are smooth and continuous indicative of no interaction other than a simple 
mechanical scoring, 
4.3 DETECTION OF MOTION IN ZONE 1 
Introduction 
During direct observations of transparent tool cuts by binocular 
microscope 1 the impression gained was that the chip material was moving 
in zone 1 and not static at the interface. However, the dynamic resolution 
of the eye is extremely good compared with that of conventional moving 
photography and this impression is not recaptured when the cine films 
are studi ed . Various special workpieces were prepared in attempts to 
demonstrat e this movement . 
A workpiece was made consisting of two strips of lead cl mnped 
together, with grooves fo1med in the mating surfaces by first pre s sing 
the strips against bras s rack (Figure 4.14) . This afforded some indication 
of the sliding situation in zone 1 by the side-to-side movement of the 
junction. (C i_ne Sequence 6). This appears to occur even at the cutting 
edge. The techniqu e is , howev er, subject to the criticism that the 
integrity of chip/tool contact in zone 1 is lost at the junction and 
that static condit:i_ons may prevail within the lead strips themselves. 
4.3. 2 Laminate~d Workpiece 
It was hoped that a suit ab l e eutectic would be found giving 
sufficient macroscopic contrast in the unetched state. This iras not 
forthcoming and a synthetic l aminated specimen was prepared consisting 
I 
I 
Figure 4.:l.l. Machining the split workpiece with the transparent tool. 
4.14 
Figure 4,.15 Machining the laminated workpiece with the transp arent tooL 
4.15 
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of alternate layers of tin and lead (Figure 4.15). This was prepared by 
ca sting the tin into au evacuat ed graphi.te mould containi.ng strips of 
lead 3 mm wide at a spacing of 3 mm. Precise control of the supercooling 
of the tin resulted . i.n eutectic formati.on in a thin interlaminar layer, 
giving mechanical integrity to the bond. 
When this material was cut, the two metals were easily distinguished 
by a difference in colour and by the porosity of the tin. Movement of 
the junction was observed to occur from the cutting edge (Cine Sequences 
7 and 8 and Figure 4.16). Tin and lead exhibit very similar cutting 
behaviour under these conditions and a coherent, continuous chip is 
formed {as seen at the end of Sequence 7 in the film). However, it could 
be argued that the sliding conditions at the rake face are disrupted by 
the alternation of chip material, and that interfacial seizure could 
still prevail when a single metal is being machined. 
4.3 .3 pj.sp_~rsed Particle Workpiece 
A specimen of lead containing fine inclusions was obtained for use 
with the transparent tool. These were in the range of 0.5 to 5 microns 
in size and could not readily be resolved und er normal illumination 
conditi.ons. Oblique i.llumination of the transparent tool resulted in 
the inclusions showing up as bright specks and these were clearly 
moving through zone 1 during cutting. The effect was hard to capture 
on film and the film contains the best sequence achieved (Cine Sequence 
9). 
It is considered that this is the near est approach to an horno-
geneoc;s work.piece that gives some definite contrast in zone 1 in cont inuous 
cutting. These. inclusions would not be expect ed to modify the machining 
characteristics of the lead and are , indeed , rather smaller tha!l the 
I 
I I 
Figur e Lf . 16 Sequence of stills taken from the · cine film, showing the 
laminat ed workpiece being machined. The tin / lead boundary 
is moving fr~n the cutting edge along the rake face of t he 
tool . 
i nterlan-ellar spacing (about 15 p) on the free surface. Any seized 
layer on the rake face would have to be very much smaller than 1 Jl 
otherwise stationary particles would have been observed. 
Li-. 4 FURTHER EXAMI NATION OF THE CONTACT CONDITIONS 
Introduction 
The us e of the transparent tool on harder materials proved to be 
r ather costly in sapphire inserts and only a few runs were attempt ed. 
Failure g ener a lly occurr ed by chipping of the cut~ing edge at the 
beginning or end of the cuts ~ reflecting the poor impact properti es 
of ionic crystals . Treatm ent of the tool in hydrofluoric acid prior 
to cutting was found to be beneficial, probably due to the blunting of 
microcr acks . Some successful runs were made with copper workpieces 
and an air cut on copper is s e en in the cine film (Sequence 5). 
Behaviour was very similar to aluminium and lead, with the · same zones 
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dev eloping . Asp ects of copper cutting using steel tools are investigat ed 
in s ection 4 . 5 . Furth er investigations of continuous cutting with the 
transpar ent tool were limited to mat erials no harder than aluminium, 
but varying the cutting conditions gave much additional infom,ation 
about th e i nt er.fac e. 
4.4. 1 I nd ium 
Indium is a v ery sof t metal_, renowned for its ready adhesion to 
many sur f ac es . A c lean g l ass sphere pr e ss ed aga inst indium adh er es 
strongly to the metal a nd pieces of i ndium ar e a tt ached to th e gl a s s 
up on separation . The surpri sing observation that there is a r egion of 
intimate contact wit.bout transfer at the tool tip, noted above for 
I 
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interlarcellar spacing (about 15 p) on the free surface. Any seized 
layer on the rake face would have to be very much smaller than 1 /J 
otherwise stationary particles would have been observed. 
~FU~THER EXAMINATION OF THE CONTACT CONDITIONS 
Introduction 
The use of the transparent tool on harder materials proved to be 
rather costly i n sapphire inserts and only a few runs were attempted. 
Failure generally occurred by chipping of the cutiing edge at the 
beginning or end of the cuts: reflecting the poor impact properties 
of i.onic crystals . Treatment of the tool in hydrofluoric acid prior 
to cutting was found to be beneficial, probably due to the blunting of 
mi.crocracks. Some successful runs were made with copper workpieces 
and an air cut on copper is seen in the cine film (Sequence 5). 
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Behaviour was very similar to aluminium and lead, with the· same zones 
developing. Aspects of copper cutting using steel tools are investigated 
in section 4. 5. :Further investigations of continuous cutting with the 
transparent tool were limited to materials no harder than altrrninium, 
but varying the cutting conditions gave much additional information 
about the interface. 
4.4.1 Indium 
Indium is a very soft metal, renowned for its ready adhesion to 
many surfaces. A clean glass sphere pressed against indium adheres 
strongly to the metal and pieces of indium are attached to the glass 
upon separation . The surprising observation that there is a region of 
intimate contact wi tbout transfer at th e tool tip,. noted above for 
Figure 4 . 1 7 Transparent tool; indium machined in air. 
4.17 
Figure 4.18 Transparent tool; indium machined in vacuum . 
I . 
lead and a luminium wo:rkp ieces, is hardly to be expected for indium. 
However, cuts wi.th the transparent tool di.d proceed in a similar way 
(Cine Sequence 10, Figures 4.17 and 4.18). Once more, transfer of chip 
material to the tool was associated with the presence of oxygen. The 
chip under-,surface displayed features indicative of recrystallisation 
(Figure 4.19) but di.d not stick to the tool in vacuum. 
The workpiece was rather too short for equilibrium to be reached 
and the zone 2 deposit produced when cutting in air was light (Figure 
I+. 20). An air cut was arrested half-way and the tool was withdrawn, 
yielding the effect seen in Figure 4.21. 
4.L;.2 c<2E.l?.er-Coated Tool 
Cuts on l ead a_nd aluminium workp ieces were performed with the 
transparent tool coated on the rake face with a thin ( ,-..,. 500 i) layer 
of copper. The evaporative d eposit ion of metals on sapphire surfaces 
is a critical process and good substrate cleaning techniques are 
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necessary. It was found that cleaning with solvent (iso-propyl alcohol) 
only, prior to evaporation, produced the least adherent films, while 
substrate heating and glow discharge cleaning before coating progressively 
improved the strength of the interface. For the most adherent films, 
a very high vacuum was required; a1:gon R. F . glow di. scharge was fol lowed 
by rapid pLUnpdown and fast d eposi tion. 
The appearance. of the cut when viewed through the tool depended 
on the coa ting quality. With poor adhesion, the copper was removed 
immediately over the entire contact area between chip and tool. When 
cutting in air, zone 2 transfer formed partly on the clean sapphire 
but also on top of the copp e r at the end of the initial contact l ength . 
I 
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Figure 4 . 19 Indium chip produced in vacuum wi th the transparent tool~ 
showing recrystallisation features. 
(Chip "unwound" after cut) . 
Figure L,, . 20 Rake f ace of transparent tool, after machin ing indium in ai.r, 
Figure 4.21 Rake f2c e of tr ansparent tool, aft er stopping aad s l owly 
di sengaging the t oo l when rr.achini.ng indium i n air, 
·4_20 
~ 
1mm 
Well adhered coatings appeared initially to remain intact, but 
after a few millimetres of cut, the copper was removed in part of zone 1. 
I 
The region where copper was removed extended from about one to about 
three times the depth of cut along the rake face. The copper at the 
tip remained attached to the tool. When cutting in air, zone 2 
transfer formed mostly .Jn top of the copper. When the cut ran out, 
the thin strip of copper remaining at the tip sometimes stayed on the 
tool and in other instances came away with the chip, as seen in Figures 
4.22 and 4.23. These effects are summarised in Figure 4.2Li. 
The cine film contains sequences showing all these variations 
(Sequences 11 - 13). With extremely well-adhered coa tings and lead 
cuts, the copper survived over · the entire tool surface (Sequence 14) 
but this behaviour was not exhibited with aluminium workpieces. 
Removal of copper appeared to be by bodily detachment of flakes, which 
were found on the chip, rather than by a wearing-a,-rny process . 
These results lead to a sub-division of zone 1 (Figure 4.25). 
Zone la is the region at the tip, of approximately the depth of cut in 
length, in which the copper remains in place during the cut. Zone lb 
is the remainder of zone l. 
4.4.3 Quick,.St,£I~Wi th _Steel Tools 
High speed steel tools with ground finishes were used in quick-
stop expeJ:irncnts, to establish whether the same zones of contact describ ed 
for sapphire were obtained with co:wentional tooling . These carried 
grinding marks parallel to the cutting edge . 
A tool used, on separate portions of the cutting edge, for one 
cut in v acut~ and one in air is seen in Figure 4.26. The workpiece 
I ,I 
I 
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Figure 4.22 Lead chip produced in air with the transparent tool 
carrying a copper coating on the rake face. This scanning 
electron micrograph of the end of the chip shows that the 
copper has transferred to the chip in 11zone la". 
iig~re 4.23 Rake face of the transparent tool after machining lead 
in air , showing that the copper has remained on the 
tool in 11 zone 1a11 • · 
,I 
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Figure 4. 24 Summary of behaviour of copper••coated tools 
(a) poor coating adhesion 
(b) improved coating adhesion 
(c) best coating adhesion 
(a) 
( b) 
(c) 
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Figure 4.25 Zones of contac t in continuous cutting, based on 
observati ons made with t he transparent tool. 
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was of pure aluminium. Both edges have aluminium deposits·, but the air 
cut has a gross, lumpy transfer of material (zone 2) while the vacuum 
cut has yielded a light ghosting. In both cases, a thin strip at the 
tip is free from transfer. X-ray analysis of the tool in the S.E.M. also 
indicated that this region is free from deposited aluminium. Figure 
4.27 is a Scanning Electron Micrograph of the chip from the cut made in 
vacuum. In the region immediately adjacent to the cutting edge, the 
grinding marks on the tool are faithfully replicated on the chip. These 
undergo increasing distortion with distance from the edge, so that 
further up the rake face only a few points seem to be in intimate 
contact with the tool. The chip acquires a generally smoother appearance 
and eventually th~ surface is almost featureless (Figure 4. 28). To the 
naked eyes in fact, the chip appears to be very shiny except at the root. 
In contrast, an air cut produces a zone 2 deposit (Figure 4.29) . 
The e f fect of prior glow discharge cleaning of the rake face of 
the tool on cutting in vacuum was studied. Sapphire and steel cutting 
tools were employed and cleaned in a 1.000 V D. C. discharge at 0.05 torr 
Argon for 5 minutes . This was followed by rapid pumpdown to cut:ting 
pressure of less than 1. x 1.0-S torr. 
Seen t hr ough the transp arent tool, the vacuum cu t ting of alu.-ui niu.m 
after discharge cleaning appeared not markedly different from vacuum 
cut t ing with an unclea.ned tool (Cine Sequence 1.5) . Some slight disrup t ion 
of th e chip sur f ace was evident as it passed ov er the tool, but there was 
no obviou s z one 2 build- up. The app earanc e of th e chip and tool conf i n~s 
t h is vi ew (F i gur es 4. 30 and 4 . 31.) . Ther e i s a light ghos ting of a l Ut-rtin i.um 
a l l over the contact area except in zone la. The chip under-sur f ace is 
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Figure 4.26 Rake face of high speed steel tool used to cut pure 
alu_rninium in vacuum (left) and in air (right). 
Depth of cut 100 }1• 
Figure 4.28 Pure a l uminium chip produced in vacuum using a high 
sp eed tool - scanning el ectron mi crograph of the 
central portion of chip.· 
I: 
I 
I !I 
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4.27 
Figure 4 . 27 Pure alun1inium chip produced in vacuum using a high speed steel tool and quick-stop device -
scanning electron microgr aph of the chip root. 
Tool edge 
L..___J 
10µ 
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Figure 4.29 Lead chip produced in air using a high speed steel tool - scanning electron micrograph of the 
chip root. 
lightly scored, but is much smoother than the chip from a cut conducted 
in air. 
Results with steel tools were similar (Figure Lf.32). The ghosting 
on the tool is extensive but very light. Forces measured during cuts 
with discharge-cleaned tools are given in Table 4.2. 
The special holder for transparent inserts seen in Figure 4.33 
was en1ploye.d to investigate the influence of negative rake geometry on 
the contact conditions. Cine film Sequ ence 16 is an air cut on a lead 
workpiece. The rake face of the tool, af ter this cut, is seen in 
Figure 4.34. Use of negative rake did not appear to a lter the zones 
of contact. 
lf. 5 MACHINING OF COPPER WITH STEEL TOOLS 
High speed steel (HSS) tools with 40° rake angle were used to cut 
pure copper in air and vacm:nn and the cutting forces were recorded. 
These experiments were repeated using tools manufactured from a plain 
carbon steel (PCS). The results are summarised in Table 4.3. 
When uijing HSS tools in air, chip material transfers to the tool 
some distance from the cutting edge (Fi gure. 4.35) . In vacuum, there is 
reduced transfer to the tool and a smoother underside on the chip 
(Figure I+. 36). This reduction in the resistance to the chip is 
reflected in the cutting forces, which are lower in vacuum than in air. 
The PCS tools eY.hibit gross transfer of copper to the tool in air 
cuts and the und,o,rsi.de of the chip has a torn . appearance (F5.gure ti.37). 
In vacuum, the situation is rather worse, the r egion of chip/tool 
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lightly scored, but is much smoother than the chip from a cut conducted 
in air. 
Results with steel tools were similar (Figure Lf.32). The ghosting 
on the tool is extensive but very light. Forces measured during cuts 
with discharge-cleaned tools are given in Table 4.2. 
The special holder for transparent inserts seen in Figure 4.33 
was e..'11ployed to investigate the influence of negative rake geometry on 
the contact conditions. Cine film Sequence 16 is an air cut on a lead 
workpiece. The rake face of the tool, after this cut, is seen in 
Figure 4.34. Use of negative rake did not appear to alter the zones 
of contact. 
lf. 5 MACHINING OF COPPER WITH STEEL TOOLS 
--· ---.. -·- --·--
High speed steel (HSS) tools with 40° rake angle were used to cut 
pure copper fn air and vacutrrn and the cutting forces were recorded. 
These exper i ments were repeated using tools manufactured from a plain 
carbon steel (PCS). The results are surnmarised in Table 4.3. 
When using HSS tools in air, chip material transfers to the tool 
some distance from the cutting edge (Figure 4.35). In vacuum, there is 
reduced transfer to the tool and a smoother underside on the chip 
(Figure I+. 36) . This reduction in the resistance to the chip is 
reflected in the cutting forces , which are lower in vacuum than in air . 
The PCS tools eyJ-iibit gross transfer of copper to the tool in air 
cuts and U1 e und er side of the chip has a torn . appearance (F:i.gure ti., 37 ). 
In vacm.1rn, t he situ2tion is rather worse , t he region of chip/ tool I 
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Figure 1+ . 30 Aluminium chip produced in vacuum with the transparent 
tool following glow discharge cleaning of the tool . 
Figure L: .• 31 Rake face of transparent tool after the above experiment . 
Figur e 4 . 32 Rak e f ace of high s p eed s t eel tool u sed t o cut pure 
,;;.luminium in vacuum, withou t (left) and with ( right) 
pri or g l ow disch arge cl eaning of t h e too l . 
4.31 L____l 1mm 
TABLE 4.2 Effect of glow discharge cleaning on cutting of pure 
aluminium 
Forces in Kgf per mm width. Depth of cut 100p. 
-1 Cutting speed 20 mm sec • 
Conditions N T 
In air 2.0 7.1 
In vacuum o.61 4-. 5 
In vacuum 
after godo 0.63 4.8 
TABLE 4-.3 Cutting of copper with steel tools 
Forces in Kgf per mm width. Depth of cut 100 fl• 
-1 Cutting speed 20 rrnn sec -
Conditions N T 
-"·--- ----
Air 1. 80 11. 7 
HSS tool 
Vacuum 0 . 86 10.1 
F 
6.1 
3.4 
3.6 J 
--------
F 
8.9 
7. 2 
I 
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Figure 4.33. Transparent insert holder for negative rake machining. 
Figure 4.34 Rake face of transparent tool followins negative rake 
machining of lead in air. 
· End of chip from the abov e exp eriment . 
4.33 
L...,_____J 
5mm 
, I 
Appearance of the end of the chip and the rake face of the cu tting tool, 
when copper is machined under various conditions . 
Figt!re 4.35 HSS tool 
Air 
Figure 4 . 3 7 PCS t ool 
Ai r 
Figure 4 . 36 HSS tool 
Vacuwn 
Yigur e 4. 38 PCS too l 
Vacuum 
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adhesion and transfer being very extensive. The cutting forces are 
correspondingly higher in vacuum than in air. There is, however, a 
region free from copper build-up adjacent to the cutting edge (Figure 
I+. 6 DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
- -
The first observations of continuous cutting with the transparent 
tool lead to the conclusion that there are two regimes of contact at the 
chip/tool interface. These may be described as follows: 
Zone 1: Intimate contact between chip and tool. No transfer 
of chip material after the cut. 
Zone 2: Region of transfer to the tool, associated with the 
presence of oxygen. 
The increased cutting forces in air, compared with vacuum, appear 
to be due to zone 2 formation. The transition from air to vacuum 
behaviour and its dependence on cutting speed were previously reported 
by Will:i.arns (1975) , who suggested that the access of sufficient oxygen 
to fonn a layer of oxide on the underside of the chip was necessary 
to promote adhesion of these materials to high speed steel tools. Using 
lead and aluminium workpieces, the sa'1le was found to be true when plain 
carbon steel tools were used. 
Further evidence for this dependence on oxygen access is provided 
by the· observation that pure oxygen proruotes more rapid and severe 
transfer than the same:! partial pressure of oxygen in atmospheric air . 
I 
The nitrogen balance in the air acts as a partial barrier to the oxygen 
diffusing into the narrow wedge at the interface. 
T.he most compelling evidence for a transport --controlled mechanism 
concerns the remarkably consistent values of pressure at which the 
transition in behaviour occurs, for a given cutting speed. This is 
reported for the case of lead and aluminium and by Williams (1975) for 
a range of materials. The critical factor is the access or availability 
of oxygen at the end of zone 1 rather than the oxidation charact eristics 
of the metal. 
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The dynamic nature of the zone 2 interaction is demonstrat ed in the 
Scanning Electron Micrographs of Figures 4.6 and 4.13. The oxygen appears 
to promote not only adhesion of chip material to the tool, but also to the 
transferred material. A redeposition process results, leading to the 
establishment of an equilibrium zone 2 size. Any explanation 0£ the role 
of oxygen must take this dynamic feature into account. 
The newly-generated ( tool-side) surface of the chip emerging from 
zone 1 meets the atomosphere (if present) . We can see from Figure 4.27 
that the chip may make and then lose contact with the tool several times, 
before final separation, without adhering in vacuum, Clearly there is 
no tendency for the unoxidised chip to adhere to the tool and a smooth, 
undisrupted chip surface results. When oxygen is present, ma terial 
becomes attached to the too l; thus, the oxidised surface is adherent. 
This may be because of an inherent "stickiness" of the oxidised sur fac e, 
or due to some fea-ture of the oxidation process itself. 
Williams (J.975) suggests that the tool is no:t'mally covered in a 
thin conta;-ninant layer, which r emains int act when cutting in vacuum and 
\ prevents a::lhesion of the chip . Th e presence of oxygen causes oxide scal.e 
to fo1.m which, being harder than the metal, abrades away the contaminant 
, I 
I 
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and allows the chip to adhere to the clean tool. To test this hypothesis, 
some zone 2 material from a cut on pure aluminium was removed from the 
sapphire tool using cellulose acetate softened in acetone. This material 
~as thin enough, in_places, to allow Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(Figure 4.39). No evidence of any oxide 11sca.le" or island oxide was 
found. However, oxide layers only a few molecules thick would not be 
detected by this method. It is considered that effective abrasion by 
scales of such dimensions would be unlikely. It is also difficult to 
explain the dynamic features of zone 2 (i.e. the redeposit ion of zone 2 
material on to the chip) in terms of oxide abrasion. 
The evolution of heat in the oxidation reaction was considered as 
a mechanism for increasing adhesion. It is difficult to see how heat 
alone could increase the strength of an interfacial bond. Greater flow 
of surface layers due to thermal softening might increase the true 
contact _area, but the high normal loads must result in a substantial 
area of intimate contact and some local adhesion would be expected. 
Further, we have suggested that there is intimate contact in zone 1, 
but there is no adhesion in this region . 
The impor t ant observation that oxidation reactions can lead to an 
increase in adhesion was reported by Pepper (1976), who studied the 
adhesion and sliding friction of alumina against copper, nickel and iron 
in ul t ra high vacuum at slow speeds of sliding. When the clean metal 
surfaces were expos ed to oxyg en sufficient to fonn a monolayer of oxide 
on the surface, increases in adhesion and sliding friction coefficient 
were observed . Pepper interprets these as due to some reaction of metal 
ox ide with a lumi na producing strong int erfacial bonds. Thi s increase 
in adhes i on was d emonstrat ed i n s t ati c tests so the oxide- abrasion 
theory wou l d no t seem t o apply in t his case. 
Figure 4.39 Tr2nsmisc,ion electron micrograph of 11zone 211 ma terial 
tak e n from the tr ansparent tool, following a cut on 
pure almninium in air. 
Shows a fine alumi nitill grain size wi~h no evidence of 
i s l a nd o x ide . 
I 
I 
Sapphi r e is aluminium oxide and the high speed steel tools wou ld 
certainly c arry an oxid e lay er, whi ch could exhibit similar behaviour . 
Similar suggestions concerning interfacial adhesion increased by oxygen 
~ere made by Coffin (1959) and De Gee (1 965, 1967). 
When cutting in air , the zone 2 deposit itself would also be 
covered in an oxide layer and h enc e the observation oi smooth grooving 
over zone 2 material in vacuum (Figure 4 . 13) may be und ers tood, if 
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adhesion between metals and oxid es is inh erently low. A neat demonstration 
of this phenomenon occurs in the cold welding process, in which two metal 
surfaces carryi ng oxide films are fo rced tog ether at high pr essure 
(Figure 4. 40). In a peel t est conduct ed before good metallic bonding 
has been obt a ined, it is found that the broken- up oxide particles stick 
together and f ai lure occurs at the metal/oxide interface. 
Further asp ects of the role of oxygen in promoting the adhesion 
of the chi p to oxide tool s are tr eated in Chap t er 7. 
l~ . 6. 2 Hovement in Zone 1 
The quest ion of mover~ent in zone 1 with the transparent tool has 
been di scussed in Section 4.3 and it appears that. 1 in th e case of the 
mat erial s studied, any stationary layer present duri ng cutting must be 
extremely t hin , prob ab ly only a few hundred Angstd:ims. Surface 
irregularities, even on the polished sapphire, are of thi s ord er. 
Unambiguous study of such a thin l ayer t rapped be t ween large bodies 
being impossible, then effectively we can conclude that observable 
interfacial seizure does not occur. This view is supported by several 
further pieces of evidence: 
(a) the difficulty in detecting the position of the end o f zone 1 1 
in chips from vacuum cu tt·~ng with sap phire tools; 
11 
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Figure L, . L,O Adhesion of air-,forrned oxide films dud.ng the early stages 
of co l d-welding. 
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(b) the way tool grinding mai;ks are "ironed-out" in chips from 
vacuum cutting with steel tools; 
(c) the lack of transferred material in zone 1 after the cut. 
4.6.3 Zon es la and lb 
Undertaken initially in an attempt to mask the rake face from view, 
to study the cl earance int erac tion, the experiments with copper coatings 
on the tool yield ed intriguing results . A divisio n occurred within 
zone 1 which was not evident during cuts without the coating. The non-
removal of copper in a length corresponding to the d epth of cut was at 
first attributed to an initial indentation effect, but it was noted 
that chip/tool contact was sometimes established over a dist ance 
cons iderably greater than the length of zone 1 before any copp f r was 
removed, eliminating this possibi li. ty. The removal of the copp er.· in 
zone l a with the chip, at the end of the cut, sugg es ts that there may 
indeed be conditions of seizur e a.t th e interface ,. However, a slight 
improvement in the coating practice l eads to the ret ention of t his film 
on the tool. The removal of the copp er film in the remainder of zone 1, 
i. e . in zone lb , clearly demonstrates th a t there is int er facial sliding 
in thi s reg ion. Th e fact that this can occur without chip material 
stic.king to the tool, while zone 2 transfer is laid dm,m on top of the 
copper , casts further doubt on th e oxide- cleaning hypothes is. 
The clearance interaction was not illumi na t ed by thi s t echni qu e 
and, with the shar.p tools in use, appeared to be negligibie, . no contact 
l ength or trans f et' zone being observed. Further applications of copper 
coatings are described i n Chapter s 7 and 8 , 
The proposed sub-division of zone 1 i s given f urther support by 
the microgr aph of t he ch i p r oot (Figure 4. 27) i n v acuum ,,i t:h quick- s top . 
I I 
The undistorted region corresponds to zone la, with intimate contact 
between chip and tool. In zone lb the chip appears to slide without 
adhesion, interacting with progressively less of the tool surface until 
, there is contact only at a few high-spots. Clearly both non~contact 
and seizure may be ruled out as explanations of the lack of adhesion 
in vacuum and the strength of the interface must be lower than that of 
the chip material . This contact at high-spots does, however, produce 
light 11ghosting 11 on the tool in zone 1 b (Figure 4. 26). This is quite 
unlike a zone 2 deposit and, it is proposed 5 occurs by ''micromachining" 
of the chip by the edges of the tool grinding marks. No light transfer 
is found in zone la~ because there is always contact. 
l;. 6. 4 Glow Di scharg_e Cl ea~ 
The effect of discharge cleaning of the tool prior to cutting in 
vacuum is to promote a light transfer of chip material, wherever contact 
with the tool is made, except in zone la. A smal 1 increase in the 
cutting force is observed, but not comparable to the effect of oxygen 
(Table 4.2) . The transfer experienced with glow discharge was much 
easier to remove from the sapphire tool than a zone 2 deposit, and 
could be cleared away from the sapphire simply by wiping with cotton 
wool. The light transfer on the steel tool is again associated with 
grinding marks, _ but now extends to regions where there is only transient 
contact. It is considered that glow discharge cl eaning caus es loosely-
held particles of chip material, generated in the rubbing contact, to 
adhere to the tooL This contrasts with the view of Williams (1975) 
who proposes that the glow dir,charge, in removing contaminants, 
sinmlat.es the effect of oxygen. If this were true, one would expect a 
gross, zone 2 transfer to be promoted, but this i. s not the case. 
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4.6.5 Effect with Diff erent Tool Materia ls 
The remarkable contrast in th e performances of high speed steel 
(HSS) and plain cai::bon steel (PCS) tools :i.n the cutting of copp er compounds 
the confusion over ~ontact conditions. Since both tool materials are 
much harder than the workpiece, and bot h compos ed of alloyed iron, 
differences in the surface film seem to be the most likely cause of these 
differences in behaviour . 
High speed steel tools produc e effects with copper workpieces not 
marked ly diff erent fr om those experienced with indi um, lead and aluminium. 
The zone 2 depo s it is smaller and less well attached to the tool, but 
still associat ed with oxyg en which produces an increase in the cutting 
forces . It has been sugges ted (in Section 4 . 6. 1) that these tools would 
carry an oxide film, which might b e resistant to wear by the chip , 
The PCS tools produce the opposite effec t, with increased chip/ 
tool interaction in vacuum. The apparently 11 lubricating" action of 
vacuum, previously encountered with the softer metalss is r eversed . 
However, the metal is transferred in a diff erent r egion on the tool 
from zone 2 tr ans fer and appears, on initial insp ection , to extend to 
the tip. Only close scrutiny revec1ls the pres ence of a clean region on 
the tool and corresponding features at the chip root. This is of the 
same dimensions as zon e la, i. e. it corr esp,)nds to the depth of cut. 
Adhesion, ther ef ore, occurs in zone lb and is diminished, r ather than 
promoted, by oxygen . The i nterface between the -chip and t he too l in 
zone l b is now stronger than the chip, causing flow to occur within the 
meta 1. 
It is proposed that the oxide fihns pr esent on the PCS tool are 
l ess well adherent and/or weaker th an those on the ~SS tool. These are 
11 
removed by the passage of the copper chip, but not by that of a softer 
metal such as lead or aluminium. Analysis of the tool surface by X-ray 
electron spectroscopy supports this view; the oxide layer on the PCS 
tool is iron oxide, but the HSS tool · appears to be covered by some 
other oxide. Figure 4. 41 shows the X-ray spectra of the HSS tool 
surface at two different electron voltages. True surface analysis of 
steel specimens is complicated by the difficulties in surface cleaning, 
but this technique conveniently di splays the trend as the penetration 
depth is reduced. Table 4.4 gives the bulk analysis of the material. 
It seems likely that the surface oxide layer on the HSS is vanadium 
oxide. 
JABI.:.L~ Specification of Ti tool steel 
% 
Carbon 0.7 
Chromiuxn 4 
Tungsten 18 
Vanadium 1. 0 
When the oxide film is removed by the chip, metal/met a l contact 
occm:s and the il]terfacial strength i.s int ermedi ate between that of the 
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chip and the tool (Bowden and Tabor, 1964). The lubricating action of 
oxygen is then explained since oxide formation on the deposit serves to 
diminish the adhesion. It is not particularly effective, however, since 
oxide/ oxide bonding is also fairly strong. Further aspects of lubrication 
by oxygen and of the machining of copper with these tools are treated in 
Chapter 7. 
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Figure 4.41 X-ray analysis of high speed steel tool surface, showing the effect of decreasing the depth 
of penetration. 
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Similar effects to those describ ed above are reported by Willia;ns 
(1975) who used an iridium tool to cut a lurni.niumj lead and copper. The 
cutting behaviour of the first two materials in air and vacuum was similar 
' to that observed with HSS tools. The copper, however, exhibited very 
much higher cutting forces with the iridium tool in air and in vacuum 
they rose even higher. This was attributed to the lac~ of oxide film 
on the noble iridium; however, if this is a correct explanation, one 
might e:>.l)ect all workpiece materials to produce the same effect . Perhaps 
the iridium carries a very thin oxide film which is still effective with 
the softer materials. De Gee (1967) proposed that even monomol ccul2.r 
films might act in this way. It is not ed that Williams observed tool/ 
chip adhesion up to the cutting edge, i. e. in zone la when performing 
quick-s top experiments on copper with iriditm1 tools. 
The action of oxyg en in the cutting of steel with HSS tools is 
similar to it s effe~t on copper with PCS tools, i.e. it acts as a 
lubricant (Rov:•e and Smart, 19 63; Willia..-rns, 1975) . At the speeds 
investigated, a build- up edge is formed, so this situation will be 
treat ed in the next Chapter ~ 
4.7 A DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERFACE 
In summary, we may describe the chip / tool interface in continuous 
cutting in the following way: 
Zone 1a Corresponds approximately to the depth of cut. Intimate contact 
between the chip &nd the tool, with the real and apparent areas of contact 
being equal. However, separa tion occurs at the int erface after the cut. 
There ap;:iears to be movement at the interface , but no severe rubbing 
since surface films are not worn away. Trea ted fu r ther in Chap ter 8, 
Zone lb Sliding under a gradually diminishing norn1al load. Adhesion 
and hence the severity of sliding contact depend on the nature of the 
tool surface and sometimes indirectly on the hardness of the material 
' being cut. Sticking and transfer in this r eg ion occur if metal - to-·metal 
contact can be established. In such cases, the presence of oxygen 
reduces the growth of the adhered junction. 
Zone 2 Region of chip/tool transfer at the end of zone 1b associated 
with access of oxygen to the newly-exposed under-surface of the chip. 
Only observed with oxide or oxide-covered tools and eliminated in 
vacuum, due to the inherent weakness of metal/ oxide bonding. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONTINUOUS CUTTING WITH BUILT--UP-EDGE FOI~1ATION 
A.1'.'D DISCONTINUOUS CUTTING 
-----------------
5.1 THE EFFECT OF BUILT-UP-EDGE ON CONTINUOUS CUTTING 
With certain combinations of workpiece material and machining 
conditions, the continuous cutting process becomes complicated by the 
appearance of a built-up-edge (BUE). (See Chapter 2 and Figure 2.5). 
This serves to modify the cutting geometry, increasing the effective rake 
angle and thereby increasing the shear plane angle and reducing the chip 
thickness and cutting forces. Unfortunately this wedge of workpiece 
material is unstable and intermittently breaks away, pieces of the BUE 
being carried away with the chip or the workpiece, resulting in poor 
surface fin:i_sh. Nany commercially important materials e.xhibit this 
variation of continuous cutting, including the precipitation-hardened 
alumil,i.um alloys and most steels. The formation of small, stable J3UE 1 s 
is frequently preferred and is aimed for when establishing the cutting 
conditions, It is also found (with steel) that the BUE becomes modified 
at higher cutting speeds due to thermal effects. 
Attempts to arrive at an understanding of the inter.face conditions 
giving rise to BUE formation and the f actor.s governing its size and shape 
were made in the present study. The transparent tool could not be 
e111ployed with f;teel workpieces but was used to cut Duralumin (ah1miniurn 
alioy). High speed st e el cutting tools were used with steel workpieces 
and the effects of free machining additives were studied . 
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5.2 OBSERVATIONS ON DURALUMIN WITH THE TRANSPARENT TOOL 
Introduction 
Due to the problems anticipated when using the sapphire to cut 
this harder material, two different alloys were investigated. First 
attempts were made with Duralumin H, (HS 30) which is a relatively soft 
material. Further cuts were then made on Duralumi n S, (HS 15) which is 
harder and rather less ductile. 
5.2. l .{illoy H 
Cutting of this material in air was viewed through the transparent 
tool. The appearance of such a cut was initially very similar to the 
cutting, in air, of the materials described in the previous chapter. 
There was an initial tight curl region, followed rapidly by the onset 
of tr ansfer to the tool and grooving of the chip. It was obs erv ed, 
however, tha t the contact length was much shorter than with the pure 
metals and the chip was very much thinner and retained a degree of curl. 
Soon after the beginning of the cut, the impression of movement in zone 1 
was suddenly lost . This is s een in Figure 5.1 and Cine Sequ ence 17 . 
At the end of the cut, the chip was removed from the tool and the 
BUE was found to adhere mostly to the chip (Figu re 5 . 2) . The tool itself 
carried transfer only in a region at the end of the chip/tool contact s 
the rake face being almost clean near the edge (Figure 5.3). 
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In vacuum, similar ef fects were observed, with the rapid establi sh·- . I 
ment of a "dead zone" of static material adjacent t o the cutting edg e. 
The BUE was again attached to th e chip after the cut, with the rake face 
retaining only sma ll flakes of material whi ch were fou nd to be loosely 
held to the tool. 
1 ' 
, 
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Figure 5 ~1 Transparent tool; Dur alumin H machined in air . 
··- -·---,........,_. "IC ___ _ 
1 
3 4 
-Duralumin H chip attached to the transparent tool, produced 
when machining in air. 
Figure 5 . 2 End of the chip when removed from the tool . 
' . 
Figu r e 5.3 Rake fc1ce o f t h e t ransparent t ool af t er r emova l of t he 
chip. 
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5. 2~ 2 Alloy S 
When this harder alloy was cut in vacuum , (Cine Sequence 18) 
smooth chip sliding and the lack of BUE was again followed by the 
establishment of a static region and scoring of the chip. Tighter curl 
accompanied the onset of BUE behaviour. A rather larger BUE was formed 
than with alloy H. The BUE was again largely transferred to the chip 
after the cut but this time the tool carried more debris (Figure S.t}). 
The chip was heavily segmented indicative of tearing and the machined 
surface had a very rough appearance (Figure 5.5). 
The a ir cut on this material (Cine Sequence 19) proceeded in a 
progressively more difficult manner, the built-up-edge growing in size 
and the chip becoming more segmented unti 1 eventually the forces became 
too great and the sapphir e insert was removed fr om its holder due to 
failure of the adhesive . This time a substantial layer of material was 
left adhering strongly to the tool (Figure 5.6). The machined surface 
was also markedly more disrupted (Figure 5 . 7) . 
Due to the large forces and the risk of damage, further investiga-
tions of the machining properties of the alloy were made with the us e of 
cutti ng fluid and are descr ib ed in Chapter 7. 
5 . 3 CUTTING OF MILD STEEL WORKPJECES 
Mild steel specimens were machined with HSS tools and the tool and 
chip studied after t he cut (Figures 5 .8 and 5.9). The BUE i s attached 
t o the chip but some steel is tr ansferred to the tool further up the r ake 
face . The chip root, with BUE adhering, from a quick-stop experiments 
is seen in sect ion in Figure 5.10. The BUE is more extensive in vacuum 
than in air and, as a result:, the vacuum-machined chip is very i.rreg\llar 
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Fi gure 5 . 4 
Fi,gure 5 . 6 
Rake face of the transparent tool 
after machi ni ng 
Duralumin Sin vacuum. 
Rake face of the transparent tool 
after machining 
Duralumin Sin air. 
Figure 5.5 
F.igure 5. 7 
5.5 
Cut surface of the Duralumin S 
workpiece after machining in 
vacuum. 
Cut surface of the Dura lumin S 
workpiece after machining in 
air. 
and the cut surface extr emely uneven. The effect of oxygen on the 
cutting force s was studied and a summary of the r esults is presented 
in Table 5.1, together with the results for a r esulphuris ed steel of 
- slightly higher carl;,on content . 
TABLE 5. 1 Cutting of steel in air and vacuum 
Forces in Kgf per mm width. Depth of cut 100 p• 
-1 Cut ting sp eed 165 mm s ec H. s . s . tool 
r-----·---
Mater ial Conditions N 
Air 5.9 
Hild steel 
Vacuum 11.1 
Air 7. l 
T F 
11+ . 4 13.8 
18.3 20. 2 
16. 5 16.1 
7.1 16. 8 16. 3 1' 
---------~-.---·---------
Resulph. ste,~ l 
Vacuum 
5.4 DISCUSSION OF BUILT- UP-EDGE 
When cutting with the transparent tool, initial movement was 
observ ed in zone 1, followed by the establ ishment of an appar ently 
stationary lajer. It was initially supposed tha t the BUE could only 
form after some transfer of workp i ece material to the tool, further 
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up the rake faceJ had taken p l ace and i ncrease.cl the resistance to sliding 
of the chip. This was supported by the observation that grooving of the 
chip preceded BUE formation. This view that it is res:Lstance to chip 
movement, rather than seizure a t the tool tip, that causes the BUE to 
form ,-ms also strengthened by the follo1·1:i.ng cbservation: careful study 
of Figures 5.4 and 5 •. 5 reveals that. the broken bouEd ar y of the EUE 
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Figure 5.8 Rake face of high speed steel tool after machining mild 
steel in air. 
Views of the mild steel chip root from a quick-stop 
experimentJ with built - up -edge adhering . 
Figure 5.10 Section through the chip and bui.it-up-edge. 
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adhering to the chip exactly matches the boundary of the clean region 
on the tool. Thus the transfer on the rake face and the BUE were once I 
one body of material in contact with the tool . This suggests that the 
great er adhesion may be at the end away from the cutting edge. 
If, however, it is assumed that a zone 2 transfer is responsible 
for the BUE, then cutting in vacuum, with an oxid e tool, should eliminate 
BUE formation . This is not found. However, as indicated by the attempts 
to cut the harder al loy , oxygen may still serve to increase adhesion and 
make the situation more severe. 
It is suggested that the process of BUE formation is such that 
the establis}ment of a static body of wurkpiece material at the tool tip 
may occur even when the chip/tool interface is weaker than the bulk. 
In an homogeneous material 1 this weakness leads to int erfacial sliding, 
as we have observed in Chapter 4 in, for example~ the cutting of pure 
aluminiwri with a sapphire or. IISS tool. However, with the introduction 
of ;5econd-phase particles acting as stress concentrators 1 · the localised 
load transmitted to the chip through interfacial sliding could cause 
fracture to occur at a rake face stress lower than the yield point, as 
depicted in Figure 5.11. Once the BUE is formed, it is stable despite 
the apparent weakness of the BUE/tool bond. This is ~ecause the new 
stress at the ;i.nt.erface, resulting from the modified shape of: the cutting 
tool , is low, as shown schematically in Figure 5. 12 . 
However, at the end of the cut, or when the tool is withdrawn :i.n 
a quick-stop experiment, the weakness of the interface becomes evident 
and the BUE remains affixed to the chip . This do es not: occur in places 
where a strong BUE/tool bond has formed 1 for ex2IT1ple, in the c ase of 
oxide tools, the region accessible to oxygen. With tools that los e a 
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Figure 5.11 Fracture within the chip resulting from the rake face 
drag, producing the separation of a built - up - edge. 
Figure 5.12 Force s acting on the built-up-edge , showing that the 
buil"t ,- up--edge may remain stabl e despite t he apparent 
weakn2ss of the buil-t-up-edge/tool int erface . The 
built-up - edge is the ri gid body PNO. The shear stress 
acting over PN is gr eat er than that over ON. 
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surface oxide layer, strong bonding of the BUE to the tool would be 
evident in such areas. Thus the occurrence of a BUE is du·e mainly to 
the fract~re properties of the workpiece material, but its growth is 
governed by interfacial adhesion. 
The steel,-cutting experiments tend to support this view. The 
action of oxygen is found to be lubricative, reducing the growth of the 
BUE by restricting metal-to-metal contact . This may be compar ed with 
the situation of a copper workpiece and plain carbon steel tool described 
in Chapter !+o 
The steel containing manganese sulphide inclusions does not appear 
to ·be affected in its machining behaviour by the presence of oxygen. In 
such a steel, the growth of the BUE is limited by the MnS inc1.usions 
them.selves~ 
5.5 DISCONTINUOUS CUTTING 
Met a ls of insufficient ductility to sustain the large shear strains 
in continuous chip formation produce discontinuous chips by periodic 
fracture. (See Chapter 2 and Figure 2. 6). Many "difficult- to-machine 11 
materials fall into this category, for example the Nimonics. Other 
alloys contain free-machining additivies which modify the behaviour 
of the material to one of discontinuous chip formation e. g. leaded 
brasses. 
The use of the tranr~parent tool for many of these materials was 
precluded by t he vu1nerability of the s harp cutting edge to damage by 
. the repeat ed irnpacts. However, it was possible t.o obtain an insight 
into discontinuous cutting by machining magnesium, which demonstrates 
this mode. of chip formation together F ith very low cutting forc1?s. 
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5.6 CONTACT CONDITIONS IN THE MACHINING OF MAGNESIUM 
The cine film (Sequence 20) shows the cutting of polycrystalline 
pure magnesium in air, viewed through the transparent tool. Still 
photographs taken at the beginning and after a short length of cut are 
seen in Figure 5.13. 
The process of indentation and release accompanying the formation 
of each sq,'Tltent :i.s clearly seen in the cine film. The region adjacent 
to the cutting edge becomes rapidly obscured by deb ri.s and gradual 
transfer of chip material further up the rake face is noted. The 
segments fall away from the tool soon after formation, the longest 
pieces of chip containing only four or five individual sef_,ments. These 
chips have a rough appearance on the underside. 
The appearance of the sapphir e tool after the cut is seen in 
Figure 5 .14Q There is magnesium adhering to the rake face in a region 
of about 1 mm length. A light cleaning oper a tion produces the effect 
seen in Figure 5.15. 
5 . 6. 2 9utti~g in Vacuum 
This is seen in Sequence 21 and Figure 5 . :1.6 . Although the process 
of chip formation appears to be the sa'lle, some influence of the vacuum 
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is clearly evident. The segments are small.er aT).d hol.d together in greater 
numbers before falling away from the tool. . Although some debris again 
appears on the rake face during the cut, this obscures l?SS of the field 
of view and the chips have a smoother appearance on the underside. 
The appearance of the tool before and after a light cleaning 
op eration is seen in Figures 5.17 and 5. 18. 
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Figure 5 . 13 Transparent tool ; magnesium machined in air. 
Figure 5 . 1Lf Rake face of the transparent tool 
after machining magnesium in air. 
5.13 
5.14 
Figure 5 . 15 The same after a l ight cleaning 
operation. 
Fig~re 5.16 Transparent tool; magnesium machined in vacuwn. 
Fi'gure 5. 17 Rake face of the transparent tool 
after machining magnesiu.~ in 
vacut1m. 
5.17 
~ ~--- -------=--== 
5.18 
Figure 5.18 The same after a l ight 
cleaning operation. 
I 
5o6.3 Cutting Forces 
Table 5. 2 gives the forc es in air and vacuum. These are mean 
values since the measured force naturally fluctuates during the cut . 
There appears to be a marked increa~e in the rake face drag force when 
machining this material in air rather than in vacuum. However., with an 
initially clean tool, there is a brief period of cutting in air when 
the cutting forces are comparable to those in vacuum. 
TABLE 5.2 Cutting magnesium in air and vacuum 
Forces in Kgf per mm width. Depth of cut 100 }1· 
. -1 Cutting speed 10 rrnn ;;ec • 
r 
Conditions N T F 
----·----·------
Air 
Vacuum 
Air 
(at start) 
3.78 
2. 70 
2. 77 
3. 29 
3.1 7 
3.08 
5. 7 FREE MACHINING BRASS 
. 3. 21 
3.26 
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Small depths of cut ( < 50 f) with the 40° HSS tool produce tightly-
curled, ribbon- like chips from the leaded brass workp.iece. Increasing 
the depth of cut result s in the appearance of discontinuous chips 
( L'" 5 '0 ) r igure _. J. / • These are in the fcrm of short lengths of connected 
segments. The undersid e of the chip is generally smooth and some of the 
11 cracks 11 between seg:,,ents holding together as a chtp have been obliterated . 
A Scanning E1ectron Micrograph of one. o f these 11cracks" between segments 
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is seen in Figure 5.20. The tool carries a deposit, after cutting this 
material, in the region adjacent to the cutting edge. 
5. 8 DISCUSSION OF INTERFACE IN DISCONTHIUOUS CUTTING 
Interfacial conditions in discontinuous chip formation display 
marked differences from those obs erved in the continuous case. The 
indentation/release cycle leads to intermittent chip/rake face contact 
at the tip of the tool, rather than continual contact over this region. 
In the vacuum cutting of magnesium, l oosely held particles of 
workpiece material are found on the rake face in the region close to the 
edge. This transf ·erred mater ial is readily removed and appears to be 
fracture debris. However, cutting in air produces a gross deposit which 
is more firmly attached to the tool. This is like a 11Zone 2 11 deposit, 
but is found at the tip, because oxygen gains access through the inter -
mittent contact. The cutting forces are increased in the presence of 
oxygen, as found in the continuous cutting of metals using ·oxide tools. 
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Another effect of the oxygen is to cause break-up of the chip, apparently 
due to the interaction with transferred magnesium on the tool. The 
vacuum chip holds together rather better and this demonstrates that the 
fracture process has not caused complete separation within the machined 
layer . Particul!'lrly when only partially discontinuous chips are formed, 
adhesion at the chip/tool interface may still be an important influence 
on machining behaviour. 
Similar effects to those seen with ma gnesium are noted with 
F.H . brass, ma t erial becoming attach ed to the tool in the indentation 
r egion. The r emainder of the rake face is relatively free from chip/tool 
inter action, a s indica t ed by t he ab sence of buil.d~up ancl t he smooth 
und er sur f ace of the chip . Tlrls i s c ons is tent wi th l ubricati on b y th i n 
Figur e 5.19 Free-machining br ass chips produc ed with the 40° high 
sp eed st ee l tool ; depth of cut 40 p (l eft) and 
1.50 p (right). 
figur e 5.20 Scanning electron micrographs of discontinuous chips 
of free-machining bras s, showing the shear f ai lure 
surface between s egm ents .• 5.20 
I 
I 
100µ 10µ 
layers of lead (Williams et al., 1970). 
The shear surfaces between segments resemble those of ductile 
rupture (Figur e 5.20). It has been suggested (Doyle, 1974) that this 
rupture occurs by linking of voids around second-phase particles, 
accounting for discontinuous behaviour. The depth of cut was found 
to influence the mode of chip fonnation . This has been noted by Atkins 
(1974) who suggests that the discontinuous cutting behaviour of free 
machining brasses is the result of a reduction in fracture toughness 
caused by additions of lead. Unfortunately, further study of this area 
was beyond thE: scope of thi.s investigation. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
MECHANICS. OF THE CHIP -FORMING PROCESS 
6.1 THE EFFECT OF ORIENTATION ON CUTTING 
Introduction 
The microscopic processes of slip which give plastic behaviour 
in metals are crystallographic in origin, so one would expect any metal 
deformation process, such as cutting, to proceed according to the crystal 
orientation. Manufactured metallic components are almost invariably 
polycrysta lline and it is frequently desirable, because of the effect 
on mechanical properties, to obtain a fine grain structure. Hence the 
cutting b ehaviour of polycrystals is of th e greatest general interest. 
However, many metal forming processes, such as rolling, introduce texture 
(preferr ed orientation) ~ so crys tallographic effects may become. import.ant. 
There are also advantages when studying the basic mechanisms of the shear 
process -in using workpieces of known initial slip geometry. 
6.1 . 1 Obse~};ltions . With ~(;oarse-Gr ai ned Pol~talline Specimen 
Pure a lu.111inium workpieces vrith an equiaxed structure of grains 
approximately 5 mm in dia'Tleter were machined in vacuum, using 40° rake high 
speed sttel tools. Fluc tuations in the cutting forces, shear plane angle 
(as indi.cated by chip thickness) and lamellae spacing with grain orienta-
tion were ob s erved (Figure 6. 1) . Wh en the fr ee s~rface of the chip is 
studied in the S. E.M., the positions of grain boundaries are revealed 
(Figure 6. 2). 
Orient a tion eff ects are a l so f ound on the cut surface of the work-
pi ece, even tbough no nomina l. nos e radius was emp loyed ( Fi gure 6,3). 
Figur e 6. 1 Etched coars e-gra ined pure aluminitrrn. workpiece , showing 
the vari a tion of tangenti a l cutting force with v ariations 
in the grain structure . The centra l narrow strip is the 
cut surface. 
Fi gu r e 6.2 Fr ee sur face of pur e a l uminium chip produced from t he 
c oarse polycr yst. nl i. i ne specimen; scanning e1.ectron 
micrograph showing a gra i n boundary and differ i ng 
la.1,iell ae spacings i n t he t wo grains. 
L..___J 
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These are in the form of bands across the workpi.ece, para llel to the 
cutting edge and of constant spacing within any particular grain. This 
gives the cut surface an 11etched 11 appearance, although not every grain 
displays these features . Since they do not extend across the whol e work-
piece, meeting the edges only when the grain meets one or both sides, 
they could not be attributable to tool movements induced by fluctuation 
of the shear plane angl eo They must, therefore, have some direct 
crystallographic origin, in the region of the cutting edge. These effects 
were not investigated furth er, but could be of some importance in relation 
to surface finish. 
Previously macro - etched sp ecimens were also machined. These had a 
faceted surface prior to the cut, in which the cube planes were revealed, 
regardless of grain orientation (Figure 6.4) . The manner in which these 
facets defonn in cutting is rather unusual. In many cases , the etched 
featur es are lost and a typical lamellae pattern 1: esults . Some grair1s , 
however, appear to preserve their etched appearance (Figure 6. 5) al though 
the "blocks" are distor ted . Very close examina tion of these blocks was 
made in the S. E. M. (Figure 6.6). It is suggested that these grains wer e 
in a suitable orientation for slip on a single slip system and that the 
large strains in the initia lly smooth-surfaced blocks produced these 
remarkable e f fec ts . 
6. 1. 2 The No t i on of a Constant Re solv ed Shear Str ess 
Two pi ec e s of experimenta l work on the cutti n8 of single crys t a l s 
a re r e.p ort ed :i. n the lit eratur e . Ramal i. ngam and Ha zra (1973) t machining 
pure alumin i um, obt a i ned result s i nd i cat i ng that the r esolved shear 
str es s on t he sh ear p lane ha s a constant v a lue, al t hough s hear p lane 
angl e mi. ght v ary with ori entat ion. They c onsid er that shear in cutting 
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F i g u r e  6 . 3  C u t  s u r f a c e  o f  c o a r s e - g r a i n e d  
p u r e  a l u m i n i u m  w o r k p i e c e .  
F i g u r e  6 . 5  F r e e  s u r f a c e  o f  p u r e  a l u m i n i u m  
i ; ; ; ; ;  - ~  
c h i p  p r o d u c e d  w h e n  m a c h i n i n g  o n  
e t c h e d  s p e c i m e n ,  s h o w i n g  s o m e  r e g i o n s  
o f  t y p i c a l  l a m e l l a e  a n d  s o m e  a p p a r e n t l y  
a l m o s t  u n d i s t o r t e d  " b l . o c k s n .  
F i g u r e  6 . 4  S c a n n i n g  e l e c t r o n  m i c r o g r a p h  
o f  c o a r s e - g r a i n e d  p u r e  
a l u m i n i u m  a f t e r  m a c r o - e t c h i n g  
t r e a t m e n t ,  s h o w i n g  c u b e  p l a n e s .  
F i g u r e  6 . 6  A s  F i g u r e  6 . 5 ;  h i g h e r  
m a g n i f i c a t i o n  o f  o n e  o f  t h e  
e t c h e d  H b l o c k s " .  
occurs on a crystallographic plane, of non-specific Miller indices, by 
the operation of multiple slip on a number of slip systems . Thus 
I 
variations in cutting force with crystal orientation are due to 
variations in the angle of the most favourable shear plane. The 
resolved shear stress is an invariant , material property. 
Williams and Gane (1977) in a study of the microtoming of pure 
copper crystals of two known orientations, conclude that the resolved 
shear stress is dependent on the orientation and has a lower valu e when 
a slip plane is aligned with the shear plane. Thus the flow stress in 
multiple slip is consid ered to be hi gher than in single slip. 
Some work was conducted in the present study in an attempt to 
resolve this conflict. Both aluminium and copper crystals were cut in 
the same type of machine and in severa l orientations. Gr eri t care was 
taken to obtain an accurate value of the cutting ratio and hence of the 
shear plane angle. Some new work is also reported in which the cutting 
behaviour of magnesium single crystals was investigated . 
6. 2 COPPER AN"'D ALUHINIU11 SINGLE CRYSTAL CUTTING 
6. 2. 1 Experir::-enta l Details 
The single crystal workpieces were grown from a high- purity melt 
u~ing seed crystals and subs equently checked for ori entation by x-ray 
dif frac. t omet ry. They wer e strips 3 mm thick and initially 20 mm wide, 
cut by spark erosi-on into l eng ths of approximately 80 rnm. All the strips 
had a ~ 110) face and diff ered from one another by the indices of the 
cutting dir ection ( x, Y; z) • Copp er cryst a ls of < 100), ( 110> and 
( 211) ori enta tions and aluminium ( 100 > and < 211) crys tals 1·7ere 
pr epared. The ( 110) (211 ) cryst a ls, being non-syrnmet rica1., were 
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Figure 6. 7 Orie,nt ,J.t..i.ons employed in studying the cutting behav io·,ir 
of copper and aluminium sing J. e crystals, showing the / 
positi~ns of the (111~ plan;s . 
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cut in two directions. These orientations 1 and the positions of the slip 
p/anes ( 111 ~ are seen in Figure 6. 7. 
0 All cuts were made with ground HSS tools of 40 rake angle. Both 
d -1 air an vacuum runs were perfo:rmed at a cutting speed of 20 m.711 sec - • 
A constant depth of cut, of lOOp, was intended, but this in fact varied 
by about 15% due to the uncertainties inherent in the setting mechanism. 
The true depth obtained ~vas determined by clocking th e cut surface and 
further verified by weighing the chip~ The thickness of the chips and 
and a l so some lengths of chips were measured to yield a value for the 
cutting ratio and h ence the shear plane angle. This was verified in 
some cases by direct measureme.nt of shear angle on the work.pi ece (after 
a quick-stop experiment). 
No attempts were made to remove the damag ed layer between runs so 
all the cuts were made on previously cut surfaces. It is considered that 
__,J\ 
the orientation 50-100p below the cut surface is unlikely to have been 
altered by the previous cuts, the main effect at this dep th b eing wo;:·k-
hardening. The workpiece material is necessarily heavily work-hardened 
when it approaches the shear zone. No nominal nose radius was used, 
greatly reducing any ploughing effect, but some rotation of the upper 
10 p or so may po ss ibly have occurred . 
6.2.2 Results 
The values of shear plane a ngle and resolv~d shear stress for the 
single crystal runs , together with those for a fine-grain annealed poly-
crystal of the s ame purity, are presented. in Tables 6.1 arid 6. 2. The 
error s quoted refer .to scatter in the data. 
Scanning El ectron Hicrographs of the f ree surfaces of some copper 
chips are seen in Figures 6. 8 .. 6. 11, I n the case of the c opp er ( 110\<j :10\ l / , 
TABLE 6.1 Copper single crystal cutting 
Shear plane angle 'Ii degrees. Resolved shear stress k Kgf mm- 2 • 
.• 
·----··-· 
Crystal Air Vacuum 
-
-·----
Orientation 0 k (/J k 
-· 
Polycrystal 16.6"1-0.5 30. 4 t o. 7 20. 5 ± 1.1 30. 3 ± 1 .1 
---
-
-
(110) [100] + 13. 0 - o. 7 + 29.4 - 0.9 14 . 3 :!- 0.6 26o2 t 1 • 2 
----
' -- '--~ 
I I (11~ [110] (a) 5.9 i- 0.4 23. 4 t o. 8 s.o t 0.5 22.5 ± 0 I 
[11c~ (b) ± 2.5 29. 2 i- 1 • .5 t 1.0 29.0 t 2 . ( 110) 30. 1 24.1 
,_ 
-- -
(110) [211] 22. 2 :!- 1.3 3 2. 6 i· o. 5 25.1 ·.t 2. 2 33 . 9 i- 0 
- f.--··----· 
(110) [21~ 36. 3 + I 26.6 t 1.1 t+5. 2 Y 1 . 6 J_ 22 .. ~~ 0 rev - 0.9 
------· 
... . 
TABLE 6.2 Aluminium single crystal cutting 
Shear pl ane angle 0 degrees . Resolved shear stress -2 k kgf mm • 
~ ·-r-y--st_a_] __ -----~-------·--A-i_r _____________ V_a __ ~c-_.u--~ -J 
k ~ 
....__P_o_l_y_cr_>_' s_t_a_1 ___ -1-_o_" ._2_t_o_. =---1-1_0_. _3_:J:-_o_._l~- --~--1_0_. s_±_o_._2_4-l--9-, _s _i_·_o __ ._2 i 
(110) l100j 9.2 :!- 0.3 9.7-_!- 0.3 I 10.4 Y 0.3 9.6 Y 0.2 
I (:J.10) [211] 7.3 :!- 0 .-:->-10. 0 t O. 4 ' r,I- 7. 0~·~ 2 9. 6 :!--Oc 1 r-·--------·---·--·- . _...... ,,_ 
cuo) ~11] <:> s.6 t 0.2 
1
10.0 t 0.1 . 1 7,1 t 0.2 I s.7 t o.3 
Ori entation k (/) 
o-------------+---------1--------1--------1-
___ c 1_1 o_) __ [21 ~ ~~! ___ ____ =r______ ..._ __ 31.".._1_ -r __ 1 __ ·_6_,...._9_._~)_· ~-· o_. ~--
Figur e 6. 8 Free s urface of copp e r chip , [110) ( loo) 
orienta tion. 
Figure 6. 9 Free surface of copper chip, f110 ~ (110> orient at i on, 
showi ng the effec t of t wo d i fferent shear pl ane angles. 
6.8 
6.9 
6.10 
Figure 6. 10 As Figure 6.9, low shear plane angle region. 
Fi~ure 6.1 1 As Figure 6.9, high shear plane angle region. 
and the aluminium ( 110) ( 211) specimens, the shear plane angle 
appeared to take two approximate values, with corresponding changes in 
chip thickness as seen in the photograph. This "flipping" of the shear 
plane could occur t•.\lo or three times in the course of a cut of 80 mm. 
In .the alwninium case, this behaviour was only observed in vacuum cuts, 
a lower shear plane operating in air . 
6.2 . 3 Discussion 
Copper exhibits variations in resolved shear stress (RSS) with 
orientation, as previously described by Williams and Gane (1977) . The 
f 11.0~ <100) cryst_al (described by Williams and Gane as the 11easy1! 
orientation) gives a RSS value lower than the ( 110 ~ <211) crystal 
(described as 11difficult"). However, the contras t is not so marked in 
this work, b e ing of the order of 12% compared with 307.,. The polycrystal 
has RSS·valu es intermediate between the single crystals, ins tead of 
being equivalent to the "difficult 11 crystal as noted by Williams and 
Gane. The values of RSS encountered by Williams and Gane are all lower 
than those found in the present study. This disagreement is almost 
certainly due to the difference in scale between planing and rnicrotoming 
experiments, in relation to dislocation structures. 
The new .orientations provide further evidence for the dep endence 
of cutting stress on orientation. In the case of the ( 110) <110) 
crystal) there appear to be two planes wh ich a r ~ favourable for slip. 
The higher-angl ed plane operates at a RSS similar to the ( 110 ~ <100 > 
and polycrystal specimens. The lower plane leads to very high c.1.,1.tting 
forces but the RSS is· low. This figure, however, mu s t be subject to 
a large error due to the large shear plane area and the difficulty of 
measuriig a small shear plane angle accurately. There may al.so be in 
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this case greater departur es frcm ideali sed plane shear, 
It is propo sed that the "flipping 11 behaviour is due to variations ! 
in the rake face friction. Increased resistance to chip flow would 
favour t he operation of the lower shear plane, but should the r esis tance 
to chip movement subsequently fall - possibly becaus e the structure 
resulting frc.m the primary shearing process now mak es slip along the 
rake face crystallographically more favourable - there is a return to 
the higher plan e. Obviously shear planes of intermediate angle must 
all require greater cutting force, since they are not observed. This 
offers further support for the concept of "easy" shear directions, 
The reversed f 110 j <211) crystal, not used by Williams and 
Gane, gives the most striking demonstration of reduced RSS in favourable 
orientation, with a n,duction of 15:~ over the polycrystal. Thus easi er 
orientations may be found than ( 1105 <)OO). It also appears that 
polycrystal specimens may be expected to prC>du.ce an naveJ:aging 11 effect 
in planing experiments, rather than a tendency to reflect. the most 
difficult orientations. This suggests that texture in copper work-
pieces could well result in variations in the machining behaviour. 
However, "cube' 1 texture (frequently encountered in rolling) should not 
be expected to produce much departure from an untextured structure. 
The alw11inium experiments also confirm the published work 
(Ramalingam and Hazra, 1973). Var iations in shear plane angle are 
found and the flipping behaviour is again observE;d, although only in 
vacuum where the r.ake fa(.;e drag is low, This reinforces the view ths. t 
critical rake face proces s es might govern this behaviour. However, 
there is no marked dep ~ndence on orientation of the RSS values. The 
scatter is rather less than that seen in Ramaiingam and Hazra's work . 
Thus the apparent contradiction in the previousl y publis hed work 
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on single crystal cutting appears not to be due to diff er ences in the 
cutting configuration, as suggested by Williams and Gane . Real differenc es 
in behaviour between copper and alu.rninium are found when they are studied 
in identical cutting situations. Copper displays a dependence of RSS 
on [ 111) plane orientation, alumi nium does not . 
This difference must relate to the precesses of dislocation 
movem ent which contribute to shear on a particular shear plane. The 
ability of individual dislocations to glide on more than one (111\ 
plane, in the process known as "cros s -s lip", i.s critical in this context . 
Consider the dislocation : 
[ 110 J 
This is also fre e to move in (l:1.1) which is approximately 70° avay, 
However, it may dissociate into partials 
+ 1/6 [zn] 
These partials repel each other and , as they s epara te under the 
action of~ diminishing r epu l s ive force, a sheet of stacking f ault is 
formed between them. The energy of this fault pr events th em from 
separating and, effectively, gives th e..111 a constant attract i on, leading 
to an equilibrium. spacing. Glide of the dissociated dislocation is 
confined to th e (111) p lane, but should the partials be brought together , 
reducing the width of the stacking fault to zero , the dislocation may 
then glide in another plane. Gross - slip i s therefore more unlikely as 
the width of the stacking fault increases . 
The stacki ng fault energies and equilibrium spacings for c opper 
and aluminium are given in Tab le 6.3 (Hirsch, 1.975), It is predicted 
that cross-slip s hou ld occur v ery readily in aluminium, small. local 
fluctuations in the stress fi e ld around a pair of parti a ls, due to 
the presence of nearby dislocations, solute particles, precipitates 
or grain boundaries frequently causing constriction and rec01:1bination. 
This would be less likely with copper and most dislocations would 
therefore be confined to one glide plane . (In fact , some pairs of 
partials in copper can also interact with one another to form "locks" 
e.g. the Lamer-Cottrell lock 1/6 [110] which are unable to glide at 
all). 
TABLE 6.3 Stacking fault energies. 
Copper 
Aluminium 
Stacking fault 2 
energy (ergs cm-) 
55 
200 
Equilibriwn 
spacing 
(atom distances) 
10 - 15 
2 
It is proposed that the apparent conflict between the results of 
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previous workers in this field may be the effect of stacking fault energy, 
The same processes of dislocation mobility that contribute to the low 
strength of pure aluminium cause its flow stress in machining to be 
substantially constant with workpiece orientation. Since dislocations 
are less mobile in the stronger copper, favourable orientation of a 
glide plane redtices the flow stress. 
6. 3 MAGNESIUM SINGLE CRYSTAL , CUTTING 
6.3.l ~erimc~ntal Details 
Pure magnesium single crystal str:i.ps were prepa.reds 3 1mn thick 
and initially 20 mm wide. Three specim ens were made, giving four 
Figure 6. 12 Ori entation employed in studying the cutting behaviour 
of magnesium single crysta l s, showing the position of 
the (0001) plane. 
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different cutting orientations. Magnesium has a hexagonal close-
packed structure; the strips had a (10IO) face. The major slip plane 
is (0001) perpendicular to the [0001] direction and specimens with 
0 this plane parallel; perpendicular and at 45 to the cutting direction 
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were. employed (Figure 6.12) together with a pure polycrystalline specimen. 
0 The rake angle was 40. 
6.3.2 Results and Discussion 
Not only the cutting force} but also the mode of chip formation 
is found to vary with the crystal orientation. A summary of the cutting 
behaviour is given in Table 6.4, together with the measured forces, chip 
geometry and resolved shear (or fracture) plane stressj all f:or cuts of 
100 p depth. 
1. With the major slip plane coincident with the cutting direction, 
dislocation glide can not contribute to chip formation. Discontinuous 
chips are produced by fracture along the direction of maximum shear 
stress . 
2. Plastic flow by means of dislocation glide becomes possible whe11 
1 1 d h .L' so . . the s_ip p .ane is rotate tote •4 position. It is found that the 
RSS required to produce the chip is reduced by this change of mechanism. 
However, some fracture seem.s to be involved since the chip is in 
segmented fo1.--m. 
3. With the slip plane at -45°, fracture along this plane results 
in the tool digging into the work (Figure 6.13). If allowed to continue, 
lumps of magnesium would be rernoved from the workpiece, as the restoring 
force on the tool arrested its movement. This observation indicates that 
the basal plane in magnesium can be a plane for cleavage as well as for 
slip. 
11 
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TABLE 6.4 Cutting behaviour of magnesium single crystals 
1 I ·i - -- 1 1· 
I I I Tool forces . . ( 0001 o lane an le . . Orientation II ) d. g . Mode of clnp fomation I 
1
. 
1 • egrees ' N K f T K f I i i g g i 
t 
J1 
I 0 
degrees 
k -2 
Kgf mm 
: I 
·1 l I I 1 I O i Discontinuous I O. 9 7.1 1 (120) 54 J 9.1 l I I I I I I - I l I 
2 45 Continuous , segmented 
No curl 
0.2 I 3.4 I 1so 
I ! I 
.
1 
3 I -45 No ch~p f~nned I - I - .
1
i 
1 
Digs in 
1
• 
I l I I 
I I I I 4 90 Continuous . Tight curl 0.2 I 5 . 5 I 80 
Polycrystal I 
i 
varies 
I 
Discontinuous 
' I o. 6 ! I I 6. 61 (120) 1 
43 5 . 4 
79 4.4 
54 9.3 
Figure 6.13 Magnesium single crystal , -45° specimen; tool digs-in, 
no chip produced. 
1Figure 6.14 Hagnesium single cryst a l 
Left - s egmented continuous chip, -l-L15 ° specimen 
Right - fully continuous chip, 90° specimen 
,Figure 6.15 Chip from 90° specimen uncurl ed ~ showing that the chip 
is longer than the workpiece . 
6.13 
6.15 
II 
I 
I 
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4. Finally, a vertical slip plane leads to rather surprising 
behaviour, with chip formation apparently fully continuous. The chip 
is tightly curled (Figure 6.14); when straightened-out it is found 
to be longer than the workpiece from which it was generated (Figure 
6.15), consistent with the high shear plane angle and a cutting ratio 
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r more than oneo The RSS required to produce the chip is further reduced, C 
although the measured cutting force is higher than in specimen 2. 
5. The polycrystalline specimen forms chips by fracture, at a RSS 
comparable to specimen 1 . This is because only a few grains are 
oriented for slip. Magnesium, therefore, owes its discontinuous 
machining behaviour to the singular major slip plane. 
6. !+ INSTABILITIES IN THE CUTTING PROCESS 
Introduction 
A typical larnellae structure on the free surface of a continuous 
chip is seen in Figure 6.16. This feature indicates that the cutting 
system can not be truly continuous, some cyclic process occurring at 
a frequency corresponding to the lamellae frequency . This could occur 
either by vibration of the cutting tool or because of some oscillation 
in the cutting process itself. The lamellae were investigated with these 
possibilities in mind. 
6.4.1 Tool Vibrations 
The possibility that tool vibration might be responsible for 
. the J.amellae ,vas investigated in t wo ways: in the planing mar::hine , 
by cutting at different speeds, and on a lathe, by varying the 
tool overhang. Th e :cesult.s are su1m112rized in Table 6.5. 
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It is clear from this data that any tool vibration connected with 1.amellae 
formation must be a forced, rather than a natural vibration, However, 
there are marked variations in the lamellae spacing with variations in 
the crystal orienta~ion across the width of the workpiece (Figure 6.2) 
and no apparent correspondence between the lamellae and any features on 
the cut surface (Figure 6.3). Movement of the tool would be expected 
to produce a constant spacing across the width of the workpiece and 
corresponding features on the cut surface. Thus it is clear that tool 
movements, themselves caused by some other mechanism, do not produce 
the lamellae. 
TABLE 6.5 Variation in lai,tellar spacing with cutting speed and tool 
overhang. 
Depth of cut 100 p• Rake angles: Lio0 (planing machine); 10° (lathe). 
Material 
Lead 
Lead 
Pure aluminium 
Pure alu.rninium 
Mild steel 
Mild steel 
Copper 
Copper 
Mild steel 
Mi.ld steel 
Speed 
nun sec- 1 
5 
500 
5 
500 
20 
500 
375 
375 
375 
3 7.5 
6. 4.2 §ourc e of th e lnstabil.i S[ 
Overhang 
mm 
20 
100 
20 
100 
Lamellar spacing 
25 
14 
4.0 
2.4 
1.4 
2.0 
6.7 
5.3 
4. 4 L,. 5 
Some inst ability must occur in the proc e s s e s of p r imar y shear, 
or in the sliding of the chip agains t the too l, or in both. Continuous 
cu t t i ng h as be en describ ed (von Tu1·k ov ich and Bl ack, 1970) in t erms of 
h eterogeneous p l as t ic f low i n which t he s hear pro c e~s oc c~rs i n an 
I, 
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Figure 6.16 Larnellae on the free surface of a metal chip; workpiece -
polycryst a lline annealed copper . 
Figure 6. 17 Lamellae on the fr ee surface of a. non-meta l chip; workpiece ~ 
butt e r at a t emperatu r e of 10° C. 
I; 
intermittent fashion, producing well-defined lamellae sepa·rated by very 
thin "plates"of concentrated. shear (Black, 1971, 1972). These workers 
propose that, during the compression phase of the process, large numbers 
of dislocations are created at points of str ess concentration. This is 
followed by shear in a narrow band. If the periodic structure is not 
generated in the workpiece prior to the instability, some periodic local 
fall in the material's yield stress, leading to local flow, is required. 
Without such a mechanisms there would be no reason for shear to be 
concentrated in bands. Von Turkovich (1970) postulates the adiabatic 
generation of heat during the compressive deformation. Once initiated, 
shear continues catastr ophically within the shear band until the stress 
falls to below the flow stress at the curr ent temperatur e, when the 
cycle recommences . 
Evidence for adiabatic shear, in the form of 11·;.,hite layers" on 
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the shear plane in etched steel wcrkpieces, has been offered (Recht, 1964; 
Lemaire and Backofen, 1972) but is held to be 2mbiguous (Doyle and Samuels, 
1976). ·Further, lamell ae are produced even at the slowest ·possible cutting 
speeds aHd at similar spacings to those in fast cuts. 
It is worth noting, in passing, that non-crystalline materials 
which can be machined to form continuous chips also display lamellae 
(Figure 6.1.7). In these cases it seems likely that a 11stick-slip 11 
movement of material up to the rake face is occurring. This approach 
has been aCopted for metals (Rubenstein, 1974). However, the indentation-· 
release cycle described by Rubenstein incorporates cyclic deflection of 
the tool. It is proposed here that the actual mechan ism of sliding of 
the chip against the rake f ace should also be considered as a possible 
source of the cycle . 
I' 
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6. 4. 3 Direct Observations of Lamellae 
Investigations into the lamel lae process were conducted by means 
of high-speed photography. High speed cine films were made with the 
transparent tool, cutting pure aluminium and lead. A framing speed 
-1 of 1000 pps and cutting speed of 5 mm sec gives several frames per 
lamella. 
No new features of the chip-tool. contact were revealed by this 
method. The appearance .of zone 1, seen through the tool, was unaltered 
during the time scale of the production of a single lamella. 
The outer surfaces of the chip and workpiece during cutting were 
studied using the arrange.11ent seen in Figure 6. 18. The formation of 
individual larnellae was observed to occur by bulging of workpiece 
material ahead of the tool, followed by a nrelease 11 which began 
another bulging operation . During this event, the bhip was sliding 
continuously up the rake face (Figur e 6.19). 
6.4.4 Discu ss ion 
It appears from these observa tions that the lamellac are the 
result of heterogeneous plastic flow in the primary shear zone, rather 
than heterogeneous sliding up the rake face, since chip/tool sliding 
is continuous . However, the adiabatic shear concept is not the only 
description which could satisfactorily explain these features. Some 
fur t her speculations on the mechanism of larnella e production are made 
in section 6.5 . 2. 
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Figure 6.18 Arrangement used for high-speed filming of the outer 
surfaces of the chip and workpiece during the cut. 
Figure 6.19 Sequence of stills taken from the high-speed film. Wor kpiece - aluminium. A line has be en scribed acrc s s 
the workp i ece to facilitate interpr etation of th e 
phot ographs; in t he original film, the individual 
l ame llae may b e distingu ished . 
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Figure 6.18 Arrangement used for high-speed filming of the outer 
surfaces of the chip and workpiece during the cut. 
Figure 6. 19 Sequence of s tiUs tak en from the hi gh- sp eed film . 
Workpiece - aluminium . A line has been scribed across 
the workpiece to facilit ate int erpretation of the 
phot ographs; in the original film, the individual 
lamellae may be distinguished , 
L-...J 
1mm 
6.5 CHIP CURL 
6. 5.1 !.:E2:...~ial and Egu:l.librium Curl 
The observation was made in Chapter 4 that the curvature of the 
chip in continuous cutting is tightest at th e start of the cut, the 
chip straightening-out as the contact area on the rake face grows to an 
equilibrium value. An increase of resistance on the rake face , for 
example when machining with oxide. tools in air rather than vacuum, leads 
to a furth er increase in the chip radius , producing almost straight 
chips with small rake-angle tools. C:onverselys the appearance cf a 
built-up-edge (Chapter 5) increasing the rake angle and hence the shear 
plane angle, or lubricated conditions (Chapter 7) tend to reduce the I 
chip radius. 
It might be suggested that ti ght curl is an integral part of the 
primary deformat ion rather than the consequence of the shearing proc esses 
on the rake face. The chip curvature observed under equilibrium 
conditions is always les s pronounced than the natural curl , · because of 
the retarding effect of rake face interactions. 
The sequence in Figure 6. 20 shows the first few millimetr es of 
a cut of 200 /1 made on lead with the sapphire tool. It illu s t rates that 
the chip curl occurs before the full zone 1 con t ac t has been established 
and even before the tool has indented to the f u ll depth of cut , i. e. 
before estab l ishnent of the full l ength of zone 1a. This effect is 
shown s cher:iati. c a1. ly in Figure 6. 21 . The is constant du r ing the 
deve lopment of zone la con t act 1 but once zone lb contact starts to 
develop , there is an increase in the curl radius . (This observation 
offers further support for the proposal that the chip/tool interaction 
in zone 1a does not involve severe rubbing contact). 
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Figure 6,, 20 Transparent tool; first few millimetres of a cut made on lead, showing the rake face contact 
conditions during initial curl. 
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Figure 6. 21 Di a gram to f acilita te interpretation of Figure 6. 20 . 
6.21 
605.2 Natural Curl 
It appears, from observations of initial chip curl in continuous 
cutting, that natural curl is quite tight , with a radius of curvature of 
about 20 times the ~epth of cut. Residual elastic strains in a finished 
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straight chip, as seen in Figure 6.22, wou ld yield a minimum chip radius 
of perhaps 1000 times the depth of cut. There is therefore substantially 
more material in the tool side of the chip than in the free-surface sideo 
Starting from the unmachined strip of workpiece, this implies large 
differences in the strains introduced on the shear plane at the tool 
tip and at the free surface. Considerations of stress equi.libri1.L1n on 
a straight shear plane (Figure 2.1) require homogeneous strains in the 
chip and hence l ead to straight chip geometry. Curly chip format ion 
has consequently been described in terms of curved shear surfaces 
(Kudo, 1965; Dewhur st, 1978) . However, in such models, it is the 
stresses imposed by secondary shear that are held to be responsible 
for the shape of the slip line fields. This type of model does no t 
account for the transient tight curl, nor does it dispense with the 
friction angle to characterize t he rake face contact zone. 
A new model is presented, which considers chip curl in the light 
of the heterogen eous nature of continuous chip fo rmat ion. As indicated 
in section 6. Lf, the chip is usually considered to form by a regular 
series of discn-:te shear events, giving a straight chip made up of 
sma ll parallel segrnents (Figure. 6. 23 ( a )). In this picture, ho-:.rnver, 
no account is taken of the workpiece material that moves "pa~:t" the 
tool between shear events ( the shaded tr iangle in Figure 6. 23 (b)) . 
In the treatment that follows, the chip curl is the cons equence of this 
"missing" materi a. l. 
The material is pushed ahead of the tool between sh ear events in 
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Figu re 6.22 Calculation of the chip cur l radius resulting from the 
release of elas tic strain in an initially straight chip, 
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Figure 6. 23 Instabilities in the cutting process giving curl of the 
chip 
(a) simp ie representation of the rnecbanism of lamellae 
formation 
(b) 1~.1issing" material that moves past the tool between 
shear events (shaded portion) 
(c) material pushed ahead of the tool, showing the area 
equivalent to the shaded portion in (b) 
(d) chip curl resultir,g from the modified shape of the 
chip seg:n2nt. 
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a 11bulging 1 ' operation, modifying the shape of the chip segment. This is 
idealised in Figure 6. 23(c), with the n ew material forming the shaded 
triangle 11above11 the shear plane. In reality, of course, it is pushed 
into the segment from the base. If it . is assumed that no material 
"escapes" under the tip of the tool, the areas of the shaded triangles 
in Figures 6.23(b) and (c) will be equal . The chip now curls away from 
the rake face as seen in Figure 6.23(d), since each element contains a 
small wedge angle. It is a matter o f simple geometry to derive an 
expression for the radius . 
Referring to Figure 6. 24: during one complete cycle, the tool 
moves forward from point A to point D. The operative shear plane, AC, 
rotates to HC during the indentation, as material from the triangle ABD 
is pushed into the segment . At point D, shear along DF commences and 
the segment DHCF is complete. HC and DF meet at R, the centre of the 
chip segment circle. Since the angle HRD is small, RD may be taken as 
the chip radius . Triangles ABD and HBC are equal in area. 
Depth of cut FG d 
. Interlamellar spacing CE = BD 
Chip thickness (between lamellae) 
Rake angle SBD 
Shea r angle BAD 
Angle HGT e 
= c,( 
Chip radius RD r 
= s 
TC = t 
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Figure 6.24 Geometry of the curly chip segment. 
R 
6.24 
Calculation of r :-
DP = s co~ - of.-...) 
BS = s cos rf... ; AB 
s cos o( AB = 
sin cp 
-
AC DF d = 
sin v;· 
BC AC AB cl s cos o( = = 
sin f sin rJ 
BC (d - s cos cl. ) = 
- -sin-;;;---
Areas of D.. r s ABD and HBC are equal 
AB . DP = BC.HQ 
AB. DP s cos ()( HQ 
--- = BC sin f · s cos (cb -o<..). I 
HQ s2 cos d.._ cos ( !f- - ci_ ) (d - s cos o() 
HB = HQ = 2 s cos o( 
cos ( </>-:-d.. ) (d - s cos o( ) 
HD -- HB + BD 
HD = stl (d ' !"' s cos cl.) 
HC = 
sin HRD ·- sin 
----
sin DHR - sin THC 
---
__...... __ __ co s 8 __ _..._ .. 
._,~----R 
+ s 
s in f:. __ (d - s cos c1.:.. ) 
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Using the sine rule in triangle HRD 
RD 
-
HD 
-----
sin DHR sin HRD 
RD HD sin DHR sd - r = ··----- = (d 
sin HRD - s cos 
J)" cos e . t c d - s cos o<.) 2 
s cos c,(_ cos ( r -ex.) cos e 
dt 
r -· 
s cos ol.... ccs ( cp - cl.....) 
If the lamellar width s is small compared with the chip thickness, we can 
use the expression for continuous cutting 
d 
t 
to derive 
sin ~ . ·-
cos ( <p - c/.....) 
t 
- --~-
cos ( / - c/.....) = 
= 
(See Chapter 2) 
d 
sin <j> 
r 
s cos o!.... sin p 
This is the expression for natural curl. It will be noted that 
:i.t still predicts a positive chip radius at negative rake angles. 
It is considered that the approximations made in this calculation 
are insignificant in comparison with those arising from the use of a single 
s!-i.ear plane. One point that merits furth er discussion is the assumption 
that none of the 1missing" material passes und er the tool. The suggestion 
that forced tool vibrations, occurring due to stick-s lip processes on the 
rake face, account for the appearance of l amellae on the free surface of 
the chip has been discussed in section 6.4.1 and discounted on the basis 
of sever a l pieces of evidence. Consequently, any regular event involving 
the passage of material under the tool bears no relation to the process 
being considered in this model, and 11tool chatter11 may be disregarded. 
Cuts were made on several materials in order to compare predicted 
radii with measured· values. The results are summarized in Table 6. 6, 
Considering the approximations, this agreement is remarkably good and 
indicates that the tight chip curl that occurs prior to any significant 
frictional interactions on the rake face may well arise from the proposed 
mechanism. 
If this description of natural curl is correct, it offers a new 
interpretation of the larnellar structure on the free surface of the chip 
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_and of the microscopic processes accounting for continuous chip formation. 
Referring again to Figure 6. 21~: as the tool moves from A towards D and 
the shear plane rotates from AC towards HG, the amount of material being 
pushed into the segment ahead of the tool progressively increases. When 
the energy required to push more material into the se~1ent (along HD) and 
also maintain shear along HG exceeds that required to shear along DF, the 
cycle starts again. 
6. 5. 3 Ultra- tigb,1:, Curl. 
In the observations made on continuous cutting behaviour without 
lubricant , the initial tight curl was usually followed within a few 
centimetres of cutting by a marked increase in the chip radius, 
associated with rubbing contact between the chip and the rake face 
beyond zone la (see Chap t er 4) . Howev er, when there was effective 
lubrication of zone lb (s ee Chapt er 7) the r adius continu ed to be close 
to that of natural curl . 
Wh en cu t ting some ma terial s in vacuum , extremely t.ight chip curl 
TABLE 6. 6 Calculated natural curl radii compared with measured radii . 
Mean Observed 
Material Rake Shear Depth Lamellar Calculated Initial Ang le. Angle of cut Spacing Ctirl. Curl (u 'l I , (p) (mrn ) (mm) 
Corrm1ercial 40° 23° 110 14 2. 9 4. 0 Lead 
a s above 10° 180 110 18 2. 2 2.5 
as above -:t o0 12° 100 19 2. 6 2.5 
Pure 40° 37° 120 4.0 7.8 7. 0 Aluminium 
Pure 40° 26° Copper so 4.6 1. 6 1. 0 
Mild 40° 45° Steel 50 1. 9 2. 4 1.5 
Figure 6. 25 Nonnal chip form, produced when lead is machined in 
vacuum. 
Figure 6. 26 Ultra- tight chip curl, experienced when lead is re-cut, 
i. e . immediately after a previous cut, in vacuum. 
was experienced throughout the cut. This effect, previously reported 
by Williams (1975) in the case of lead, was investigated further. 
The first of a series of cuts on lead workpieces in vacuum always 
exhibited the pattern of tight, initial curl followed by an increase 
in the chip radius. This is described in section 4.12 and is seen in 
cine Sequence 3. Subsequent cuts, however, frequently gave a tightly-
curled chip which it was impossible subsequently to unravel. These chip 
fon:ns are shown in Figures 6.25 and 6. 26. It was observed that a delay 
between cuts resulted in a return to the large radius behaviour, The 
duration of th e .required delay was found to be related to the oxygen 
pressure in the charrtber, Figure 6. 2 7. 
To determine whether or not some contamirn:'.tion of the tool between 
cuts accounted for this behaviour, the special workpiece of Figure 6.28 
was employed. This introduced an interruption of the cut, in which the 
chip fell away from the tool and a 11new11 cut was made immediately on th e 
second half of the workpiece. It was found that the machining behaviour 
of the two halves of this interrupted workpiece was always identical, 
Le. after a delay, both gave large-radius, while immediate re-cutting 
produced ultra--tight curl from both. 
This i ndicates that the important effect of the delay is the 
degree of oxygen access to the cut surface of the workpiece. The chip 
curl s over and the underside touches the previously cut surface ahead 
of the tool (Figure 6.29). If the oxide layer her~ is not too thick, 
the surfaces nbond together 11 and the chip rolls up ahead of the tool. 
If there is a thick enough layer of oxide on the surface, there is no 
tendency for bonding to occur, so the usual increase in chip radius is 
able to proceed. 
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Figure 6;27 Graph showing the delay between cuts needed to eliminate ultra-tight curl, plotted against 
the chamber pressure. 
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Figur'e 6. 28 Special workpiece used to demonstrate that the condition 
of the workpiece, rather than the tool, determines 
whether ultra- tight curl shall occur. 
Figure 6.29 Chip curls over and touches the workpiece during the 
initial stage of cutting. 
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It is reasonable to assume that, at the pressures in use, the 
underside of the chip ( and the cut surface in rapid re-cut e:Kperirnents) 
will be covered by at least a monolayer of oxide. Thus it is rather 
thicker oxide layers on the cut surface that inhibit the bonding. It 
is suggest ed that thinner layers of oxide are readily disrupted allowing 
metal/metal bonding to occur. Indeed unpublished work in micro--adhesion 
studies (Pethica, 1978) strongly supports this view. With thicker oxide 
on the cut surface, only the near rnonolayer on the chip would be dis -
rupted, giving metal / oxide contact. 
Indium workpieces give ultra- tight curl when cut in air if re-cut 
iw.medi a tely, but a delay of a few minutes eliminates the effect. This 
may reflect both the greater ductility of the metal and its lower rate 
of oxide formation. Altuni nium, on the other hand, can not be made to 
exhibit the ultra-tight curl effect at the lowest oxygen pressures 
that can be achieved in the apparatus. 
This mechanism offers further support for the proposal tltat metEt l s 
do not adhere readily to oxides (even to their own oxides). The 
establish.rnent over large areas of metal/metal contact is necessary for 
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two metal surfaces to bond together. (As we have seen in Chapter 4, 
oxide /oxid e contact also greatly increases the adhesion, but the mechanical 
integrity of the bond is low due to the brittl eness of the oxide film, 
anrl also perhaps the poor oxide/metal bond beneath). 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
LUBRICANTS IN METAL CUTTING 
Introduction 
A region of intimate contact between the chip 2nd the tool has 
been identified adjacent to the cutting edge. This is considered in the 
next chapter . Between the end of this zone and the point at which the 
chip loses contact with the tool is the region in which changes in the 
envirornnent may affect the chip/tool interaction, modifying the geometry 
and energy consumption of the chip-fonning process. This is the subject 
of the pres ent chapter. 
7.1 LUBRICATI ON BY GAS ES AND VAPOURS 
-------
Obs e r vat ions of "dry 11 cutting behaviour d es cr ib ed in Chapter L,. 
led to the suggestion tha t the effect of oxygen on ma chining is dependent 
on the ch~nical na ture of the surface of the tool . 
Oxid e tools. Oxygen promotes the adhesion of the chip to the 
tool, causing transfer and the build-up of a gross deposit 
( zone 2). There is no tend ency for chip materia l to adhere 
t o the tool in vacuum cu tt ing. 
Metal tools . Oxygen r educe s the extent of the sticking zone , 
close to but not at the cutting edge> (zone lb) compa1·ed with 
vacuum cutting. Thus it ac ts as a lubrican t . 
Both these effects are most pronounced at l ow cutting speeds and high 
speed cutting in air or oxygen rno J~e clo s ely resembl es that in v;:icuum. 
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It was proposed in Chapter 4 that this behaviour is attributable 
to low adhesion at a metal/oxide int erface comp ared with an oxide/oxide 
or a metal/metal interface. The effect has been reported elsewhere 
(Coffin, 1959; De Gee, 1967 ; Pepper, 1976, 1978) . Explanations have 
been offered in terms of a reaction between the oxides, possibly 
fanning a spinel-type cumpound (Pepper , 1976). However, recent work 
in qu artz.~meta l systems points to a surface electronic mechanism 
(Pepper, 1978). At the time of writing, the situation is still very 
unclear, but low adhes ion between metal/metal oxide pairs has been 
established in a wide range of experimental situations. 
Some intriguing evidence of longer term oxide/oxid e reactions 
at the interface is furnished by consider ing the ease of cleaning away 
the zone 2 transfer on the sapphire tool. Thi s was performed using 
cotton wool, isopropyl alcohol and rouge. When performed immediately 
after the cut, this was accomplished with ease, but became very 
difficult after a delay of some hours. Aluminium deposits were then 
ver)' firmly attached and had to be cut away using a new scalpel bl ade 
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and the fine deposit removed by polishing, Takeyama and Ono (1968) remark 
that, in the Japanese work with a g l ass tool, it was necessary to use 
acid to remove the lead from t he tool surface. 
Several extensive investigations have been made into the 
lubricating action- of organic vapours (Rowe and Smart, 1965; Wi lli ams, 
1975; Williams and Tabor, 1977). In the work of Williams, carbon tetra-· 
chloride vapour was introduced into the v acuum planing machine when 
cutting several mater ials with high speed st ee l tools . The effect was 
to reduce the cutting forces, compared wi th uniubri cated cutting, except 
JI 
11 
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in the case of lead, when the forces were increased. cc14 vapour was 
employed both with and without oxygen present . In the case of aluminium, 
the cut proceeded in a manner similar to vacuum cutting, but with a 
shorter chip/tool contact length and tighter chip curl. The effect of 
CC1 4 seemed to be to reduce the length of the region of sliding 
contact, (i.e. zone 1b in our notation). Childs (1972) remarks that 
the "elastic portion" of the contact area is greatly reduced in length 
when CClL~ is employed as the cutting lubricant. 
It is noted (Williams, 1975) that CC1 4 is less effective, when 
cutting aluminium, in the presence of oxygen. This may be explained 
as a "harrier" effect in much the same way as the influence of nitrogen 
in air, which reduces the promotion by oxygen of zone 2 transfer by 
restricting the access of oxygen to the fr esh metal surface (see 
Chapter Li-). In this case, however, it may be that the species are in 
competition and that some of the oxygen reacts with the freshly--exposed 
aluminium to form oxide in minute areaso These are inert to the CCJ. 4 
and, may tend to increase the adhesion of the chip to the tool. The 
question of chemical reactions will be discussed in a later section. 
In contrast, it is found that CCJ. 4 vapour is more effective in 
the presence of oxygen than in its absence when cutting steel with high 
speed steel tool s (Rollason, 1967). This indicates that the lubricating 
ef fec ts of CCi 11 arid oxygen in the '\net a l tool" cas e are additive. 
The ac t ion of CCll has been describ ed (Cassin and Boothroyd, 
I 
1965) as the f ormation of films of l ow shear str ength in the region of 
sliding cont ac t by reaction with th~ chip . Pepper (1976) found that 
exposure to ch lor ine r educed the adhesion of copper , nicke l and iron 
to c l ean sapphi re i n ul tra- h i gh vacuum. The failure of CC1 4 t o 
lubr i cat e i n t he cutting o f lead has b een ascribed (Shaw, 1958) t o t he 
i 
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lower reactivity of the lead or the fact that lead chloride may have a 
higher shear strength than lead itself. 
It appears from these experiments by other workers that CClli 
vc1.pour is a 11zone lb lubricant 1 ', r educi ng the severity of sliding 
contact between the chip and the tool , whether metal or oxide, by the 
formation of weak chloride layers on the surface of the chip. Its 
particular effectiveness as a cutting fluid has been interpreted as 
due to its good penetration into this region of imperfec t contact (see 
Chapter 2) . Williams and Tabor (1977) suggest that the vapour diffuses 
into the contact region through a network of microcapillaries between 
the chip and the tool. However, it has been noted (Rowe and Smart, 
1965; Williams~ 1977) that the liquid is generally more effective 
than the vapour, indicating that the controlling factor is the supp ly 
of suffici ent lubricant close to the contact region. 
7.2 DIRECT OBSERVATIONS OF LIQUI_p LUBRICANT ACTION 
7.2.1 Mechani ~n of Access 
Lead was cu t in air with the transparent tool under flood lubri -
cation conditions using a light mineral oil . It was observed that, in 
the initial contact prior to any significant amount of lead transfer 
in zone 2s oil s.lowly "seeped-,in" from the sides of the chip at the 
per~n eter of zone 1. Eventually, the two oil films joined up, 
approx~nately in the middle of the chip. This sequence was repeated 
several times in the cutting of a 250 rrnn long specimen and is seen in 
Figure 7.1 and in Cine Sequences 22 and 23. 
It appears from these observations that the liquid lubricant 
gains acces s to th~ rake face contact by bei~g "sucked--in11 from the 
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Figure 7. 1 Tr ansparent tool ; lead machined in the pres ence of a 
plain minera l oil, showi ng liquid lubricant acc e s s to the 
rake f ace 
(a) to (c) Oil films enter at the side s of the contact, 
joining in the middle and l eaving an oil - fr ee r egion at 
t he cutt ing edge. 
(d) Diagcam t o faci.ljt a t e i nt erpretation of ( a ) to ( c ) , 
d 
I 
I I i 
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sides to the wedge opening up between the chip and the tool, presumably 
due to the surface tension. Clearly the d egree of p en etration by this 
mechanism will depend on the surface energy and viscos ity of the 
liquid . Even at the low cutting speeds employed in these experiments, 
there was no indication tha t flow of liqui d against the flow of the 
chip might be involved. 
7.2.2 Carbon Tetra chloride 
- - ------· --··- --
Pure aluminium was machined in the pres ence of liquid CC14 using 
the transparent tool. Consid erabl e numb ers of bubbl es wer e observed 
around both the rake and clearance faces (Figu r e 7. 2) . These were 
evolved continuously during the cut, as s een in the cine fihn (Sequenc e 
24) . It was not ed that the bubbl ei app eared to origina t e at the cutting 
edge in the cl ea r ance face contacts \·,bile in the rake f ac e cont act there 
was a region close t o the cutting edge in which no bubbles were seen . 
The cl earance face bubbles als o appeared to be more copious . This was 
confinned by r epeating the experiment with the rake fac e coated with 
an opaque (1000 .7-i.) layer of copper, thereby modifying the double l ower 
image and revealing only the clear a nce interac tion, the rake face 
i mage now consisting of a f eaturel ess copper sh ee t . (Cine Sequence 25)o 
It will be noted from this sequenc e that a few biibbles continued to be 
evolved at the machined surface after the cu t had "nm-out 11 • 
When l ead was machi ned with liquid carbon tetr ach loride pr esent, 
no bubbles were seen and zone 2 transfer developed on the rake fac e 
(Cine Seqt1ence 26)tl 
7.2. 3 Ha t. er 
Distilled wat er was employed a.s the ciJt.ting fluid with the same 
Figure 7 . 2 Transparent tool; pure aluminium machined in the presence 
of GClL~· 
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materials and the lubrication behaviour was reversed. Bubbles were 
again observed with pur e aluminium but now with sever e tr ansf er 
developing in zone 2 (Cine Sequence 27). The cutting forces were 
increased compar ed with cutting in air. With a lead workpiece, (Cine 
Sequence 28) no bubbles were obs erv ed but zone 2 transfer was eliminat ed 
and the water was as effective as oil in reducing the cutting forces 
relative to dry cutting in air. Indeed, it was found that, if cutting 
was started dry and then water introduced half way through the cut, 
the zone 2 build -up that had developed was 11stripp ed- away" and the 
tool was left clean. This effect is seen in the film , Sequence 29. 
Such behaviour could not be induced ir1 the cut.ting of pure aluminium 
using any liquid lubricant. 
'.['o approach the question of bubble formation, a range of organic 
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liquids was ecrnploye.d in cuts with pure aluminium workpieces. The liquids 
were de-aerated prior to use and the cuts were studied by binocular 
microscope. Water, acetone, three secondary alcohols and three paraffins 
were used. The resu1 ts are stunmarised in Table 7. 1. 
7.2.5 Discussion 
Car bon tetrach loride liquid behaves in a manner similar to its 
vapour , lubricat ing the cutting of pu re ahuninium and greatly reducing 
the l ength of zone lbi but not lubricating the cutting of lead, Water 
provides an abundant supply of oxygen in aluminium cutting and promotes 
sever e transfer in zone 2. Recent work (Doyle, 1978) using sensitive 
detecti on t echniques has shown that hydrogen :i.s evolved wh en pur.e 
alu,tLt.nium i s P..achined in the presence of water. With the less reactive 
TABLE 7.1 
Cutting 
Fluid 
~ · 
Water 
Acetone 
· 2-Propanol 
2- Butanol 
2-Pentanol 
n-, Pentane 
n-Hexane 
n-Heptane 
·------· 
Summary of observ ed behaviour when cutting pure aluminium 
with various fluids 
~ 
Cutting Bubbles Boiling Behaviour Point oc 
- ·-
Severe transf er Yes 100 
Well-lubricated Yes 56 
Well-lubricated Yes 82 
Well-lubricated Yes 99.5 
Well-lubricated Yes 119 
Lubricated No 36 
Lubricated No 69 
Lubricated l No 98 
-· - -
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leadi water behaves similarly to oil in excluding oxygen from the 
contact. This is noted by Shaw (1958). 
Water added half-way through the cut on lead produces an unusual 
effect. Under these circumstances the chip appears to 11cold,.weld 11 to 
zone 2 cleposit 9 breaking through the thin ox id0. layer and forming a 
strong metal/metal bond in the manner described in Chapter 4. This 
results in the removal of the zone 2 deposit by the chip, due to 
failure at the surface of the sapphire . This behaviour· is only 
observed with lead and reflects the great ductility of the metal. 
The appearance of the bubbles, while spectacular, is rather 
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difficult to interpret. It appears that one or more of three mechanisms 
may be responsible, namely (a) cavitation, (b) boiling and (c) chemical 
reaction evolving a gas, 
(a) The cavitation theory depends on the reduction in pressure in 
a wedge of liquid formed between two surfaces! one of which is moving 
relative to the bulk of the liquid , away from the apex. The observation 
that the same speed, configuration and liquid in the clearance wedge 
produces bubbles with aluminiwn but not with lead appears to invalidate 
this interpretation. 
(b) It would be reasonable t.o suppose that the temperatures generated 
on the cut surface and the underside of the chip might be higher with 
aluminium than with l e ad, since its yield stress is much higher. Thus 
the bubbl e s with CCl, and water might be due to boilihg . The use of 
-+ 
several org anic sol vents app e a r s to support this view; for example, 
2-Butanol (b. pt . 99. 5°c) also yields bubbles. However, the range of 
paraffins did not produce this effect, sugg es ting tha t surface 
t e..'Tlp e r atures alone are not r e sponsible . 
(c) The alcohols may well react with aluminitm1, evolving hydrogen 
and produ cing a lubricat ing film. The paraffins, however, should be 
inert and indeed, they showed no bubble formation . Chemical reaction 
may thus be accepted as the source of the bubbles. cc1 4 may give rise 
to c 2c1 6 as suggested by Shaw (1942) or, in the pr e senc e of oxygen, to 
COC1 2• The more copious bubbl es on the clearance face may be understood 
in terms of the more favourable geometry for access of the liquid to 
the freshly generated surface. The lack of bubbles with lead indicat es 
that any chemical react ions occurring must yield different reaction 
products, which are not gaseous or are soluble in CC1 4• 
· 7. 3 LUBRICMrr CHEMISTRY 
Introduct ion 
Two basi.c categories of chip/tool interaction havi ng emerged, it 
was dec ided to investigate fully the effect of vac:-ious cutting fluids 
in a system of workpiece, tool materials and lubrication conditions 
representative of both categories. The system chosen was pure copper, 
cut with high speed steel (HSS) and plai.n carbon steel (PC S) tools. 
The conditions of cutting employed were: in air, in vacuum and in 
the presence of distilled water, plain mineral oil, chlorinated oil, 
sulphonated oil, a water - bas ed surface-active synthetic (RT 105) and 
c arbon tetrachloride. The flu ids were applied in flood lubrication 
in atmospheric conditions . 
It has a lready been suggested in Chapter 4 that the marked 
differenc es in behaviour when machining copper with these two tool 
Ir,ateri.a1.s 2r e due to the remova l during the cut of oxide layers from 
the PGS, hu t not f rom t he HSS , tooL With the system chose.n, it wa s 
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possible to study the effect of cutting fluids on both the zone lb 
and the zone 2 interactions, without changing · workpiece material. 
I 
7. 3.1 Experimental 
The cuts were made with 40° rake tools at a cutting spe ed of 
-1 20 mm sec At least eight and an average of ten cuts were made under 
each set of conditions at a nominal depth of 100 p• The actual depth 
of cut taken was measur ed by 11c1ocld.ng 11 the cut surface. The best-fit 
curve was obtained, by computer analysis, b e tween depth of cut and the 
readings of cutting forces, chip thickness and rake face contact length 
· and the value at 100 }1 obtained from the graph. 
The results are g iven in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 and in Figure 7. 3. 
(Note that the forc es apply to the full 3 mm width of the workp iece ). 
The rep eatability in these experiments was always b etter than YS% but 
in vi ew of the uncertainties regarding chip geometry measurements , 
err~n-s as high as :~10% mi ght be expected in some of the data. For 
clarity of present a tion, al l the data is quoted to two significant 
figures . 
7.3 . 2 Discu ss ion 
Several imp ortant points emerge from consideration of these results: 
(a) With the oxide layer on the HSS tool remaining intact, adhesion 
and transfer· of ch_i p material to t he t ool does not occur in zone 1b . 
Zone 2 transf er is induced by the pr esence of oxyg en . He nce vacullln 
cutting proceeds with l ower forces than air cutting. 
(b ) Water c:cts as a source of oxygei1 and promotes zon2 2 transfer 
with HSS tools. Th e chip/tool conta~t leng~h is s light l y greater than 
I' 
TABLE 7. 2 Lubricants in cutting of copper with high speed steel tools 
Norma l Tangential Chip Shear Resolved Rake Rake Co ntact Rake I Rake Rake face I I Conditions load load thi ckness angle shear stress force friction length pressure traction friction 
" 
-2 -21 coeff. N Kgf T Kgf 0 deg k Kgf rnm -L.. W Kgf F Ko-f Kgf nun t JJ o- l1 K.fKgtmm I p I 
I I AIR 5.4 35 310 18 32 23 27 320 24 I 28 · I 1.14 ! I I 
I 
! I I 
l I 
I 
I I 
VAC 2 .• 6 30 270 20 31 21 21 240 30 I 30 
I 
1.00 ~ I I ! WATER 5.9 36 320 17 32 24 28 340 23 27 1.16 I !-' 
I 
!
N-011 2.3 27 200 29 36 19 19 230 27 I 27 1.00 
I 
Cl-OIL 1. 6 25 210 27 33 18 17 220 28 1 27 
I 
o •. 95 
I S-OIL 2.0 26 230 25 32 19 18 240 26 26 I 0.98--i I j I 
I I RT 105 3.5 30 240 23 34 21 22 250 27 l 29 1. 06 . ! 
I CC1 4 i -0.6 20 150 42 34 16 12 140 38 30 I o. 79 I L_ 
TABLE 7.3 Lubricants in cutting of copper with plain carbon steel tools 
! Normal Tangential Chip Shear Resolved Rake Rake Contact Rak e Rake Rake face 
l 
l load load t hi ckness angle shea
r stress force friction length pressure traction friction! 
Conditions f'" 
i -2 -2 -2 
coe~t. 1 
I N Kgf T Kg f t Jl 0 deg k Kgf rmn W Kgf F Kgf f Kgf mm KfKgfrnm P I i 
l 
_J 
r l 
I AIR 14 51 410 13 34 30 43 SOO 20 29 1.44 
I I VAG 33 79 600 8 35 39 76 850 15 30 1. 93 I 
I 
! 
i WATER 12 I 
l.,_. 
.1. 340 16 33 24 35 430 19 28 
1.49 
! 
I--
I N-OIL 17 52 400 13 35 29 46 560 17 27 1. 59 
I 
! Cl-OI L 15 51 430 12 32 29 l.5 490 20 30 1.52 t 
' ! I S-OIL 20 52 410 l3 34 27 49 530 17 31 1. 82 
i, ___ . ., 
RT 105 2.9 28 230 25 35 20 20 240 
28 29 1. 03 
i 
I CC:\ 
j 
I -0. S 21 170 37 35 17 13 
140 40 32 o. 80 ! 
l _
j 
TABLE 7. 3 Lubricants in cutting of copper with plain carbon steel too
ls 
Normal Tangential Chip Shear Resolved Rake Rake 
Cont act Rake Rake Rake face 
load load thickness angle shear stress force friction leng
th pressure traction friction 
Condi t i ons 
coeff. 1 
I Kgf Kgf (/J deg k Kgf m.rn 
-2 W Kgf F Kgf Kgf mm 
-2 -2 ! 
N T t p f KfKg:f.mm p 
I 
I 
r 
_J 
I 
I AIR 14 51 410 13 34 30 43 500 20 
29 1.44 
I l I 
I VAC 33 79 600 8 35 39 76 850 15 
30 1. 93 I 
I i 
i 
I WATER 1. 2 41 340 16 33 24 35 430 19 28 1.
 49 
! 
I--
l 
I N-011 17 52 400 13 35 29 46 560 
17 27 1.59 ! 
I Cl-OI L 15 51 430 12 32 29 L~5 490 20 30 1.52 
I 
I 
t S-OIL 20 52 410 l3 34 
27 49 530 17 31 1. 82 
I 
r 
-
RT 105 2.9 28 230 25 35 20
 20 240 28 29 1. 03 I 
I 
I 
_J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CC1 4 
I 
-0, 5 21 170 37 35 17 13 
140 40 32 0.80 ! i 
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Figure 7.3 Rake face drag force, when copper is machined in the 
presence of various lubricants 
(a) using high speed steel tools 
(b) using plain carbon steel tools. 
(a) 
( b) 
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in air and there is a corresponding slight increase in the cutting 
force. 
(c) Oil acts to exclude oxygen from the chip/tool contact and prevent 
the transf er of chip material to the HSS tool in zone 2. There is also 
evidence of a slight effect of the oil as a boundary lubricant in zone 
lb, since the contact length and cutting force are slightly reduced 
relative to vacuum cutting. However) thi s effect is slight due to 
poor penetration of the oil into zone lb . 
(d) The surface-active synthetic cutting fluid is water-based and 
again acts as a source of oxygen, promoting zone 2 transfer with the 
HSS tool . However, the surface-active constituent reduces the extent 
of the chip/tool interaction and the forces are intermediate between 
air and vacuum cutt ing. 
(e) CC1£'.:_ produces an enormous reduc tion in the cutting force due to 
lubrication of the sliding contac t in th e zone lb region. The limit 
of. contact is close to the depth-of-cut line (130 p) i .e. th~ contact 
area is almost all zone la. 
(f) Cut.tir1g in vacu um with the PCS tool is extremely difficult due 
to gross development of chip/tool adhesion in zone lb . (It is noted 
that the length of zone lb is much greater than the length of zone 2 
in the HSS/air caie). The effect of oxygen is to reduce considerably 
the extent of zone lb, but possibly due to the difficulty of access 
of sufficient oxygen to this region, the cutting forc e is still hi gh 
with regard to tl1e HSS tool. 
(g) It is clear that water is a slightly better source of oxygen than 
atmo spheri c a ir in this case, s inc e it produces a furth er reduction 
in cutting force. 
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(h) Cutting in oil flood with the PCS tool reduces the growth of 
zone 1b compared with vacuum cutting, due to the restriction of metal/ 
i 
metal contact by fl. boundary lubrication mechanism. However, the oil 
is not as effectiv·e as air or water which act as E.P. lubriec:nts. 
(i) The synthetic fluid RT 105 acts both as a source of oxygen and 
as a surface-active agent, greatly restricting the growth of adhesion 
in zone lb and reducing the cutting force with PCS tools to va lu es 
comparable to the HSS case. The drag force on the rake face is 
actually lower, due to the absence of any zone 2 transfer. 
(j) cc1 4 supplies lubrication of zone lb due to good ~enetration 
into this region. Cutting with the PCS tool is now exact ly equivalent 
to cutting with the HSS tool since both zone lb and zone 2 adhesion 
interactions have been eliminated. 
(k) At the low cutting speeds enployed 1 there is no significant 
difference in the performance of the three oils. This is probably 
because insufficient heat is generated to break down the additives, 
or induce reactions with the chip. It is suggested that the effect 
of the additives would be experienced at higher cutting speeds . 
(1) Despite a large range of values of the cutting forces, the 
resolved stress on the shear plane varies by only about 5% with 
differences in cutting conditions, due to a corresponding range of 
shear plane angles. 
(m) In partic~lar , the lack of a reduction in the resolved shear 
stress when CC1 4 is employed casts doubt on any hypothesis that this 
fluid may act by weakening the workpiece. 
(n) The traction s tress on the rak~ face also does not vary greatly 
and is always cou,parahle to but rather l ess th an the resolved shear 
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stress. This is true even when the chip/tool contact is almost entirely 
in zone la (i .e. when using CC1 4 lubricant). 
(o) However, the notional friction coefficient~ an average over the 
entire contact area , varies considerably. For instance, it has a 
value of approximately 1 in the cas es of 11mechar1.ical" sliding (i. e. 
no adhesion) in zone lb and a higher value (up to 2) when severe adhesion 
occurs in this zone. 
Further support for the proposed description of the interface 
between the chip and the tool is provided by these experiments. Clearly 
the data would be amenable to other interpretations. In particular, 
it is noted that the concepts of constant rake face tract ion stress 
together with variable contact length, or of vari ab le rake face friction 
coefficient can be us ed to describe the chip/tool interaction. This 
underlines the uncertainti es that are tnherent in physical descriptions 
based upon derivations from measurement r ather than upon dir ec t 
observation. 
7 . 4 LUBRIC.1,.NTS IN BUILT-UP-EDGE A@ DISCONTIJ\11.JOUS CUTTI NG - -------..... ~- '"' ____ .... ___ _ 
7. L1 . 1 ,!:,ubE_~-~.22! . .2...~ Continuous Cut 0 ng _i,~ i th Bu il t - Up -- Ed&:, 
The effect of _ CCll~ flood on the cutting of Duralumin was studied 
using the sapphire tool. (Cine Sequence 30). The BUE appeared still 
to be formed and at the conclusion of the cut, the c~ip was stil.l 
attached to the tool (Figure 7.4). However, upon removal of the chip 
(Figure 7.5) no chip material was stuck to the sapphire (Figure 7.6). 
The BUE was also substantially smaller than in unlubricated cutting 
(c.v. Figure 5.2) and the surface finish on the workpiece was much 
finer, without ~,vidence of BUE fra gments. 
Figur e 7. 4 
' 
Dur a lumin H chip attached to the transparent tool, 
produc ed wh en ma chining in the pres e nce of cc1 4 • 
Figure 7. 5 End of the chip wh en removed from the t ool. 
Figure. 7. 6 Rake face of the transpar ent toc,l after removal of 
the chip . 
I i° 
' ' 
7.4 
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7.5 
7.6 
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The influence of CC1 4 lubrication on the cutting ·forces was 
0 investigated using a 40 rake angle steel cutting tool. The results 
are presented in Table 7.4. 
TABLE 7.4 Effect of cc14 on cutting of Duralumin 
-1 Forces in Kgf per mm width. .Dept of cut 100 p• Cutting speed 10 mm sec • 
Conditions 
Air 
Vacuum 
CC14 flood 
N 
1.1 
0.78 
0.13 
T 
6.3 
5.7 
Trent (1977) suggests that the action of cutting fluids in BUE 
cutting is to reduce the adhesion between the layers of the BUE. This 
explanation should_be treated with caution since it is not certain that 
the. BUE fonns in this way. One might expect the BUE to be eliminated 
altogether, since in this case the lubricant prevents adhe~ion of chip 
material to the tool. 
If the BUE is considered as a "new" tool nose, one might postulate 
regions analogous to zones la and lb in the interface between the chip 
and the BUE. Since the cutting forces with CC1 4 flood are substantially 
lower than those in dry cutting, it is suggested that th~ cc1 4 operates 
as a "zone lb" lubricant, penetrating the region between the BUE and the 
chip and restricting the growth of the BUE. Thus the tendency is for 
cutting lubricants to promote small, stable BUE' s rather than to 
eliminate them completely. 
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7.4.2 Lubrication in Discontinuous Cutting 
The influence of oxygen on the cutting behaviour of magnesium: 
'using the transparent tool, is noted in Chapter 5. Oxygen is found to 
increase the adhesion between magnesium and the sapphire promoting 
transfer of chip material at the tip. This behaviour is eliminated 
in vacuum. 
The cutting performance in CC1 4 flood is found to be very similar 
to vacuum conditions, as seen in Table 7.5. The fluid does not further 
reduce the cutting force over the force in vacuum . This is presumably 
because there is no zone lb region of sliding contact for the cc1 4 to 
lubricate . This also suggests that the proposed weakening of workpiece 
material., in this case via crack behaviour, does not in fact occur 
with CC\• 
TABLE 7. 5 Effect of CC1 4 on cutting of magnesium 
.. 1 Forces in Kgf per mm width. Depth of cut lOOp. Cutting speed 10 mm C f.:,r ~) ._ •• ._. II 
Conditions N T F 
Air 3.8 3 . 3 4.3 
Vacuum 2. 7 3.2 3.2 
CCl 4 flood 2. 8 3.1 3.3 
Free- machining br a s s was cut with a 10° r ak e· angle HSS tool under 
fl Od d l·t· o · s -i·ng oi' l a·1d cr1 (This ma t eri a l is machi ned without o con 1. H u., , ·' · "-' 4." 
cutti ng fluid in norn,al wo r kshop practice) . The ef f ect on the cutting 
forc es compar ed wi t h unlubri cated cutt i ng is indic a t ed in Table 7. 6. 
It app ear s tha t nei ther fluid has a pronounced eff ec t on the cut ting 
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forces when compared with cutting in vacuum. Indeed, using a highly 
leaded brass (3%) CCl 4 was found to increase the drag force on the rake 
face compared with unlubricated conditions (Doyle, 1978). This is 
presumably due to the extruded layer of lead on the underside of the 
chip; the observation that cc1 4 does not act as a lubricant with l ead 
has been noted in section 7.2. 
TABLE 7. 6 Effect of lub ricants on cutting of free-machining brass. 
-l Forces in Kgf per mm width. Depth of cut 100 J-1• Cutting speed 50 nnn sec • 
Conditions N T F 
Air 5.5 B.7 6.8 
Vacuum 3.9 8.8 5.5 
. CCJ. 4 flood 3.6 9. 4- 5.2 
Oil flood 3.9 9.1 5.6 
The lubricating action of cutting fluids in fully discontinuous 
cutting is t.husj as one might expect, limited to the prevention of 
adhesion in the indentation region . 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
--------
THE ZONE la PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Chapter 4 was concluded with a classification of the chip/tool 
contact zones in continuous cutting. Zones 1b and 2 have been examined 
in Chapter 7 and described in terms of: 
(a) the strength of the interface between the tool and the chip; 
(b) the effect of surface films and contaminants and 
(c) the influence of the environment. 
Zori'e 1a wil 1 now be considered. 
8.1 NATURE OF THE PROBLEM . 
We are concerned with a region of chip/tool contact on the rake 
face, adjacent to the cutting edge, corresponding roughly to the depth 
of cut. It might alternatively be described as the region of workpiece/ 
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tool contact on the rake face. Experimental evidence in this investi gation 
suggests that it has the following properties: 
(i) Conditions of intimate contact prevail at the inter face, the 
real and apparent . areas of contact being equal. 
(ii) During the cutting process there is a high normal load acting 
over this area. 
(iii) There is relative movement between the chip and the tool at the , 
interface. 
(iv) When the chip and tool are separated, there is no tendency for 
chip mat erial to adhere to the tool in this region. 
I! 
t 
(v) Surface films on the tool do not appear to be worn away. 
Th~se properties do not appear to be consistent with the accepted 
understanding of sliding contact. Under the contact conditions (i) and 
(ii) above, one is inclined to predict that failure will occur within 
the weaker material - in this case the workpiece material - leaving a 
"seized" layer on the tool and a velocity gradient into the chip. This 
is the current popular conception of the chip/tool contact in the region 
adjacent to the cutting edge. 
Since this is the first comprehensive study of the chip/tool 
interface by means of direct observation, no verification of (iii) may 
· be found in the literature. It is important , then, to recognise that 
we have only observed interfacial movement in a very limited number of 
cutting situations. However, observation (iv) is widely reported and 
this alone should cast the greatest doubt on the seizure hypothesis. 
If according to the conventional view the interface is so strong that 
flow occurs within the chip during cutting , then why does failure occur 
at the interface in, for example, a quick-stop experiment? The inter-
face could be strong in shear and weak in tensionj but this is not a 
property usually associated with metals. It might be proposed that 
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the strength of the interface during the cut is increased by the presenc e 
of a high normal load . It is difficult to i.magine, however, how a 
normal force could increase adhesion except by increasing the area of 
real contact. Studi.es of quick-,stop chip and tool surfaces in the SEM 
indicate that tota l interfacial contact existed at th e instant of 
separation, although of course microscopic relaxation effects would not 
be revea l e d in this way. · In any case, even islands of strong interface 
should p r odu ce loc a l ad h e sion . 
If there is interfacial sliding , however , then why are surface 
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films (v) not worn away? This includes oxide films on metal tools, 
since we would exp ect strong adhesion in zone 1a analogous to that 
experienced in zone 1b if true metal/metal contact were established. 
(Ind eed, using an iridium tool with copper, this is exactly what was 
experienced) . This leads to the proposal that there is interfacial 
sliding without high surface t raction. But the shear stresses parallel 
to the rake face in zone 1a are high, as we measured in cuts lubrica ted 
by carbon tetrachloride and as confirm ed by many other workers using a 
wide range of stress measur ement t echniqueso 
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Here, then, is the zone la problem. This is clearly a fundamental 
probl em in the understanding of all continuous metal cutting situations 
and not solely when we use a sapphire tool. It is particularly 
significant in relation to interrupted cutting, "internal. l.ubric a tionn 
and crater wear. In all three situations, the lack of chip/tool seizure 
in zone.la is very important. 
8 . 2 FURTHER EXAMINATION OF THE EVIDENCE 
Introduction 
Before attempting to resolve these difficulties, it is prudent to 
review the experimental. basis for th e above description of zone 1a . 
8. 2.,. :l. Contact 
One possibility which ha s been considered at length is the 
pr esence of a "crack" ahead of the tool , such that the chip and tool 
are not rea ily in contact -adjacent to the cutting edge. Apart from the 
thought that the propagation of such a larg e crack in, say, lead , is 
inherently unconvincing, there are several good reasons why this solution 
can not be adopted. 
Clearly a crack can not t ransmit any normal load to the tool, so 
the cutting force would have to be supported further up th e rake fac e -
beyond the d ept h- of-cut line with the zon e la portion of chip acting 
1.03 
as a "l ever" (Figure 8.1)o It would s eem to be. much easier to bend t his 
chi p back against the tool than to cause shear in the p::imary shear zone -
especially at low s hear plane ang l es. When zone 1b is effectively 
lubricat ed using cc1 4 , the chip / tool contact is almost a ll zone la ( see 
Chapter 7) . We r apidly approach the suggestion that the chip and tool 
are not touching at a ll . 
The clearest ind ication of the cont act geometry is furni shed by 
studies of chips from quick- stop experiments. The gr inding marks on ths 
tool are always r epl icated on the chip in zone l a, indicating that there 
is int i mate contact on separation. Even the most rapid disengagement 
d evices fail to reveal any fractu re markings in this zone. In order to 
obliterate any trace of a crack, the tool wou ld have to impress the chip 
perfectly during the di sengagement . For these reasons, we may accept 
the proposed intimate chip/ too l cont act . 
8.2,2 Stress 
In this study, only the total lo ad acti ng on the tool has been 
measured. Hany workers have at t empted to reveal. the stress distribution 
using a var iety of t echniques (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.2) and generally 
agree on a distrib t uion similar to Figure 2.4. This would suggest t hat 
the normal l oad acting over zone 1a is high and exceeds the yi e ld str ength 
close to the edg e . Wh en th e chip/tool contact length is c~nparable to 
the dep t h of cut, the zone l a load approaches t he t otal l oad. I n Chapter 
7 the mean norrnal load wa!; found t o increas e as lubrica tion of zone lb 
Figure 8 . 1 Non-contact, a possible description of zone la , showing 
the region which would transmit the nonnal load to the 
tool. 
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improved and this situation was approached . The shear stress in zone 1a 
(often termed the "sticking zone") is generally considered to have a 
constant value, close to but always less than the shear yield strength. 
This was again experienced in these experiments. 
8.2.3 Movernent 
The difficulties in detecting movement have been discussed earlier 
(Chapter 4) . It was concluded that, in the rather limited number of 
situations that could be studieds any stationary layer must be so thin 
as to be transparent . C • L,ince there is no doubt that relative movement 
occurs in zone 1b, we should expect to see some contrast between zones 
1a and lb, if zone 1a is stationary, both with the transparent tool and 
also after the cut when. studying the chip in the SEM. Zone 1 was not, 
at first> subdivided as indicated by the scheme of numbering. 
8.2.4 Adhesion 
The frequent occurrence of a "clean" region at the tip of the tool 
has not escaped the notice of other workers. In a recent survey of the 
subject , Trent (1977) attributed this effect to the rern.oval with the 
chip of a built-,up edge. We saw in Chapter 5 that the direct -,liew of a 
BUE is very different from that of zone 1a contact. Furthermore, 11clean 
zone 1a" ef fect s -are observed with many materials which do not exhibit 
BUE fonaation. The clear conclusion is that the chip/tool interface in 
zone 1a is weaker than the bulk of th e chip . This is in contrast with 
zone lb , wh ere the interface is stronger once metal/metal contact is 
established v 
8 .2. 5 Surf a c e Fi1ns 
Low adhesion Li. zone 1a can still prevail when , as a r e sult of the 
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improved and this situation was approached. The shear stress in zone 1a 
(often termed the. "sticking zone") is generally considered to have a 
constant value, close to but always less than the shear yield strength. 
This was again experienced in these experiments. 
8. 2. 3 Movement 
The difficulties in detecting movement have been discussed earlier 
(Chapter 4) . It was concluded that, in the rather limit ed number of 
situations that could be studied, any stationary layer must be so thin 
as to be transparent . Since there is no doubt that relative movement 
occurs in zone 1b, we should expect to see some contrast between zones 
1a and lb, if zone 1a is stationary, both with the transparent tool and 
also aft.er the cut when studying the chip in the SEH . Zone 1 was not~ 
at first} subdivided as indicated by the scheme of numbering. 
8.2.4 Adh es ion 
The frequent occurrence of a "cl ean 11 reeion at the tip of the tool 
has not escaped th e notice of other workers. In a recent survey of the 
subject, Trent (1977) att ributed this effect to the remova l with the 
chip of a built - up edge. We saw in Chapt er 5 that the dir ec t view of a 
BUE is very differ:ent from that of zone 1a contact. Furthermore, "clean 
zone 1a" effects are observed with many materials which do not exhibit 
BUE formation. The clear conclusion is that the chip/tool interface in 
zone 1a is weaker than the bulk of th e chip . This is in contrast with 
zone :1.b, where the int er face is stronger onc e metal/metal contact is 
estnblished,. 
8 . 2.5 Su r f ac e Films 
Low adhesion in zone 1a can still prevail when, as a r esult of the 
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removal of oxide films , severe chip/tool adhesion develops in zone 1b . 
Thi s suggests that surface films are not worn away in zone 1a. This is 
I 
supported by the work with evaporated films of copper on the transparent 
tool, when a thin strip of copper was left on the tool in zone 1a. The 
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possibility was raised that this was an artifact of the initial indentation 
of the tool agai nst the workpiece. This was di spelled, however, by the 
observat ion that, with a "well-adhered" film, several millimetres of 
chip were sometimes generated before anything bu t the copper layer could 
be seen through the rake face. Subsequently, the copper was slowly worn 
away in zone 1b but not in zone la . However, it was found that the 
copper in zone la could in some experiments adhere prefer entially to 
the chip on detachment. 
8.3 FURTHER EXPERIMENTS 
8.3 .1 Pulling_on the ChiJ2. 
The eff ec t of applying a pulling force to the chip was inves tigated. 
A conventional cut was first conducted for comparison, 150 JJ being taken 
. -1 d at 2 mm sec - from an as-rolled copper workpiece using a polishe, plain 
carbon steel tool. This produced extremely extens ive chip/tool adhesion 
in zone lb 1 as seen in Figures 8.2 and 8 . 3 . Zone 1a was slightly short 
of the depth-of ... cut l ine and "c lean". 
The experiment was repeated, whi l e pulling on the chip as seen 
in Figure 8 . 6. The load at which the chip broke was cletermined and 
another cut was made at a slightly smaller load . In both cases, the 
zone lb transfer appear ed to be more extensive as a res~lt of the 
pulling, but did not encroach into zone la (Figur es 8.4 and 8.5). 
When pulling hard e!1ough to break the chip, f;=tiJ_ure occurr ed in the 
Fi gure 8.2 Rake face of plain carbon steel tool 
after slow machi n i ng of copper in air. 
Depth of cu t 150 }1• 
' Figure 8.4 As above, with a pulling force 
applied to the chip. 
8.2 
8.4 
-~----
8.3 
8.5 
Figure 8.3 Chip rootj following a quick-stop; 
conditions as in Figure 8.2. 
Figure 8.5 Last fra~nent of chip, following a 
quick-stop; conditions as in 
Figure 8.4. 
Figure 8~6 Schematic diagram of arrangement used to apply a 
pulling force to the chip during cutting. 
Figure 8. 7 Hanner of chip breakage :i.n "pul. ling'' t'Xperiment. 
.6 
.7 
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manner shown in Figure 8.7. 
This experiment produced what might be termed a "negative" result; 
it would have been more instructive if the zone 1a interface had been 
affected in some way by applying a force to the chip. It does indicate, 
however, that the high normal force acting over zone 1a - largely 
unaffected by pulling on the chip - may be more significant in relation 
t o the zone la sliding mechanism than the tangential force along the 
rake face. 
An entertaining aspect of the sapphire tool work was the fact that 
novel effects were produced by every slight variation in experimental 
technique - even an accidental variation . During one cut on pure 
aluminium lubricated with a saturated hydrocarbon (see Chapter 7) a 
small piece of debris was embedded in a minute crack in the cutting 
edge (Figure 8 .8a ). Lubricant was applied only to the rake face and 
no bubbles had been observed in previous similar experi.me1=its w:i_ th a 
clean tool. However, one stream of bubbl es was clearly visible in this 
case, originating at the end of an apparent Hscratch 11 in zone 1 (Figure 
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8.8b) . These clearly resulted from the movement of air from the clearance 
wedge along a "tube" between the rake face and the chip (Figure 3.8c). 
The frequency of bubbles sugges ted that air was being drawn along the 
tube , pr es,1mab ly by the moving chip. Attempts to repeat this effect 
and record it on film wer e unsuccessful . 
Another "accidental" observation of some significance was the 
resul t of a hurried departure from the l aboratory. A high speed steel 
tool, uu"d to cut copper with CCl Li_ l ub r icant, was left uncleaned on the 
bench . Fi gu r e 8 . 9 shows the app earance o f the too l a fter 2 days' 
~ I 
Fi~ure 8.8 (a) Minute particle embedd ed in a crack in the cutting 
edge of the transparent tool. 
(b) Appea:rances of bubbles seen through the transparent 
tool . 
(c) Probable mechanism accounting for the bubbl es. 
Figur e 8.10 Copper coating on the end of the workpiece. 
(a) 
(c) 
8.8 
8.10 
( b) 
Ii 
: 
I 
I 
\Copper 
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exposure to l aboratory air. Oxid e growth has been promot ed in the region 
subject to rubbing contact with the chip in the presence of cc1 4• The 
deposit appeared on close inspection to be hydrated Fe3o4 ioe• rust . 
It is sugg ested that the slight ghosting of copper ov er this area act ed 
with the iron to form a large numb er of minute ga lvanic corrosion cells, 
the rubbing action with CC1 4 having removed insulating c ont a..'Il inants o 
The int er esting feature is the unoxidised area corresponding to zone la, 
wh ere surface films ar e pr esumab ly r et ained. 
8.3 . 3 More CoJ?.P$r Co a tir.!£:?_ 
Work descr ibed e l sewher e (Chapters 4 and 7) C.'Ilp lo yed coppe r 
co a t ings on the tool . A s er ies of experiments uas conduct ed us :i.ng 
app r oximately 1000 i (0 . 1 p) copp er on the encl of a pur e a l urni.ni.um 
workp iec e, as shown in Figure 8 . 10. The cuts were performed wit~1 a 
10° r ake HSS tool with a range of surface fini shes . 
The chip root was studied following a quick- stop . WhE'm the 
tool surface had a polish ed finish, no copp er was visibl e in the chip 
root. (It was all to be found at the beginni ng of the chi p). The 
same occurred with a tool wet-finished with 11 600 11 SiC paper , surface 
roughness O. OLf )1 C.L.A. However, a tool with a 1112011 finish, O.Lr p 
C.L.A., retained copper in zone la . This copp er wa s tr ans f erred to 
the chip at the end of the cut (Fi gur e 8.11). Thi s effect is discu ssed 
l ater , section 8. 4.2 
8 .3.4 Int ernal and Exter na l Grids 
Sever a l workers have us ed engraved grids on the workpiece to 
r eveal £l ow patterns in cutting (s ee Chapter 2, sect ion 2. 2. 3). Here 
there is always the danger that one may be vi.ew:L,1g edge effects, which 
Figure 8.9 Rust formed on the high speed steel tool, after machining 
of copper in the presence of cc1 4• 
Figure 8~ 1.1 
I 
Zone 1.a is free from rusting. 
Pure aluminium chips produced when machining a workpiece 
coated with copper as depicted in Figure 8.10. 
Left: H12011 finish on tool; copper visible in the chip root, 
Right: ~160011 finish on tool; no copp er visible i.n the chip 
root. 
8.9 
8.11 
I 
I: 
may not be representative of the flow patterns in the body of the 
workpiece. 
Cooke and Rice (1973) reported the use of a directionally 
solidified Silver-Copper eutectic to examine the shearing process. 
1 , ') .L.J 
The same material was used by Williams (1975) . These investigations 
were conducted mainly with the eutectic plates parallel to the direction 
of cutting. In this study, the plates were normal to the direction of 
cutting. 
A quick- stop section of this material cut with a plain carbon 
steel tool is seen in Figure 8 . 12, (This material behaves similarly to 
copper when machined with HSS and PCS tools) . It will be noted that 
the "bending-round" of the plates is much more pronourced in zone lb 
than in zone la . The deformed region on the und erside of the chip is 
also much d eeper beyond the end of zone la. 
Two photographs taken from the work of Childs (:l.972) are 
reproduced in F igure 8. 13 for comparison. It is evident th_at the 
substantial rake face 11drag 11 evident ia zone la in Figure 8,13a at the 
surface is not reproduced in Figure 8.13b in the body of the chip . 
The se pictu;~es support the proposition that, although as rnentione d above, 
the shear s tr esses are fairly high , the chip slides over zone la without 
experiencing a l arge sh ear s train . Thi s method would not , however 1 
reveal strain in a ver y thin surf ace layer next to the tool. 
8 . 4 DISCUSSION P OS SIBLE SLIDING MECHANISMS 
-~~·~-~- ··~ ~~~ 
8. 4. 1 Surf ace Buck}jr\g 
It is suggested tha t the stress·acting on the chip p ara ll el to 
the rake face might cause i t to b uck le and 16se cont act with t h e tool 
Figure 8.12 Secti~n through chip.and workpiece from a quick-s top 
experiment; copper/ silver eutectic machined in air 
with a pl ain carbon steel tool . Increas ed drag in 
zone lb, compared with zone 1a, is evident. 
Figure 8 .13 Plates taken from the work of Childs (1972) 
(a) Sid e of chip and workpiece inscrib ed with a grid 
prior to cutting; mild steel lubr icated with CC lu· 
There is considerable bend ing-round of the gr id · 
markings i n zone 1a. 
(b) Section t hrough chip and workpiece; mi ld steel, 
unl ubricated. Despite the more severe conditions1 
there is no marked bending-round of the grain 
structure in zone la . 
' 
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Figure 8.12 Section through chip and workpi ece from a quick-stop 
experiment; copper/silver eutectic machined in air 
with a plain carbon steel tool. Increased drag in 
zone lb, compared with zone la, is evident. 
Figure 8.13 Plates taken from the work of Childs (1972) 
(a) Side of chip and workpiecc inscribed with a grid 
prior to cutting; mild steel lubricat ed with CCl~· 
There is considerable bending-round of the grid · 
markings in zone la . 
(b) Section through chip and workpiece; mild steel, 
unlubricated. Despite the more severe conditions, 
there is no marked bending-round of the grain 
structure in zone 1a . 
8.12 
f ............. . 
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surface, as seen in Figure 8.14a. The high normal stress would, however, 
prevent the formation of .a large single buckle of this type and would 
favour multiple buckling (Figure 8.lLfb). Sliding could then take place 
by the tr ans lation of these buckles along the interface in a manner 
resernbling the movement of a ruck in a carpet. 
The possibility that there may be circumstances in which frictional 
sliding occurs by the passage of elasticj non-crystalline dislocations 
in the interface has recently been proposed by Gittus (1975). These 
interface dislocations - which he calls "int.erfaceons 11 - are stabilised 
by the high normal pressure . Gittus derives a friction coefficient by 
considering the energy loss (hysteresis) in the translation of these 
interfaceons . The mod~l is essentially speculative, but Gittus refers 
to the observation by Schallamach (1971) of such "waves of detachment " 
in the sliding of some hi g hly elastic rubbers. There remai ns considerable 
doubtr however, whether such sliding mechanisms coul_d operate in melals 
where the elastic strains that can be accommodated are much smaller. 
8.4. 2 The Effect _of~~s 
Whether we interpret the relative motion of the ch ip and tool in 
zone la in terms of detachment--and- reattachment, or some forrn of bodily 
sliding, our results suggest that the int erface is weaker than the bulk 
and true interface sliding occurs over the whole areay since this 
consumes the least energy. So far we h ave considered idea lly smooth 
surfaces, but in reality the tool surface is rough (Figu re 8 . 15) . It 
is pe1·haps unreasonable l~o suppose that material 11climbs 1' in and out 
of a ll. thes e surface irregularities . Since nextra 11 material on the 
underside of the chip wou ld need to be generated (and then consumed) 
from t::lw body of the chip to match the t ool surf8c:e, complex flow 
Figure 8. 14 Buckling at the chip/tool interface 
(a) single buckle 
(b) multiple buckle . 
(a} 
( b} 
8.14 
~/ 
, II 
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patterns would occur in the chip which would incr eas e the energy of 
sliding . The magnitude of the increase would depend on the roughness 
of the surface. 
11.5 
The work with copper coatings on the end of the workpi ece (section 
8.3 .3 ) confirms the suspicion that the material found in the impressions 
of tool grinding marks (Figure 4.27) is, in fact, st ationary during the 
cut. Onc e the 11valleys 11 in the tool surface reached dimensions comparab le 
to the coating thickness, the pieces of copper remained embedded in the 
tool and chip flow occurred over them. When the chip and tool were 
separated, howev er, this mechanical 11k eying 1 ' of mat er ial was no longe.r 
effective and the chip/tool combination separated at the weakest point. 
This obs ervation offers the clue to the mys t ery of non-re1noval of 
cont arn.inant film s on the tool. Even minute irregu l arities in the tool 
surface in zone la are filled-in by chip material, due to the high 
norma l pressure, tra.p ping any contaminant films . (Figur e 8. 16) . For 
the topologi cal reasons already indicated, local internal shear ing of 
the chip occurs above the stationary material, which i s t rapp ed - not 
sei zed, since th e interfac e is still weaker than the bulk. I n zone lb, 
by contr~st, sliding occurs only over the asper iti es ; should the chip 
remove any cont arr.. inant or oxid e films, real seizure would occur , 
producing a strong chip/tool bond . 
Perhaps this - and not int erfaceon movmwnt - i s the mechanism 
of s lid in8 in zone l a with t oo ls of normal surface structure. It 
predicts tha t there shou ld be some tend ency for chip material to be 
re t arded on th e rake face, but only on a scale co!T,parable to the surface 
roughness as suggested in section 8.3.4. However, it ii difficult to 
understand why the shearing process within the chip should fail to 
11dr agn material out of the gaps between the asperities, espedally 
'I 
I 
I'l l 
Figu~e 8.15 Representation of the roughnesses in the tool surface. 
Figure 8.1.6 Contaminant films trapped within the roughnesses, as the 
chip undergoes local internal shearing. 
Figure 8.1 7 Possible stress distribution on the rake face 
t - shear stress 
G = normal stress 
8.15 
8.16 
8..17 · 
tool 
I 
11 I 
I 
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since the slop es may only be of the order of a few degrees. 
8.4.3 Shear Str ess Distribution 
So far we have accepted that the shear stress on the rak~ face 
follows the distribution of Figure 2. 3 . Appl ying a yield criterion :i.n 
plane strain (Hill, 1950) to the material at the tip of the tool, we 
might expect a distribution similar to Figure 8. 17 . The presence of 
a high normal stress near the tip reduces the shear stres s requir ed to 
cause flow. If the shear stress required to produc e interfaci8.l sliding 
were unaff ec t ed by the normal stress , th en there would a l ways be a 
region of interna l shearing close to the tip of the tool, r egardles s of 
the surface structure. 
This suggests that the length of zone 1a might depend on the 
stress distribution, the geometry of the surface rouglmess<-::S and the 
int erfacial adhesion. It has been noted earli er that th e limit of 
zon e 1a cont act i s not ri gidly identifiable with the d epth of cut l ine. 
In these experiments, it wa s sometimes possibl e to obtain an accurate 
measurement of the length of zone la but ther e was no provis ion for 
ass essment of the stress distribut ion on the rake face. Further work 
on the zone la problem might profit ably explore these areas • 
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CHAPTER NINE 
SUMMARY OF MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
(i) It appears from this and other studies that, while the adhesion 
of metal-to-metal and of oxide-to-oxide contacts is high, the adhesion 
between metal and oxide is often lower . 
(ii) This has important consequences in the metal cutting process. 
Virgin metal surface is generated in cutting, but this may be oxidised 
once exposed to the environment. The tool may be composed of oxide or 
have an adherent oxide film. Alternatively, surface layers on a metal 
tool may be abracied-away, exposing metal surface . Thus the strength 
of adhesion at the chip/tool interface can vary in a complex manner. 
(iii) A new description of the chip/tool int erface in continuous 
cutting, is proposed, which allows effects previously considered anomalous 
to be understood . This incorporates some features of earlier descrip -
tions, bas ed on less direct exp er im ental methods, but also att@~ts to 
resolve some inconsistencies. 
(iv) The interface i s divided into two zones, corresponding to 
regions on the rake face obs erv ed directly when using a tr ansparent 
cutting tool. In zone 1, adjacent to the cut t ing edge, there is no 
tendency for chip material to adhere to the sapphi re tool. There 
appear s to be relative movement a t the inter face. In zone 2, around 
zone 1 , chip material adheres to the tool in the pr esence of oxygen . 
No zone 2 is s een in vacuum or inert atmosphere. 
(v) Zone 1 is sub-divided into zone l a, nearest the cutting edg e 
corresponding to the depth of cu t, and zone lb, the r Emai nd er of zone 1. 
With thi transparent tool, the main di stinction is that surface films 
on the tool do not appear to be worn away in zone la by the rubbing 
action of the chip. 
(vi) Zone la is the region, between the cutting edge of the tool 
and , approx~nately, the depth - of-cut lin~,* in which there is intimate 
contact between the chip and the tool. The real area of contact is 
equal to the apparent area of contact and large stresses act over 
this region. The normal component of stress increases sharply towards 
the cutting edge, while the shear stress over the region has a constant 
value. This is frequently termed the "sticking region" by other 
workers. 
(vii) There appears to be relative motion between the chip and the 
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tool in zone la . This movement is clearly observed in cutting situa tions 
that can be studied directly . Alsci, when the chip and tool are separated , 
they normally do so. at the interface. However, surface films on the 
tool do not appear to be rubbed away, although they may transfer to the 
chip on separation. 
(viii) These features of zone la suggest that it is not a sticking, 
or seizure region, and that some interfacial sliding occurs u nder the 
action of a shear stress rather lower than the flow str ess of the chip. 
The mechanism of sliding in this region has not been fully elucidated, 
but appears to depend on the pr esence of a high normal co:nponent of 
stress . 
(ix) Beyond this first zone, in zone lb, the nonnal load gradually 
diminishes, such that the chip is no longer in intimate contact with 
the who l.e tool surface. Thi s is conunonly tenned the "sliding region" 
-----· --- ---------·--·---· 
* 
In oblique ci..:tting, this would be the feed. ,line , 
.!.·. . .. ,·,:;·;·" ·:·.. ; ... : ... ::~:: . ···.•7"" . ·;· .··- ,·. -.-· ·~· .. -... ·.··· ·-·. . . . ···,. . .·.· . ..•... . .·.·, ......... . 
by other workers . It is now suggested that the nature of sliding 
contact between the chip and tool in this region depends on the chemical 
composition of the tool surface and the surrounding environment. 
(x) If the tobl is composed of oxide, or has an oxide film which, 
under the cutting conditions, is retained on the tool, there is no 
tendency for t~e chip to adhere to th e tool in zone l b. This is 
because of the weak adhes ion between metal and oxide. Frictional 
sliding occur s at the inter face, which may involv e ploughing of the 
underside of the chip by the asperities on the tool surface. 
(xi) If the bare metal of the tool is exposed in zone lb, the 
chip adheres to the tool . This is b ecause me t a l-to-metal adhesion is 
strong . The adhered regi on grows by the proc ess of junction growth, 
such that rel a tive motion between the chip and the tool occurs by 
shear within the chip itself. Oxygen serves to restri.ct the growth 
of the metal -to-metal junction and hence lubricates the cutting 
proc es s . 
(xii) Zone 2 is a region of chip/tool transfer beyond zone 1, seen 
with oxide tool s, It is associated wit h the access of oxygen t o the 
under side of the chip. Only when suff ic ient oxygen gai ns a ccess to the 
chip/tool int er f ace to form a critica l oxide layer on the uIJderside of 
the chip do es chip ma t er i a l adhere to the tool . This is because oxide -
to-oxide adhes ion is much stronger than oxide-to-me tal adhesion. 
( x iii) The controlling factor in this zone 2 interaction appears to 
be the access of ~xygen to the interface, v i a the wedge between the 
chip and the tool. Different metals exhibit the ons et of zo ne 2 
trans fer a t similar v a lu es of oxygen pres sure and speed of cutting. 
Thi s would not be the case if the process were controll ed by the kinetic s 
.::· .... · .. : .. , ...... . 
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of the oxidation reaction. 
(xiv) Access to the ~hip/tool interface is also a critical factor 
in the action of cutting lubricants. It is clear that no lubricant 
gains access to zone la, because there is intimate chip/tool contact. 
Differenc es in performance relate to how near the end of zone la the 
lubricant can provide effective lubrication of the contact. 
(xv) Liquid lubricants appear to gain access to the int erface by 
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being "sucked-in 11 from the sides to the wedge opening up between the 
chip and the tool, rather than by movement against the flow of the chip. 
(xvi) From the end of zone 1 towards the end of zone la it becomes 
increas ing ly difficult for the lubricant to penetrate. In this region, 
lubricant reaches the interface by vapour diffusion. This exp lains the 
particular effectiveness of carbon tetrachloride as a cutting fluid. 
However, because suffici ent lubricant must be supplied a t the end of 
zone 1, the liquid may still be more effective than the vapour, 
(xvii) A good cutting lubricant reduces the adhesion of th e chip to 
the tool . Thus, for example, plain oil lubrica t es th e cutting of 
aluminium with an oxide tool by excluding oxygen from th e contact and 
eliminating transfer in zone 2. Water lubricates the cutting of steel 
with a high speed steel tool by supplying oxygen and thus restricting 
junction growth in z~ne lb . 
(>~iii) More eff ective lubrication is provided when the lubricant 
reacts with the chip to produce a low shear-strengt h layer. The most 
effective cutting lubricants pen etrat~ zone lb by vapour diffusion and 
hence greatly reduce the length of chip/tool contact. 
(xix) Whether or not a built--up --2dge develops in continuous cutting 
depends on the fracture properties of the workpiece. The high stresses 
I. 
'// 
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at the chip/tool interface in the region of the tip of the tool cause 
sep aration of the BUE by fracture, initi a ted by second-phase particles. 
The BUE may not , in fact , be strongly adherent to the tool . 
(xx) The growth of the BUE, however, depends upon the adhesion. 
Thus the shape of the BUE is determined by the chemical composi tion of 
the tool surface ,o f the workpiece and of the environmrmt . Cutting 
lubricants affect adhesion between the chip and the tool and also 
between the chip and th e BUE . 
( xxi ) The chip/tool int erface in discontinuous cutting is intermitt ently 
exposed to the environment. In the indentation r egion adjacent to the tip 
of the tool, chip material adheres if metal-to-metal or oxide-to-oxide 
contact is made. 
(xxi i) The action of lub r icant is to prevent this adhesion. Because 
the chip is broken-up, there is little resistance to sliding on the rake 
face . If partially discontinuous chips are formedj lubrication effe cts 
simil ar to those in zones 1b and 2 may be experienced. 
( xxi ii) Magnesium produces discontinuous chips becaus e it has an 
insuff icient multiplicity of slip planes and directions to show full 
plastic behaviour. Fracture occurs in the direction of maximum shear 
stress. If a single crys tal specimen is suit ab ly oriented, a continuous 
chip is formed by slip, at a lower cu tting stress. 
(xxiv) In continuous cutting, variations in crystal orientation 
produce variations in the shear plan e ang l e and cut~ing forces. 
(X 2'.'V ) When cutting alwrtinium single crystals 1 the resolv ed stress 
on the shear plane is found to remain constant: with variations in 
ori entation . Copper singl e crystals, however, show dependence of 
resolv ed shear s tress on orienta tion • 
. :. ' . .. . . ' . ' ' . . .... ' . . ·. ·,· ' . - ---=- .· . 
(xxvi) This difference appears to be due to differences in stacking 
fault energy. Aluminium has a high s.f.e., so partial dislocations do 
not separate very far. These readily recombine, allowing cross-slip to 
take place. It is therefore relatively easy for dislocations to move 
on several slip planes, so that the cutting stress does not depend on 
slip plane orientation. Copper has a low s.f.e., partials are widely 
separated and cross-slip occurs less readily. Thus when a slip plane 
is aligned with the shear plane, the cutting stress is reduced. 
(xxvii) Continuous cutting does not proceed in a steady state, 
instabilities in the shearing process being evident. Thes e produce 
fairly regular striations or "lamellae" on the free surface of the 
· chip . For a particular workpiece material, l ame l lar spacing depends 
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primarily on the depth of cut, but .also varies between grains of different 
orientation. 
(xxviii) The lameliae appear to be the result of het erogeneous plast:Lc 
flow in the primary shear zone rather than tool vibrations or stick-slip 
of the chip along the rake face of the tool. Primary shea1· is concen-
trated in thin bands separated by segments of less deformed material. 
( xxix) It i~ suggested that, as the tool advances between shear 
events, the tool indents into the shear band, pushing material into the 
base of the segment and c aus ing the shear plane to rotate. The BJnount 
of material bein8 pushed into the segment pro8ressively increases, so 
that eventually it becomes energetically m.ore favourable for shear on 
the 11next 11 shear band to cormnence. 
(xxx) Natura l curl of the chip occurs before ther e is any significant 
frictional interaction on the rake face. Indeed, natural curl appears 
to be very tight and the influence of the rake face interaction is to 
reduce the radius. It is proposed that chip curl is the consequence 
of the wedge angle produced as extra material is pushed into the base 
of the segment of chip between successive positions of the primary shear 
plane. 
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